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Abstract 
We are at that moment of network evolution when we have realised that 
our telecommunication systems should mimic features of human kind, e.g., 
the ability to understand the medium and take advantage of its changes. 
Looking towards the future, the mobile industry envisions the use of fully 
automatised cells able to self-organise all their parameters and procedures. 
A fully self-organised network is the one that is able to avoid human in­
volvement and react to the fluctuations of network, traffic and channel 
through the automatic/autonomous nature of its functioning. Nowadays, 
the mobile community is far from this fully self-organised kind of network, 
but they are taken the first steps to achieve this target in the near future. 
This thesis hopes to contribute to the automatisation of cellular networks, 
providing models and tools to understand the behaviour of these networks, 
and algorithms and optimisation approaches to enhance their performance. 
This work focuses on the next generation of cellular networks, in more 
detail, in the DownLink (DL) of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple 
complementing each other in what is currently known as a two-tier network. 
This thesis also provides new practical approaches to the inter-cell interfer­
ence problem in both macrocell and femtocell OFDMA systems as well as 
in two-tier networks by means of the design of a novel framework and the 
use of mathematical optimisation. Special attention is paid to the for­
mulation of optimisation problems and the development of well-performing 
solving methods ( accurate and fast). 
Access (OFDMA) based networks. Within this type of cellular system, 
attention is paid to interference mitigation in self-organising macrocell sce­
narios and femtocell deployments. Moreover, this thesis investigates the 
interference issues that arise when these two cell types are jointly deployed, 
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Chapter 1 
Introduct ion 
1 . 1  Cellular Networks 
In the early years of wireless communications when this field was only a research area, 
the efficiency of networks was not an issue and engineers were only worried about 
making them work . However, over the last decades ,  this field has rapidly matured, and 
the number of customers and their needs have exponentially increased. Consequently, 
the planning and optimisation of current networks have become an important issue , 
not only for making networks functional ,  but also for making them more efficient . 
In the early nineties ,  Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) [1 ]  networks 
were deployed in order to satisfy the demands of users mostly based on voice services .  
At that time, the acquisition of new cell locations and the installation of new cell sites 
in order to extend radio coverage were one of the major concerns of network operators . 
In addition , Radio Frequency (RF) engineers expended a great effort in the area of 
automatic frequency planning [2] and antenna azimuth/tilt optimisation [3] as a way 
of mitigating electromagnetic interference and thus enhancing network performance. 
These tasks ,  together with the assignment of cell identities, set up of neighbouring 
cell lists and tuning of handover parameters represented one of the first works carried 
out in the area of what is known nowadays as network planning and optimisation. 
Nevertheless, the capacity improvements through optimisation were not enough to 
cope with the ever-increasing traffic demands of users. Thus , the development of new 
technologies that could complement and/ or replace this type of network was necessary. 
1 
To satisfy these requirements ,  vendors and operators are working on the development 
of new standards such as Wireless Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) [8] 
and Long Term Evolution (LTE) [9]e, which are considered the most suitable solutions 
for future deployments of cellular networks .  They are both based on an Orthogonal 
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) Physical (PHY) layer that supports sev­
eral key features necessary for delivering broadband services to high speed users [10] , 
e .g .e, high spectral efficiency, intra-cell interference avoidance, multi-path robustness. 
1 Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) is an example of CDMA-based network [5] . 
1 . 1  Cellular Networks 
At the beginning of this millennium, Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) ap­
peared as the most promising technology to be deployed to replace GSM networks [4] . 
CDMA-based networks 1 are used nowadays to fulfil the new demands of users imposed 
by the use of mobile Internet applications. Given the huge number of parameters to be 
configured and the trade-off between coverage/capacity, cell breathing phenomena [6] , 
this kind of network would not be able to work efficiently without the help of advanced 
network planning and optimisation tools . These tools cover a wide range of topics, 
from base stat ion location or power control algorithms to scrambling code allocations. 
However , the use of these tools requires a large human involvement as well as expertise. 
In the last five years ,  High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) networks have emerged as a 
new solution to improve user throughputs and thus allow a high speed connectivity [7] . 
This new technology moves some Medium Access Control (MAC) capabilities from the 
Radio Network Controller (RNC) to the base stations (NodeBs) , e .g . ,  fast scheduling, 
fast Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest (HARQ) . In this way, these functionalities 
are closer to the air interface,  thus making the system more responsive to fluctuations 
in traffic and channel due to delay minimisation. In addition, new techniques were 
introduced such as Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) and fast power control, 
Operators had to expend new efforts to combine both systems , CDMA and HSPA, 
hence increasing work loads of engineers and their OPerational EXpenditures (OPEXs) 
and CAPital EXpenditures ( CAPEXs) too. 
Additionally, it is predicted that in the near future the traffic loads of networks 
and the requirements of customers will continue growing (Figure l .  1 ) .  Furthermore, 
new services, requiring improved Quality of Services (QoSs) and bit rates, will appear. 
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Figure 1.1 : Cellular network traffic prediction from 2007 to 2012. a These technologies will enable the possibility of a truly mobile broadband connectivity. However, it may be again at the expense of increasing the complexity /cost of networks. 
1 . 2 Self - organisation Nowadays, the pressure to be competitive forces operators to take the reduction of the complexity and cost of current networks as the key driver for future deployments. Becase of this fact, the minimisation of both CAPEX and OPEX, and the enhance­ment of network performance via self-organising approaches is of particular interest. Organisations such as Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) [12]i, 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [13)i, Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) [14] and the Socrates project [1 5] have already identified self-organisation as a need for the deployment, maintenance and sustainability of future cellular networks. A self-organising network is defined as a network that requires minimal human involvement because of the autonomous and/or automatic2 nature of its functioning. 
2An autonomous activity is one that does not require any human involvement, while in an auto-
3 
1 .2  Self- organisation 
In these types of networks ,  base stations will integrate the processes of network planning 
and optimisation in sets of autonomous and/or automatic functions that will allow them 
to scan the air interface and tune their parameters according to the dynamic behaviour 
of the network , traffic and channel . 
The need for self-organisation in future wireless networks is driven by the following 
aspects [ 16) :  
• To achieve a substantial reduction in the CAPEX and OPEX of operators by 
reducing human involvement . 
Due to the complexity of current cellular networks and the huge number of parame­
ters to be configured, network operators invest large amounts of money in planning the 
This translates into a large human involvement that should incur an additional OPEX. 
However ,  the reduction of human involvement by means of self-organisation will permit 
• To optimise the performance of networks in terms of coverage, capacity and QoS . 
• To allow both operators and users the deployment of large numbers of small cells . 
deployment of new cell sites and optimising the performance of operative base stat ions . 
In addition, when new technologies such as LTE will be deployed by network operators, 
it is expected that in many regions more than three different technologies will coexist . 
network operators to remain competitive due to the reduction of these overheads [ 17) .  
Moreover, automating processes such as the configuration of frequency assignments, 
neighbouring cell lists or handover parameters will allow networks to rapidly adapt 
themselves to t ime-dependent network, traffic and channel fluctuations. In this way, 
avoiding long periods of time between manual optimisation procedures, base stations 
will be more responsive, and thus the performances of networks will be improved [ 18] .  
paid and maintained by users, these small base stations will aid to reduce CAPEX [19] . 
Self-organisation will also allow the final customer to install by himself a new type 
of base station known as Home Base Station (BBS) or Femtocell Access Point (FAP) . 
This is possible since these devices will be able to integrate themselves into the existing 
networks without the help of operators .  Also, because these access points will be both 
matic process , part of the activity is handled by the machine and part by the human being. 
4 
OFDM uses the spectrum very efficiently 
1 . 3  Fundamentals of OFDMA: The LTE and WiMAX perspective 
1 . 3  Fundamentals of OFDMA: The LTE and WiMAX 
perspective 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) is the multi-user access 
technique adopted by the next generation of cellular networks, LTE [20] and vViMAX [8] . 
OFDMA relies on an OFDM PHY layer , which is a multi-carrier transmission tech­
nique that divides the available spectrum into a large number of small radio channels , 
each of them modulated by a low data rate.  
by spacing all these small channels very close to each other, making their carriers or­
thogonal to one another , therefore preventing intra-cell interference among them [21] . 
The orthogonality among carriers means that a carrier spectrum has a null at the cen­
tre frequency of adj acent ones (Figure 1 . 2 ) .  
In OFDMA-based networks , the radio spectrum i s  broken down into orthogonal 
are in turn combined into groups generally known as subchannels. 
Moreover , 
subcarriers that 
the t ime domain is split up into consecutive frames that are in turn divided 
into time slots called OFDM symbols. Since OFDMA is based on an OFDM PHY layer , 
it also inherits some of its fundamental properties [22] . Among them, it is worth noting: 
• its s calable spectrum allocation, which permits a flexible spectrum assignment to 
base stations from relatively small bandwidths, 1 . 25 MHz, to large ones , 20 MHz. 
• its resistance to multipath due to the use of large OFDM symbols in the order of 
100 µseand a cycle prefix1 of about 10  µs , which can support large delay spreads . 
• its fully orthogonal subcarriers, which remove intra-cell interference from neigh­
bouring subcarriers and allow them to be spaced as close as theoretically possible. 
Due to frequency-selective interference and fading fluctuations along the spectrum, 
different users could suffer from very diverse channel conditions in a given subcarrier . 
remove1 The addition of a cycle prefix at the beginning of each symbol in OFDM is used to 
inter-symbol and inter-carrier interference. By repeating the end of a symbol at the beginning of the 
next one, the convolution of the channel impulse response with the signal at the end of a symbol does 
not affect the data at the beginning of the next symbol. 
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Figure 1 . 2 :  OFDM orthogonal subcarriers modulating rectangular pulses .  
A single user could also experience diverse channel conditions i n  distinct subcarriers. 
Because it is unlikely that a user enjoys excellent signal qualities over all subcarriers, 
it is more reasonable to provide users with subcarriers that maximise their received 
Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratios (SINRs) instead of letting a single user use all 
the spectrum at a given t ime (Figure 1 . 3 ) .  
As  a multi-access method, OFDMA offers the possibility o f  enhancing the spectral 
efficiency of networks by assigning distinct OFDM symbols or subchannels to distinct 
mobiles , thus taking advantage of their diverse t ime and frequency channel conditions. 
In this way and on the contrary to CDMA1 ,  OFDMA provides access to the frequency 
domain, and enables an additional degree of freedom to channel-dependent schedulers , 
which allows exploiting multi-user diversity. 
Since the performance of an OFDMA-based network depends on this subchannel 
allocation procedure, there is a necessity for dynamic frequency assignment algorithms 
ence can be mitigated by applying both orthogonal time and frequency domain resource allocations . 
Moreover, power allocation strategies , antenna optimisation techniques, etc. can be used in both 
technologies to further reduce inter-cell interference. 
1 In CDMA, intra-cell interference is handled by using special pseudo-random orthogonal codes, 
and inter-cell interference can be mitigated by applying orthogonal time domain resource allocations . 
In OFDMA, intra-cell interference is handled by using orthogonal subcarriers, and inter-cell interfer­
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- User 1 Figure 1 .3 :  OFDMA frequency-time grid . a  their use of OFDMA as multi-user access technology are introduced. These concepts, definitions and constraints will be employed from now on throughout this manuscript . 1 . 3 . 1  LTE (3GPP Release 8) arn OFDMA, different subchannels can b e  allocated to different users , preferably in the range where they have channel gain. that can intelligently decide which subchannels are suitable for each user at each time. Let us note that distinct network standards have distinct understandings of how to utilise OFDMA. In the following, the bases of LTE and WiMAX with regard to LTE offers round trip times below 1 0  ms as  well as peak data rates of  50  Mbps in the UpLink (UL) and 100 Mbps in the DownLink (DL) - It provides better spectrum ef­ficiency and flexibility than legacy systems by allowing spectrum allocations to cells from 1 . 4  MHz up to 20 MHz. It enables sophisticated channel-dependent scheduling and rate adaptation to meet the rapid varying resource demands posed by packet data. It supports load management among neighbouring cells to permit inter-cell interference coordination by providing information about resource use and traffic load conditions . Furthermore , it also considers both Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD) and Time 
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as long OFDM symbol time is also defined for LTE. The reduced subcarrier spacing specifically targets 
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One OFDM symbol inc lud ing cycl i c  prefix Figure 1.4: Physical layer structure of LTE (3GPP Release 8)i. a resource element, is built of one OFDM subcarrier lasting for one OFDM symbol . Due to efficiency reasons, the resource assignment works on groups of these resource elements called Resource Blocks (RBs) 1 . An RB is a rectangular block of resource elements, which spreads 1 2  adjacent subcarriers in the frequency domain and 7 OFDM symbols2 in the time domain ( 180 kHzx0.5 ms) . Depending on the transmission band­width, a DL carrier is comprised of a variable number of RBs in the frequency domain. The minimum bandwidth of 1 .4 MHz corresponds to 6 RBs, 
, which fixes the OFDM while the maximum one of 20 MHz to 1 10 RBs. The subcarrier spacing is always 15  kHz3 
1 In LTE, a subchannel is generally called an RB . 
2Each RB has a time slot duration of 0 .5  ms, which corresponds to 6 or 7 OFDM symbols [20] . 
However, this depends on whether an extended or normal cyclic prefix is adopted in order to transmit . 
Division Duplexing (TDD)  modes for uplink-downlink duplexing with a large common­ality of operations between both modes. [23; 24] LTE DL transmissions are based on OFDMA, thus the set of DL physical resources can be seen as a frequency-time resource grid (Figure 1.4)i. An element of this grid, 
Multicast-Broadcast Single-Frequency Network (MBSFN)-based multicast/broadcast transmissions. 
The remaining discussions within the following chapters will consider the 15 kHz subcarrier spacing. 
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1 . 3  Fundamentals of OFDMA: The LTE and WiMAX perspective Table 1 .1 :  Modulation and coding schemes for LTE 
MCS 13 64QAM 15 .60 4.52 
I 1 6.80 5 . 12MCS14 64QAM 5/6 
MCS15  64QAM 1 1 / 1 2  1 7.60 5 .55 symbol duration and minimises the impact of bandwidth scaling in upper layers. [25] At a high-level time-domain, LTE transmissions are structured in frames of 10 ms, each one of them containing 10 subframes of 1 ms [26] : • In case of FDD operation, there are 2 carrier frequencies, 1 for UL and 1 for DL. Therefore, during each frame, there are 10 UL subframes and 10 DL subframes that are transmitted simultaneously in each base station using these 2 carriers. • In case of TDD operation, there is only one carrier, thus during each frame some subframes are dedicated to the UL and some others to the DL transmissions. Because the same carrier is utilised for UL and DL, base stations and users need to continuously switch from transmission mode to reception mode and vice versa. The assignment of RBs to users is carried out by the MAC scheduler , and it is performed on a subframe by subframe basis, i .e . , each 1 ms (Figure 1.4) . The scheduler decides which users are allowed to transmit and which RBs to assign to each user. (3GPP Release 8) Efficiency [bits/symbol] 0 .15 0 .23  0 . 38 0.60 0 .88 1 . 1 8  1 .48 1 .91 2 .41  2 .73 3 .32 3 .90 MCS MCSl MCS2 MCS3 MCS4 MCS5 MCS6 MCS7 MCS8 1v1CS9 MCS l0 MCS l l  MCS1 2  Modulation QPSK QPSK QPSK QPSK QPSK QPSK 16QAM 16QAM 16QAM 64QNvI 64QAM 64QAM Code 'Yh = SINR Rate threshold [dB] 1 / 12  -6 .50 1 /9  -4.00 1 /6  -2 .60 1/3 - 1 .00 1 /2 1 .00 3/5 3.00 1 /3 6 .60 1/2  1 0.00 3/5 1 1 .40 1 / 2  1 1 . 80 1/2  1 3.00 3/5 1 3 .80 It must be noted that the minimum resource scheduling unit 1 that the scheduler can 
1 For the sake of simplicity, from now on, when we refer to an RB, we refer to this minimum 
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1 . 3  Fundamentals of OFDMA: The LTE and WiMAX perspective 
assign to a user is comprised of 2 consecutive RBs and thus spans an entire subframe . 
Moreover, LTE supports AMC (Table 1 . 1 ) ,  i . e .e, it supports multiple modulation and 
Forward Error Correction (FEC) coding schemes and allows the network to change 
them on a per user and per subframe basis to cope with varying channel conditions. 
As a result , the scheduler must also decide the quantity of power to be  applied to each 
RB as well as the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) to be assigned to each user. 
I\evertheless ,  it must be  noted that a constraint for LTE DL scheduling is that when a 
user is allocated to more than one RB , all of them have to have the same MCS.  [27] 1 .3 .2  WiMAX (IEEE 802 . 16e) 
WiMAX offers scalability in both radio access technology and network architecture, 
thus providing flexibility in network deployment and offering a large service variety. 
\ViMAX defines service flows to enable QoS and end-to-end IP-based service mapping, 
provides a flexible spectrum allocation to cells that can operate in different channel­
supports long range communications of up to 50 km and high data rates with peaks of 
lisation from 1 .25 MHz to 20 MHz in order to satisfy different operator requirements ,  
enables mechanisms for channel-dependent scheduling on a frame by frame basis , and 
70 \1bps in the DL and 70 Mbps in the UL. 
\i\TiMAX transmissions are also based on OFDMA, thus the set of physical resources 
can be seen as a frequency-time resource grid (Figure 1 . 5)e. The minimum frequency­
time resource unit that the MAC scheduler can allocate to a user is known as a slot . 
Each slot consists of one subchannel over the frequency domain and one, two or three 
OFD\1 symbols over the time domain 1 . A contiguous set of slots allocated to a user 
is called data region. The MAC scheduler allocates different data regions to different 
users based on their channel conditions . Depending on the number of OFDM symbols 
At a high-level time-domain, WiMAX transmissions are structured in frames of 5 ms, 
each one of them comprised of 48 OFDM symbols [29] : 
scheduling unit of 2 consecutive RBs ,  spanning 1 ms. 
1 The number of subcarriers and OFDM symbols per slot depends on the network configuration. 
in each slot , the number of subcarriers in each subchannel varies from 1 6  to 32 or 48. 
Similarly to LTE, the available spectrum scales from 1 28 subcarriers ,  1 . 25 MHz, up to 
2048 subcarriers ,  20 MHz . The subcarrier spacing is always 10 .94 kHz, which fixes the 
OFDM symbol duration and reduces the bandwidth scaling impact in upper layers . [28] 
1 0  
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ToL subframe T UL subframe 
Code "/h = SINR Figure 1 . 5 : Physical layer structure of WiMAX (IEEE 8O2 . 16e) . Table 1 . 2 :  Modulation and coding schemes for WiMAX (IEEE 802 . 16e) 
MCS4 16QAM 12.22 3.00 
MCS5 64QAM 1/2  15 .88 4 .00 
MCS6 64QAM 3/4 1 7.50 4.50 • In case of FDD operation, there are 2 carrier frequencies, 1 for UL and 1 for DL, and thus UL and DL frames are transmitted simultaneously over distinct carriers. • In case of TDD operation, since the same carrier is utilised for both UL and DL, the frame is divided into a DL subframe that is followed by an UL subframe1 . Thus, the equipment also needs to switch often from transmission to reception. The assignment of data regions to users is carried out by the MAC scheduler, and it is performed on a frame by frame basis , i .e . , each 5 ms (Figure 1 .4) . The scheduler 
1 The number of OFDM symbols in each subframe depends on the network configuration used by 
the operator and varies according to an downlink-to-uplink ratio to support different traffic profiles. 
MCS 
MCS l  
MCS2 
MCS3 
Modulation 
QPSK 
QPSK 
16QAM 
=T1rame 5 ms 
Rate 
1/2  
3/4 
1/2  
threshold [dB] 
2 .88 
5 . 74 
8 . 79 
Efficiency 
[bits/ symbol] 
1 . 00 
1 .50 
2.00 
1 1  
1 . 3  Fundamentals of OFDMA: The LTE and WiMAX perspective decides which users are able to transmit and which data region to assign to each user. It must be noted that a constraint in "\ViMAX scheduling is that a data region must be a two-dimensional allocation of contiguous subchannels and OFDM symbols [8] . In addition ,  WiMAX also supports AMC, i .e . , it supports several MCSs (Table 1 . 2) . Therefore and similarly to an LTE network, a WiMAX network can also change MCSs on a per user and per frame basis to deal with time-fluctuating channel conditions . Thus, the scheduler must also decide the amount of power to be applied to each slot and the MCS to be allocated to each user . Nevertheless, it must be noted that a constraint for WiMAX DL scheduling is that when a user is assigned to more than one slot , all of them must have the same MCS [8] . The constraints imposed by these two network standards, LTE and WiMAX, on the allocation of subcarriers to users make the problem of resource assignment complex. 
This is a research topic that this thesis addresses from a self-organisation viewpoint. 
1 .3 .3  Channel-state Estimation In order to estimate user channel conditions , in both standards LTE and WiMAX, user terminals are able to estimate the instantaneous SINR of all subcarriers [30] [8] . Moreover, inserting known reference symbols, as well referred to as pilot symbols , at regular intervals within the OFDM frequency-time grid (Figure 1 .6) ,  user terminals can directly measure the channel conditions in both the frequency and the time domain. Measurements over the OFDM reference symbols can be used for different purposes (let us note that the following definitions will be used throughout this manuscript) :  Channel dependent scheduling In order t o  allow channel-dependent scheduling, i . e . , the scheduler is able to select for each frequency region and time instant the user with the best channel conditions, both standards LTE and WiMAX grant to user terminals the capability of providing the network with channel-status reports indicating the instantaneous DL channel quality in both the frequency and the time domain [27] . Within a channel-status report , the Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) must be noted. The CQI contains the user recommended MCS that the cell should allocate to its DL transmissions in a given subchannel. A CQI for each subchannel could be theoretically fed back from a user to its cell , 1 2  
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Figure 1 .6 :  Reference symbols in LTE (3GPP Release 8) . 
but in practice only the CQis of a subset of them can be fed back in each channel-status 
report due to UL signalling concerns 1 . 
Let us note that channel-status reports are either periodic or eventually triggered. 
For example , in LTE,  users are instructed to perform a periodic channel-status report 
as regularly as once every 2 ms in order to assist the channel dependent scheduling [27] . 
Cell re-selection and handover In order to select the best serving cell when a 
user terminal is idle or to aid the handover procedure when a user terminal is active , 
user terminals are continuously measuring and reporting back to their serving cells the 
received signal strength of the cell-specific reference signals2 of their neighbouring cells . 
In order to simplify and speed up the task of user terminals when monitoring the 
air interface, the serving cell periodically broadcasts to its connected user terminals 
the list of specific neighbouring cells and reference symbols that they have to measure. 
This list is called the Neighbouring Cell List (NCL) . 
1 Limited feedback needs a smaller bandwidth at the expense of degraded system performance [31 ] .  
2 A cell-specific reference signal consists of  a known sequence of reference symbols. In  LTE, there 
are 504 different cell-specific reference signals, where ea.eh sequence corresponds to one physical-layer 
cell identity. It must be noted that cell-specific reference signals are used to identify different cells , 
and thus neighbouring cells have different cell-specific refe�ence signals [27] . 
1 3  
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After receiving the NCL, user terminals periodically perform the appropriate mea­
surements and feed back the results to their serving cells using a measurement report. 
Thereafter, using this information, the serving cell decides whether to start a new cell 
selection or handover procedure or to take no action. 
For example, in LTE, users are instructed to perform measurement reports as reg­
ularly as once every 480 ms in order to aid cell selection and handover procedures [32] . 
Due to the relevant role played by the �CL in the cell selection and handover 
procedure , the proper configuration and set up of these NCLs is of a vital importance. 
This task has traditionally been performed off-line by operators using network planning 
and optimisation tools . However , current research attempts to automatise this task, 
thus allowing every base station to independently self-organise its own NCL [33] [34] . For the sake of simplicity, in this manuscript, it is assumed that all base stations have perfect knowledge of the existence and identity of all their neighbouring base stations. 
It must be noted that the above definitions have focused on an LTE point of view. 
However, the idea behind these concepts also applies to WiMAX networks. 
1 .4 Femtocell Access Points : A New Challenge in 
Cellular Networks 
According to recent surveys, in the following years, 50 % of phone calls as well as 
70 % of data services will take place indoors [35] . Hence , it is important for network 
operators to provide good indoor coverage for voice , video and high speed data services . 
Furthermore, some other surveys show that 45 % of households and 30 % of businesses 
experience poor indoor coverage [36] . In addition, note that poor indoor coverage 
will affect operator revenues, reduce subscriber loyalty and increase subscriber churn. 
Therefore , new solut ions for this indoor coverage and capacity problem are required. 
A straightforward solution to enhance indoor coverage is to increase the number of 
existing outdoor base stations . This leads to the creation of more small outdoor cells 
providing a larger capacity to the network. Unfortunately, this approach is expensive 
for operators because they have to deploy more cells. Moreover, this solution will also 
generate new problems due to interference, as more cells overlap with one another [37] . 
Hence, indoor solutions such as Distributed Antenna Systems (DASs) and picocells 
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Figure 1 .  7: Femtocell architecture . 
become an attractive solution in hotspots such as office buildings and shopping malls .  
These solutions deployed by operators improve in-building coverage , off load traffic 
from outdoor macrocells, enhance service quality and allow high data rate services due 
to the improved performance of radio links. 
Even though the above indicated indoor solutions are more cost effective than 
using outdoor macrocells to provide indoor coverage for high speed data services, these 
solutions are still too expensive to be used in scenarios such as small offices or homes. 
This is because they have to be  planned, installed and maintained by operators [37] . 
The market pressures for improved coverage and capacity to satisfy the demands 
of large numbers of handsets and laptops using mobile cellular standards has resulted 
in an intensive effort to solve this problem. Over the last years , femtocells have gained 
the attention of the mobile industry and the research community due to their features . 
The development of so-called femtocells provides an attractive solution for low cost 
indoor coverage and capacity extension [38] . 
FAPs1 are low-cost , low-power base stations designed for indoor usage that allow 
cellular network operators to extend indoor coverage where it is limited or unavailable. 
On the air interface, FAPs provide radio coverage of a certain cellular standard type ,  1 I n  this thesis, FAP i s  used t o  denote the device itself, while femtocell refers t o  the coverage area. 
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e. g.o, 
(vViFi) 1 
HSPA,  WiMAX, LTE. On the backhaul, they are connected to the network opera­
tor via a broadband connection such as optical fiber or Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) . 
FAPs, unlike DAS or picocells , will be deployed in a similar way to Wireless Fidelity 
access points ,  meaning that individual customers will deploy their own FAPs in 
an ad-hoe fashion in random locations without the supervision of any network operator. 
The use of femtocells will offer different advantages to both users and operators . 
Signal qualities will improve due to the short distance between transmitter and receiver , 
the result of this being communications with enhanced reliabilities and throughputs .  
This will also provide power savings that may reduce the electromagnetic interference 
as well as the energy consumption of base stations and other network equipment . 
In this way, more users will access the same radio resources or utilise higher MCSs , 
will also reduce the cost of networks [39] .  
challenges that 
Nevertheless, these benefits are not easy t o  realise and there are many technical 
operators must face before successfully deploying a wide femtocell net­
work over the existing macrocell tier [40] . For example , the management of inter-cell 
interference between the macrocell and the femtocell tier as well as between femtocells 
themselves will play a very important role , since this interference could counteract the 
above mentioned benefits and downgrade the overall performance of the network [41 ] .  
Furthermore, due to  the individualistic nature of  femtocells and due to the uncer­
tainty on the number and location of these devices ,  operators must use new approaches 
rather than classic network planning and optimisation in order to mitigate interference. 
It is impossible to perform a centralised planning of a user-deployed femtocell network. 
As a result , FAPs must be self-organising devices that integrate the processes of plan­
ning, configuration and optimisation in a set of in-built autonomous functionalities . 
These self-organising techniques will allow femtocells to monitor their environment 
1 The technical differences between both femtocell and WiFi access are of many kinds. points 
Nevertheless , let us highlight that FAPs operate in a licensed band using mobile cellular standards, 
while WiFi operates in an unlicensed band and thus is a device out of the mobile operator portfolio. 
Mobile operators will use femtocells in order to extend indoor coverage/capacity and hence they can 
expect a revenue out of it, but not from the WiFi. 
while operators will benefit from a larger network capacity and spectral efficiency. 
Furthermore, since indoor traffic will be transmitted over the IP backhaul, femtocells 
will help operators manage the exponential growth of traffic within their macrocells . 
Additionally, because femtocells will be  paid and maintained by the users, femtocells 
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1 .4  Femtocell Access Points :  A New Challenge in Cellular Networks (a) Closed Subscribers Group . (b) Open Access. ( c) Hybrid Access. Figure 1 .8: Access Methods. and fine tune their parameters according to network, traffic and channel fluctuations, therefore reducing human involvement and their impact on neighbouring cells [40] . Finally, let us highlight the main differences between both macrocells and femtocells (Figure 1 .  7)i: • Femtocells will be deployed in much larger numbers compared with macrocells. • They can be turned on and off or moved at any time by the customer . • Femtocells are initially designed to provide indoor coverage . • They are low-cost and low-power devices. • A femtocell may be used only by a few users (subscribers)i. • The physical access to the femtocells is not possible for the operator . • Femtocell access can be restricted to a given set of users decided by the owner. 
1 .4. 1 Femtocell Related Terminology For the sake of clarity, the terminology that will be used throughout this manuscript with regard to two-tier networks is presented in the following. First of all, the main femtocell access policies are described (Figure 1 . 8 ) :  17  
1 . 5  Principal Objectives of This Thesis 
Closed access rnode Also referred to as Closed Subscriber Group (CSG) [42] . 
Only some specific client s of an operator can connect to a given closed access femtocell. 
The list of allowed clients is regulated and modified in situ by each femtocell owner . 
Open access mode:  All clients of an operator have the right to connect to all open 
access femtocells of this operator. 
Hybrid access rnode Part of the femtocell resources are operated in closed access , 
while the remaining femtocell resources are operated in an open access mode [43] [44] . 
This results in a preferential access for allowed users and a limited access for the others. 
Furthermore , in closed and hybrid access modes , users are classified as follows: 
Femtocell subscriber A subscriber of a femtocell is a user registered in it , and 
they are usually terminals that belong to the femtocell owner, its family or its friends. 
Femtocell nonsubscriber A nonsubscriber of a femtocell is a user not registered 
in it , and hence it is only allowed to connect to the network through the macrocell tier .  
Moreover , the types of  interference in two-tier networks are classified as follows: 
Crossn- tier interference This occurs when the aggressor, e .g . , a FAP, and the 
victim of the interference, e .g . , a passing macrocell user, belong to different tiers . 
Co - tier interference This occurs when the aggressor, e . g. ,  a FAP, and the victim 
of the interference , e .g. , a neighbouring femtocell user, are both of the same tier . 
1 . 5  Principal Objectives of This Thesis 
The principal objectives of this thesis can be summarised as follows: 
1 .  To overview the current approaches to the self-organisation of cellular networks , 
discuss their capability to satisfy the new requirements of future applications , 
and introduce the motivation for new self-organising models and/ or techniques . 
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achieved through the sophisticated joint allocation of subchannels and power. Our solution first allocates subchannels to cells so that inter-cell interference suffered by cell-edge users is minimised, and later each cell independently assigns subcarriers and power to users so that its own total transmit power is minimised, while the throughput requirements of its connected user terminals are satisfied. 1 . 6  Structure of This Thesis 2. To study the interference mitigation and resource allocation problem in OFDMA macrocellular networks and femtocell roll-outs from a self-organising perspective, and create new resource management models and optimisation techniques that help to enhance network performance. This objective is studied making use of centralised, cooperative and/ or distributed self-organising network architectures, and taking resources such as MCSs, subchannels and transmit power into account. 3. To show that in realistic network deployments with a limited number of users, large capacity improvements can be gained by assigning different transmit powers to different subchannels according to users' throughput demands and positions. 4. To propose novel algorithms for mitigating co- and cross-tier interference and improve network performance in two-tier OFDMA macrocell-femtocell scenarios. 5. To implement all these models and techniques in a system-level simulation tool to verify the boost in capacity that they produce with respect to other approaches. 1 .6 Structure of This Thesis This thesis is structured as follows: • In Chapter 2, the interference problems that arise in both macrocell and femtocell deployments and their current solutions are analysed. Also, the state-of-the-art with regard to self-organising and interference mitigation techniques is reviewed. • Chapter 3 introduces the methodology utilised for modelling the performance of macrocell and femtocell networks, as well as the principles of the dynamic system­level simulation tool developed during this research, to test proposed algorithms. • In Chapter 4, a new approach to the joint frequency and power allocation problem is presented that indicates that large benefits in macrocell performance can be 19 
1 . 6  Structure of This Thesis 
Optimisation schemes use user MRs and CQis to assess interference conditions . 
Extensive system-level simulation results show the boost in network capacity 
when using the proposed scheme with respect to other approaches in literature . 
Contribution: A semi-distributed self-organising scheme , called enhanced Dy­
namic Frequency Planning ( eD FP) ,  for the assignment of resources and the avoid­
ance of interference in OFDMA macrocell deployments. 
• Chapter 5 further improves the work presented in the previous chapter and pro­
poses a fully decentralised j oint MCS,  subcarrier and power allocation scheme, 
where each cell independently and dynamically allocates resources to its users 
so that its transmit power is minimised, while meeting its user rate requirements. 
In order to enhance network stability, cooperation among cells may occur via 
message passing so that a cell is able to inform neighbouring ones that downlink 
transmissions of its cell-edge users will be scheduled in certain subchannels , and 
thus neighbouring cells may abstain from using high powers to these subchannels . 
Extensive system-level simulation results show the boost in network capacity 
when using the proposed scheme with respect to other approaches in literature. 
Contribution: Two decentralised architectures , cooperative Radio Resource 
Allocation Architecture ( coRRAA) and autonomous Radio Resource Allocation 
Architecture (auRRAA) , able to operate with few or no signalling among cell ,  
respectively, and provide inter-cell interference mitigation in macrocell scenarios . 
• In Chapter 6 ,  we research the potential of applying the decentralised radio re­
source management framework proposed in the previous chapter to femtocell 
scenarios to mitigate co-tier interference .  This decentralised framework provides 
a practical approach to the femtocell co-tier interference avoidance problem 
since it involves a few or no signalling among neighbouring user-deployed FAPs. 
Dynamic simulations in a realistic enterprise femtocell scenario indicate that large 
performance enhancements can also be gained when using the proposed approach 
compared to other schemes in literature. 
Contribution: Tailoring and evaluating the performance of the two proposed 
decentralised architectures, coRRAA and auRRAA, in femtocell scenarios for 
co-tier interference mitigation. 
20 
1 . 6  Structure of This Thesis • Chapter 7 further improves the work presented in the previous chapter and pro­poses a macrocell-femtocell cooparation method to mitigate cross-tier interference and avoid macrocell user outages in two-tier macro-femto network deployments .  In this method,  macrocells could set subchannel specific transmit power limits in neighbouring femtocells so that the communications of mobile macrocell users can be protected with a certain SI:\f R. Dynamic simulations in a realistic re­sidential femtocell scenario indicate that this protection comes at the expense of low throughput reductions at femtocells . Contribution: A power-controlled macrocell-femtocell cooperative approach to avoid the cross-tier interference suffered by macrocell users in two-tier networks . • In Chapter 9 ,  the conclusions are drawn, and open issues and future work are described. 
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interference cancellation is studied in [46] . The use of these interference cancelation 
Ch.apter 2 
Interference Avoidance : State of 
the Art and Research Challenges 
In literature, the solutions to the interference problem fall mainly into two categories: 
interference cancel lation and mitigation. 
When using interference cancellation, the receiver side subtracts the interfering 
signal from the received one so that the useful information can be successfully decoded. 
This allows a communication system to operate under high levels of interference [45] . 
From an information-theoretic point of view, the capacity enhancement achieved by 
techniques in wireless communication systems has been further analysed in [47] [48] . 
Nevertheless, implementing these techniques in real communication systems may not 
be practical due to the complexity of the processes used to estimate the interfering 
signal and cancel it from the received one. Errors may also occur during cancellation. 
Thus , the tendency is to drop its use [49] . 
Due to the high complexity of interference cancellation, interference mitigation has 
gained lot of attention from both the mobile industry and the research community. 
Let us define an interference mitigation technique as one that attempts to avoid in­
terference by preventing it from occurring. For instance, antenna planning, power 
control and radio resource management are tools often used to mitigate interference. 
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2 . 1  Interference Avoidance in Macrocell Deploy­
ments 
In literature, there are several categories o f  inter-cell interference mitigation schemes: 
• At the low end of complexity, techniques based on frequency reuse patterns do not 
involve any signalling among cells .  Nevertheless , because of their fixed allocation 
of bandwidth and power established during the initial network planning phase, 
they are not able to dynamically adapt to time-varying network conditions [50} . 
• At the high end of complexity, techniques based on coordinated scheduling within 
2 . 1 . 1  Frequency Reuse Schemes 2 . 1 . 1 . 1  Universal Reuse 
Using universal reuse, all cells 1 of a network have access to all available subcarriers . 
Hence, inter-cell interference may be an issue that could degrade network performance. 
This approach is also called reuse 1 .  [5 1} 2 . 1 . 1 . 2 Frequency Reuse cell neighbourhoods determine the bandwidth and power allocation for each cell. These schemes result in a better system performance , but they are difficult to implement and typically incur a large delay and signalling overhead among cells . In order to mitigate int er-cell interference, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)-based networks can exploit their Physical (PHY) layer flexibility and permit the utilisation of a large variety of Frequency Reuse Schemes (FRSs) [5 1}e. In the following, the most representative FRSs used in OFDMA networks are described. All these schemes will be used in the following chapters for performance comparison . 
With frequency reuse schemes , the channel bandwidth is divided into s segments,  
being s the number of BS cells , and each segment is assigned to one cell in each BS. 
This approach eliminates the possibility of subcarrier collision among adj acent cells 
1 The term cell and sector are synonyms here, e.g. , a macrocellular BS has three cells or sectors. 
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Figure 2. 1 :  Frequency reuse and fractional frequency reuse schemes. 
at the expense of a reduced cell capacity. This approach is also known as reuse s .  
Figure 2. 1 (a) shows the case of s = 3 .  (52] 
2 . 1 . 2  Fractional Frequency Reuse 
The generic Fractional Frequency Reuse Scheme (FFRS) [53] explores the trade-off 
b etween spectrum usage that may be obtained with reuse 1 ,  and interference mitigation 
that can be achieved using reuse s .  vVhen using FFRSs,  users are divided into 2 groups 
according to their locations and geometries :  
• Users with good geometries, e .g . , close to the cell-centre , belong to  the inner-zone 
group. 
• Users with bad geometries , e .g . , those in the cell-edge, belong to  the outer-zone 
group. 
The boundary that separates the inner- and outer-zones is a design parameter that has 
to be fine tuned by operators based on distances, signal strengths, signal qualities, etc. 
Two popular FFRSs are [53] : 
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2 . 1  Interference Avoidance in Macro cell Deployments 2 . 1 . 2 . 1  FFRS s-A No overlapping between cell-centre and cell-edge bands in neighbouring cells is allowed. In neighbouring cells, cell-centre users share the same band, whereas cell-edge nsc'rs are separated into orthogonal ones. Hence, a spectrum portion is unused in ea.eh C<'l l , but spatial reuse is improved compared to FRS s .  Figure 2 .1  b) illustrn.tes FFRS�)-A . 2 . 1 . 2 .2  FFRS s-B Partial overlapping between cell-centre and cell-edge bands in neighbouring cc'l ls is permitted. Therefore, the entire available spectrum can be used by a cell . I\ 1on•ov< :r , the orthogonality among neighbouring outer-zone bands is maintained by allocat i11g cell-centre users in those spectrum bands that are not allocated to cell-edge users . Figure 2 .1 c) illustrates FFRS3-B. The power applied to those subcarriers allocated to inner-zone users may be' lowPr than that applied to those subcarriers allocated to outer-zone users .  In t his wa:i-·. inter-cell interference from inner-zones to neighbouring outer-zones may be mit igated. This power reduction should not significantly affect inner-zone users since t lH'Y an· located close to their BSs and have good SINRs. The power applied to the subcarric•rs allocated to each zone is also a design parameter that has to be fine tuned b>' operat ors. 
2 . 1 .3 Dynamic Approaches As it has been presented above, one way to control inter-cell interferC'nC'e is t o  imply certain frequency domain restrictions and transmit power limits to Ba.se Stat ions ( BSs ) .  Frequency reuse patterns such as FRSs and FFRSs are a way to set such ccmstirai111 :-- .  Kevertheless, these patterns are mostly based on static pre-planned frequency alloca­tions that slowly evolve through time. As a result, they cannot efficientily cope witih time-fluctuating factors such as traffic spatial distributions, user Quality of St>rvkP (QoS) demands and channel conditions [54]i. To solve this issue, several OFDMA-based Dynamic Subcarrier A.iand Adaptive Power Assignment (APA) schemes have been prop0:-,(•d ssignmeut ( DSA ) in l i terat ure. However, simpler solutions involving DSA with equal power per subcarriPr hm·e gai twd lager attention than intricate joint DSA and APA approadies d1w to mnt h<·mat icn l  
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2 . 1  Interference Avoidance in Macrocell Deployments tractability and/or easier implementation. Furthermore, these simpler DSA solutions have also been sheltered by some studies, e.g. , [55] [56] , which showed that improve­ments in system capacity due to the allocation of distinct powers to distinct subcarriers is low in scenarios with a wide range of users that necessitate diverse signal qualities. Some of the most representative dynamic approaches are introduced in the following. 
2 . 1 .3 . 1  Centralised Approaches Numerous papers have been published on resource allocation in OFDMA systems. However, most of them are focused on single cell scheduling and typically do not consider the effect of inter-cell interference. Although not in the context of OFDMA, several papers have been published on coordinated resource allocation, e.g . ,  [57] , [58] . These papers propose algorithms that are based on centralised network architectures and an intricate exchange of messages between cells and the network coordinator. In OFDMA literature, most of the proposed centralised resource allocation schemes assume a perfect channel knowledge for all users in all subcarriers, e. g. , [59] , [60] . Nevertheless, this assumption may pose a serious threat to centralised architectures since large quantities of signalling are necessary to capture the global network state and distribute scheduling decisions to all BSs. Other works propose dynamic allocations of resources to cells , but they do not provide information on how measurements are collected and processed or how methods adapt themselves over time, e. g . ,  [6 1 ] , [62] . The analysis of these techniques is performed using static snapshot-based simulations where there is no time domain concept and channel conditions are known a priori. More comprehensible approaches to OFDMA networks have been recently proposed in [53] , [63] , [31] where more realistic and tailored approaches to OFDMA allocation constraints of conventional FFRSs by enabling adaptive subchannel sharing between macrocells taking their load conditions into account . tribution of cell power among subcarriers and also a centralised network architecture, where a radio resource broker solves on a regular basis a graph colouring problem that adapts subchannel allocations to cell loads. Although a few user feedback is required, are considered. In [53] , Chang et al. present a dynamic frequency allocation scheme for a fractional frequency reused OFDMA-based network. This technique improves the performance This technique is based on a uniform dis­the central radio resource broker is in charge of directly assigning subchannels to user, 
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spatial spectrum reuse losses are necessary to  achieve inter-cell interference mitigation, 
i . e . ,  some subchannels allocated to a given cell cannot be reused by neighbouring cells .  This thesis proposes a semi-distributed approach for dynamic resource allocation, where a central node assigns RBs to cells to minimise inter-cel l  interference to cell- edge users, 2 . 1  Interference Avoidance in l\tfacrocell Deployments which may originate severe delay issues. Also , the resource assignment needs that users are allocated to one subchannel and thus no minimum user bit rate is guaranteed . In [63] , Hussain et al. present another centralised dynamic fractional frequency reuse approach for OFDMA networks, in which transmit power is also uniformly dis­tributed among subcarriers . This approach first of all allocates subcarriers to cells in a way that long-term throughput is maximised, and then independently and oppor­tunistically each cell schedules assigned subcarriers to users .  Furthermore , a minimum bit rate is guaranteed to connected users . Since subcarriers assigned to cells to guar­antee these users ' QoS demands cannot be reused in cells with different orientations, i . e . , the assignment to the cells of one BS is replicated for every BS in the network, This paper also assumes a uniform distribution of transmit power among subcarriers .  But , inter-cell interference is not considered. Since all presented methods uniformly distribute transmit power among subcarriers ,  while independently and more frequently cel ls assign transmit power and RBs to users so that their transmit power is minimised, while meeting their user QoS requirements. This so lution indicates that large benefits in network performance can be achieved through a sophisticated and joint assignment of RBs and transmit power (Chapter 4) -this scheme may make some cells monopoly all resources, whereas other cells starve. Also ,  large amounts of uplink feedback are required s ince inter-cell interference data is necessitated on every user-subcarrier pair . In [3 1] and on the contrary to the previous approaches , Kwan et al . investigate the impact in performance of the user Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) constraint presented in Chapter 1 ,  i . e . ,  all Resource Blocks (RBs) of a user employ the same MCS. Also, the authors propose a sub-optimal reduced complexity multiuser scheduler that maximises cell throughput in scenarios where users have distinct fading in each RB. 
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2 . 1 .3 .2  Distributed Approaches 
Centralised approaches may be more powerful from the optimisation point of view, 
providing a coordinated scheduling across multiple cells where bandwidth and power 
assignments are j ointly determined .  However , they are based on a low latency com­
munication between cells and a central broker or between cells , hence incurring large 
delays and also signalling overheads . Therefore and to minimise signalling overheads , 
distributed approaches that do not involve any coordination among cells are preferred. 
Dynamic distributed resource allocation in the context of Gaussian interference 
channels has been considered in [64] and [65] . However, neither of these works consider 
a model with multiple interfering BSs each one serving several , differently located users . 
Some other papers such as [66] and [67] propose distributed inter-cell interference 
avoidance schemes that operate under low load conditions . Due to low load conditions , 
cells can always find RBs that suffer from low interference through user measurements .  
Nevertheless ,  due to their uniform distribution of power among subcarriers,  these meth­
ods do not work in highly loaded scenarios . 
In order to provide a better spatial reuse via a j oint allocation of RBs and power , 
Stolyar et al . introduce in [68] a network, where cells constantly perform a selfish 
optimisation of the assignment of its user packets to its resource sets .  This approach 
targets to minimise cell transmit power and does not need any frequency planning. 
Moreover , it does not involve signalling any explicit coordination between cells . 
This is because minimising cell transmit power leads to choosing 
to minimise its own 
for user transmission 
the subcarriers with the least interference. A cell that targets 
transmit power tends to use those subcarriers that are not used by neighbouring cells , 
because less power is needed in a non-interfered/faded subcarrier to get a given SINR. 
In this way, the entire network settles into a stable allocation pattern that changes 
dynamically according to cell traffic loads . In order to assess user channel conditions, 
the proposed dynamic approach rely on user measurements regularly fed back to cells . 
Nevertheless, this work is not tailored to the constraints of neither LTE nor WiMAX: 
there is no concept of RB or subchannel , thus directly assigning subcarriers to users , 
does not consider the use of distinct M CSs, and uses random frequency hopping from 
1 In their simulation, they consider an OFDMA system with 48 subcarriers divided into 3 sub-bands having exactly 16 subcarriers in each sub-band . slot to slot by permuting subcarrier indices independently across sub-bands1 and cells . 
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In more 
This thesis takes this scheme further and proposes new models for the joint allocation 
of MCSs, subchannels and power from cel ls to user terminals in OFDMA networks . 
detail, two models based o n  cooperative and distributed architectures, where 
cells also  target to independently minimise their own transmit power are proposed. 
When utilising the cooperative architecture, message exchange between cells is al lowed, 
but not when utilising the distributed one.  Such models provide inter-cell interference 
mitigation and network capacity enhancement through the decentralised self- organisation 
of radio resource assignments (Chapter s). 
2 .2  Interference Mitigation in Femtocell Deploy­
ments 
thus introducing interference. Due to this fact and because femtocells are deployed 
within the coverage area of existing macrocells , femtocells can significantly degrade 
the performance of macrocells . In addition, the deployment of new femtocells can also 
disrupt the operation of neighbouring ones , thus compromising their performance too. 
Hence, in order to reduce the appearance of dead zones within existing macrocells and 
to successfully deploy a wide femtocell tier, cross- and co-tier inter-cell interference 
carrier frequencies, have the following options for spectrum allocation (Figure 2 . 3) [69] : 
Figure 2 .2  shows that a femtocell not only provides coverage at the customer premises , 
but that it also radiates energy towards neighbouring households as well as outdoors, 
generated by femtocells should be minimised. 
In two-tier networks, the severity of this interference depends on two main factors: 
the strategy utilised for allocating spectrum resources to both tiers and the method 
used for accessing each one of the femtocells . 
2 .2 . 1  Spectrum Assignment to  Femtocells 
2 . 2 . 1 . 1  Assignment of  Carrier Frequencies 
Network operators having more than one licensed spectrum band, i .e . , owning several 
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Figure 2 .2 :  Femtocell coverage. 
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Figure 2 .3 :  Assignment of carrier frequencies . 
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2 . 2  Interference Mitigation in Femtocell Deployments Fully dedicated spectrum: In this approach , some spectrum bands are assigned to macrocells, whereas different spectrum bands are assigned to femtocells . In this way, cross-tier interference is completely avoided, since both tiers operate at a different frequency. However , this approach may result in a low network spectral efficiency because the cells in one tier can only access a subset of the overall frequency resources. Shared spectrum: This approach can reach a higher network spectral efficiency than the dedicated spectrum approach because both t iers can access all resources. Nevertheless, when using this approach, cross-tier interference may occur, which could degrade the overall network performance unless this interference is efficiently handled. Partially shared spectrum: This is an intermediate solution. In this approach, the macrocell tier has access to all spectrum bands, while the femtocell tier operates in a subset of them. The benefits of this approach compared to the above ones are : • A larger spectral efficiency with respect to the dedicated spectrum approach because the macrocell tier can access all resources. Since not all operators have more than one spectral band to divide among tiers, and because the shared spectrum approach could result in a larger spectral efficiency, 2 . 2 . 1 . 2  Assignment of  OFDM Subchannels Operators deploying a two-tier OFDMA network and owning only one carrier frequency also have different choices for assigning subchannels among both tiers (Figure 2 .3) [40] : Orthogonal assignment : A fraction of the available subchannels is only used by the macrocell tier, while the remaining subchannels are only used by the femtocell tier . • A lower cross-tier interference with respect to the shared spectrum approach because macrocell users creating or suffering from large cross-tier interference can be moved to the dedicated macrocell spectrum. this thesis focuses exclusively in the mitigation of co-tier ( Chapter 6) and cross-tier ( Chapter 7) interference in shared spectrum deployments with one carrier frequency. 
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Figure 2 .4 :  Assignment of OFDMA subchannels . 
Co-channel assignment :  All macrocells and femtocells can access all subchannels . 
Similarly to the shared spectrum case , a co-channel assignment of subchannels 
always results in a larger spectral efficiency if cross-tier interference is properly handled. 
This thesis focuses exclusively in the mitigation of co- tier (Chapter 6) and cross-tier 
(Chapter 7) interference in shared spectrum deployments with co-channel assignments. 
Let us note that in [70]e, a hybrid approach has been proposed in which femtocells 
far from their umbrella macro BS use co-channel assignments,  while those femtocells 
nearby a macro BS use orthogonal ones. 
2 . 2 . 2  Access Methods to  Femtocells 
2 . 2 . 2 . 1  Interference in Closed Access Femtocells 
With closed access ,  nonsubscribers cannot connect to the network via every femtocell, 
even if they provide a stronger received pilot strength than that of the closest macrocell .  
Hence , a strong component of cross-tier interference is generated between both tiers . 
For example, in the DownLink (DL) , femtocells could disrupt the communication of 
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(a) Downlink interference case (b)  Uplink interference case. 
Figure 2 . 5 :  Interference in closed access femtocells. 
passmg nonsubscribers connected to a distant macro BS ,  or in the UpLink (UL) , 
nonsubscribers located close to a femto BS could j am the communication of its con­
nected users (Figure 2 . 5 )  [7 1 ] . The most challenging case of cross-tier interference 
in both the DL and the UL of Closed Subscriber Group (CSG) femtocells takes place 
when a nonsubscriber enters a house hosting a CSG femtocell. In this particular case , 
the power of the interfering signal may be larger than the power of the carrier signal .  
Co-tier interference also pops up among neighbouring femtocells in dense femtocells 
deployments .  In many cases , users will install their femtocells in challenging positions 
within their homes , e .g . , close to a room of a neighbour or to a window. In this case, 
In this case , all passing users are authorised to connect to any open access femtocell, 
thus reducing the negative impact of the femtocell tier on the existing macrocell t ier. 
As a result , all users are always connected to the strongest macrocell or femtocell , 
therefore mitigating cross-tier interference and enhancing network throughput [71] . 
femtocell subscribers are likely to suffer severe j ams from their neighbouring femtocells . 
2 . 2 . 2 . 2  Interference in Open Access Femtocells 
The use of open access reduces the interference problems caused by CSG femtocells . 
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However , open access has some major drawbacks: 
• Since femtocells are paid and maintained by subscribers, they will not be keen on 
paying for a service that is to be used free of charge by others, i .e . , nonsubscribers. 
It is thus expected that operators would reduce the fees paid by subscribers or 
provide them with other benefits to make open access femtocells more appealing. 
• Open access reduces the performance of femtocell owners due to sharing of fem­
tocell resources with nonsubscribers . 
• Open access increases the amount of handovers between cells and thus signalling 
due to the mobility of outdoor users . Outdoor users moving in residential areas 
hand over from a femtocell to another or to the umbrella macrocell (Figure 2 .6) . 
Also , it should be noted that there is the possibility of that a handover fails . 
According to [72] , the probability of a handover resulting in a dropped call is 2%. 
Furthermore, in large deployments of open access femtocells, even if nonsubscribers 
may connect to femtocells , the aggregate of co-tier interference coming from neighbour­
ing femtocells can disrupt their services too . 
As a conclusion, both access methods , open and closed access , have drawbacks: 
closed access femtocells are more appealing to users but increase cross-tier interference , 
while open access femtocells mitigate cross-tier interference but increase handovers [71] . Thus, in order to allow an extensive deployment of femtocel ls within existing networks, new solutions are required to manage er-ass- and co-tier interference and also handovers. 
2 .2 .2 .3  Interference in  Hybrid Access Femtocells 
A hybrid access model can be defined as a closed access with a cap on the amount of 
resources allocated to nonsubscribers [73] . On the one hand, hybrid access femtocells 
are able to deal with the cross-tier interference problem of closed access femtocells ,  
since all users are always able t o  connect t o  the strongest macrocell o r  femtocell . 
On the other hand, they are more appealing to customers than open access femtocells , 
since the number of nonsubscribers connected to their femtocells is regulated [44] [43] . 
Nevertheless, in hybrid access femtocells , in a similar way to open access femtocells ,  
The probability of handover failure will still affect the performance of nonsubscribers . 
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Figure 2 . 6: Handover failure in open access femtocells . Handover failure may occur 
due to different reasons such as physicall cell indentity confusion, wrong handover 
synchronisation , back-haul delay issues , speech codec or encryption mismatch , etc .  
2 . 2 .3  State-of-the-Art 1n Self-organising Interference A void­
ance Techniques for Femtocells 
In order to mitigate the effects of inter-cell interference imposed by femtocell roll-outs ,  
the implementation of interference cancelation techniques was initially proposed. 
However , these techniques were disregarded due to errors in the cancellation process. 
Moreover ,  these techniques are expensive to implement due to its complex functioning, 
thus increasing the cost of the receiver side . Hence, interference mitigation techniques 
are considered as a most suitable approach to deal with the interference problem [74] . 
The self-organisation of the femtocell transmit power will play a very important role 
to successfully deploy a wide femtocell tier. In order to mitigate inter-cell interference , 
ferntocells should be able to dynamically tune their own transmit power according to 
the changing conditions of the environment (passing users, neighbouring cells, channel) . 
Self-organising femtocell transmit power will help to adapt the femtocell coverage to 
household shapes, mitigate inter-cell interference towards macrocell users passing by 
and reduce the attempts of ma.crocell-femtocell handovers by underlay macrocell users . 
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Femtocell Access Points (FAPs) to create diverse antenna patterns to adapt the femto­
cell coverage to the user premises . However , installing multiple antenna elements may 
be inconvenient in this case due to the tight size and low price constraints required to 
successfully commercialise FAPs .  Thus , these multiple antenna elements must be of 
2 . 2  Interference Mitigation in Femtocell Deployments 
femtocell sets its power to a value that on average is equal to the power received from 
the closest macrocell at a target femtocell radius . In this way, cross-tier interference is 
mitigated using power management . 
present a self-organising method for coverage adaptation 
femtocell sets it s power to a value that on average minimises the number of attempts of 
antenna 
In [75] , Claussen et al. introduce a self-organising power control mechanism for pilot 
and data channels for UMTS that ensures a constant femtocell coverage radius. Each 
In [76] , Claussen et al. 
for UMTS that uses information on mobility events of outdoor and indoor users .  Each 
passing macrocell users to connect to a femtocell . In this way, cross-tier interference is 
mitigated using power management . 
However , these two approaches may lead eventually to insufficient indoor coverage . 
Because FAPs are typically equipped with only one omnidirectional and 
because customers may not locate their FAPs right in the middle of their households , 
over reducing femtocell transmit power may lead to coverage holes inside user premisses . 
In order to solve this problem, multiple antenna elements could be installed in 
reduced volume and also cost ,  and the system used to handle this array of antennas 
must be of a very low complexity. 
In [77] , Claussen et al . suggest using a simple switching antenna system in FAPs 
based on multiple patch and inverted-F antennas able to generate distinct patterns . 
These patterns can be used to adapt the femtocell coverage to the household layout , 
hence reducing the leakage of power outdoors and thus avoiding cross-tier interference . 
However, this is achieved at the expense of utilising a more complex hardware in FAPs .  
In [78] ,  Chandrasekhar et  al. also analyse the impact of  using t ime-hopping and 
installing sectorial 
two-tier network. 
antennas in FAPs on the performance of an Code Division Multiple 
Access (CDMA) The usage of sectorial antennas with Nsec sectors 
in FAPs will reduce the probability of cross-tier interference caused by close macrocell 
users in the UL by a factor of Nsec · However, using sectorial antennas will also require 
a more complex hardware in FAPs.  
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Unfortunately, more complex hardware approaches imply an increase in FAP costs ,  
which may currently prevent these types of approaches from man implementation. 
Moreover, the low cost requirement of FAPs also bans other sophisticated techniques , 
e .g . , Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) . Interesting areas for future research are 
thus the non-expensive implementation of diversity schemes such as space-time codes , 
beamforming or spatial multiplexing. 
OFDMA femtocells also provide two dimensions for managing radio resources , i .e . , 
frequency and time. Thus , interference mitigation can be handled not only through 
power or antenna approaches but also through sophisticated subchannel allocation [40] . 
In this way, the drawbacks of power control and antenna management can be overcame. 
In [79] , Chandrasekhar 
. 
subchannels allocated to the 
et al . propose an OFDMA subchannel allocation strategy 
based on an orthogonal assignment of radio resources to macrocells and femtocells 
that maximises the spatial frequency reuse. The spatial frequency reuse of a network 
represents the average throughput per frequency and area unit , i .e . ,  bit/s/Hz/m2 
Assigning orthogonal spectrum resources between the macrocell and femtocell tiers , 
cross-tier interference is completely negated. In this method, it is assumed that a total 
of F = FM + F1 subchannels are available , being FM 
macrocell t ier and F1 to the femtocell tier. The portion of spectrum assigned to the 
macrocell tier is defined asrp =  FM / F and one important planning decision should be 
a proper dimensioning of such parameter p. In this research, p is chosen dynamically 
depending on the specific QoS requirement of one tier with respect to the other one . 
This is performed by means of a variable 7/, which represents the ratio between the 
expected throughput per user in one tier to the overall expected throughput per user. 
However , this approach requires a central entity able to perform such optimisation , but 
centralised architectures may not be the most appropriate for user-deployed femtocells . 
With regard to the assignment of subchannels to users within the femtocell tier , each 
femtocell accesses a random set of subchannels within the allowed femtocell spectrum. 
In this way, persistent collision among neighbouring femtocells is not efficiently avoided, 
thus if the load of the femtocell tier is large , co-tier interference becomes a problem. 
This thesis wil l show that utilising self- organisation within a femtocell tier mitigates co­
tier interference and enhances network performance compared to random assignments. 
In [80] , Ling et al . study the co-tier interference and subchannel allocation problem 
in scenarios with dense femtocell roll-outs operating on a dedicated frequency band. 
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2 . 2  Interference Mitigation in Femtocell Deployments In more detail, they assess femto-to-femto interference in suburban and urban areas, and introduce a self-organising algorithm for the assignment of subchannels to users. This is a measurement based autonomous algorithm where the target of each femtocell is to minimise its own suffered interference. In this case, each femtocell independently takes measurements over all subchannels and choose the ones with lowest interference . Because these measurements are performed by femtocell themselves and not by users, subchannel allocations are therefore independent of network traffic or user locations. Therefore, femtocell assignments may be good but not optimal for all connected users. In [81], Su et al. study the cross-tier interference and resource allocation problem in two-tier networks, in which both macrocells and femtocells share the same carrier . In this case, the optimisation problem has been formulated as a Lagrangian problem and it is solved up to the optimality using the subgradient method presented in [82) . The exact implementation of the proposed algorithm in a two-tier network is as follows: Macrocell users regularly measure the power of the interference suffered from femtocells , and send this data to the their macrocells. Then, the serving macrocell recalculates the Lagrange multiplier of this problem and broadcasts its new value to all femtocells. Femtocells then determine their new subchannel assignments based on this multiplier. if it cannot transmit its voice data packets for a period of time greater than 200 ms. 
This thesis proposes a fast-reacting algorithm to cope with cross- and co-tier interference 
based on a cooperative macro-femto RB and power allocation scheme (Chapters 6 €3 7), 
which is an extension of the assignment approaches presented in previous chapters .  
An optimisation scheme for two-tier networks is proposed that is targeted to minimise the interference suffered by macrocell users and guaranteeing a given SINR for all users. Co-tier femtocell interference is not considered since it is found to be small in their case1 . In addition, in order to simplify the model, each femtocell utilises only one subchannel. This process is repeated until convergence. But, since several iterations may be needed by the scheme to converge that involve user measurements, feedback and processing ,  this scheme may suffer from serious delays, and hence it may be  not responsive enough. For instance, a Voice over IP (VoIP) macrocell user is considered to suffer from outage, 
1 Since the authors considered a high path loss exponent a = 3.5 in their numerical evaluation, 
co-tier ferntocell interference is almost non-existent . Note that the situation may vary for other values . 38 
Chapter 3 
Network Modelling: Dynamic 
System-Level S imulat ion This research was conducted to design models and optimisation techniques for cellular Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) networks . It was also part of the objectives to analyse the advantages and disadvantages as well as the reliability of the proposed self-organising algorithms. In order to evaluate the performance of the self-organising techniques of this thesis, an event driven dynamic System-Level Simulation (SLS) was used. In this kind of simulation , the ' life' of the network through time is modelled as series of events [83] [84] . An event for example happens when a user connects to the network, a mobile changes its current position, an optimisation procedure is triggered in the network or a cell, etc. Samples of user performance in terms of power consumption, Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR),  throughput and other indicators are also taken on a regular basis to estimate system-level performance. Let us note that this dynamic SLS tool was created from scratch by David Lopez together with A. Ladanyi and A . Jiittner. This dynamic SLS tool is written in C++, and models the DownLink (DL) communication of OFDMA based networks, i.e. , Long Term Evolution (LTE) and \Vireless Interoperability for Microwave Access (VliMAX) . In the following , a general overview of this dynamic SLS and the methodology used to model network performance are presented. 
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• femtocells : :F = {Fi , . . .  , , , . . .  , 
3 . 1  Network Definition 
3 . 1 Network Definition 
For the sake of clarity, let us introduce here some general notation that will be used in 
this thesis. Let us define an OFDMA two-tier macrocell-femtocell network as a set of: 
• macrocells:  M = 
• where 
Mm, 
Nm = { Nr, 
{M1 ,  . . .  , Mm , Mn , . . .  , MM } ,  
. . .  , N'(;\ . . .  , NRf;J is the set of neighbouring cells of macro cell 
Fp }o
• where N1 = {N{ , . . .  , N
F1 , Fg 
{ , . . .  , Nk
{ Ur ,  . . .  , u::, , . . .  , UD:io} ,  
UL, . . .  , ut, } ,  
} is the set of neighbouring cells of femtocell ,o
F1o, 
• users of macrocell Mm: um = 
• users of femtocell Fr U1 = {U{ , . . .  , 
• subcarriers: R = { 1 ,  . . . , r ,  . . .  , R} , 
• subchannels or Resource Blocks (RBs) : JC = { 1 ,  . . .  , k ,  . . .  , K} , 
• Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbols per subchannel 
or RB: Tv.c = { 1 , . . . , tdl , . . . , TDL } , 
• Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCSs) : 'H = { 1 ,  . . .  , h ,  . . .  , H} (Table 1 . 1  [85] 
and Table 1 . 2 [85] ) .  
3 .2  Simulation Assumptions 
For the sake of simplicity, several assumptions have been made , which do not involve 
any loss of generality in order to assess the functioning of an OFDMA based network: 
1 . A full buffer based model is employed in order to simulate the DL traffic of users , 
i . e . , there is always data available to be transmitted to all users [54] . 
2 .  A subchannel is always comprised of the same subcarriers across the network, 
independently of the permutation scheme utilised by the network [52]o. 
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3. The OFDMA network is synchronous . In other words, inter-cell interference will 
only occur when several users are allocated to the same subchannel at the same 
time in different cells . 
4 .  The coherence bandwidth of the channel is larger than the subchannel bandwidth, 
thus being the fading of all subcarriers within a subchannel constant . 
5 .  The coherence time of the channel is larger than the duration of a subframe, 
hence being the fading of all OFDM symbols of a subframe constant . 
These assumptions are widely used in literature when ana.lysing the performance of 
a network at the system level [3 1 ;  53 ; 63] . 
3 . 3  'Traffic load Modelling 
2 .  A fixed number of users is uniformly distributed within the coverage area of each 
cell , holding in the system for some time tu - When the user holding time expires , 
a new one is generated in a random position within the same cell coverage area. 
3 .  Users are generated in this case according to a homogeneous Poisson process [86] 
and they are uniformly distributed within the coverage of random selected cells . 
Users hold in the system for some time tu . 
The probability of exactly s users appearing in a period of time T is given by : 
In this dynamic SLS , users can be generated in different ways according to the following 
models: 
1 .  A fixed number of users is uniformly distributed within the coverage area of each 
cell , and they hold in the system from the beginning till the end of the simulation. 
( 3 . 1 ) 
where ,\ • T is the mean call arrival rate of users, also known as 'process intensity' . 
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3.4 Path Loss Modelling The holding time tu of user Uu in the network is described by an exponential distributed random variable generated from the following probability density function: 
(3 .2) being µ the mean holding time of users. For the sake of clarity, the model utilised in each chapter of this thesis is explicitly indicated in its section, simulation results. 
3 .4  Path Loss Modelling In this dynamic SLS, path losses of radio signals are modeled according to the following models1 : 1. For rnacrocell environments operating at 3. 5 GHz, the model recommended by [87] is utilised. This is an empirical model, and it is based on the following formula: (bm,u ) dB = 105.45 + 39 . 1 1 · logw (5 · dm,u) (3 .3 )  where dm, u represents the distance in kilometres between cell Mm and user u;: , and 8m ,u is the path loss between them. 2. For macrocell environments operating at 2.0 GHz, the model recommended by [88] is utilised. This is an empirical model, and it is based on the following formula: (c5m,u ) dB = 128.1 + 37. 6 · log1o (dm,u ) (3.4) where dm,u represents the distance in kilometres between cell Mm and user u;: , and c5m ,u is the path loss between them. 3. Femtocell coverages at a frequency of 3.5 GHz and 2.0 GHz are predicted with deterministic Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) based propagation models, which were calibrated making use of indoor and indoor-to-outdoor measurements. These FDTD based models capture wall effects in indoor and small cell scenarios. 
1 It must be noted that low case indicates linear units, while upper case represents decibel units. 42 
- -� awl vertical antenna pat ten1s with respect to tlw maximum antenna gain, resp('c-tively, the angles of arrival in the horizontal and the vertical plane and user u;;i , respectively, 0tilt 0:1d l! repr('s<'nt.s the bc�am width of the antenna pattern within which at least half of the 3 .5  S ignal Strength Modelling In case of working at 3 .5  GHz or 2 .0 GHz, the radio propagation tools presented in (89] and [90] are used, respectively. Details about their calibration procedures are also provided in both [89] and [90] . Iu addition, the shawdow 1 fading Em ,u between cell Aim and user U;1 is modeled 11 1 i l isi 1 1g a lognormaJ distribution LogN(O ,  O";) of mean O and standard deviation 0"8 • (�m,u)dB = LogN (O ,  O"; ) (3.5) Hm\'f•ver , this shadowing model does not apply to FDTD based propagation models h<>< ·ause these models based on Maxwell 's equations already predict shadowing effects . \\'hen using sectorial antennas in mac-rocdl scenarios , the horizontal (3 .6) and ver­t i < 'al ( :) .  7) antenna patt crns are simulated according to the models proposed in [91 ] , i . e . .  Ah,max 0h Ah,max(Ahr( (J'i ) .) u,m . = -minr[ l 2  ' , ()() u, h h m , ] , 3dB = 70° , = 20 dB (3 .6) dB ' 3c!B For the sake of clarity, the model utilised in each chapter of this thesis is explicitly ind irntPd in its section , simulation re:mlts. 0 1 0' - · · 'r u,1n t1lt ) 2  A1,,mu:i.,r01• ,�M B ] 0" - Gr')" .· = ( 4.rt' ( '} 7 ' )r)• c u ,m ' adB , ,11 1 1 ,max =r- 1 8. dB.�1dB. · r ). �[- lr ( (·rna.1. ( 3. 7) m which Ah and A1 ' represent the attenuation offsets introduced by the horizontal O"u, 111 a! l(l (}1 1 : 1n. re1)resent ,1, ,  l id \\'<'('11 macroc<·ll ,Um is the angle between the axis uf radiation of the main lobe of the vertical antenna pattern and the horizontal plane , maximum tramnnit. power is radiated , and .4iru  is the maximum offset of the pattern . 
3 .5  Signal Strength Modelling 
1LPt 11s a�sum(' that < ·ell A1m is transmitting to its c·om1<•cted user U17 in subchannel k. 
1 Shadowing is the dfoct that tlw rt>cPived sigual poW<!r fluctuates dtw to objc>cts obstruct ing the prupngation path l H•t 'Wt >Pll t. rnnsmitti·r and receiver. 
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3 .6  Interference Modelling 
The strength of the carrier signal received by user U'{;,1 from its serving cell Mm 
in subchannel k is modeled as : 
m 
m 
l . 5 . c . lm m.,u ',,m,u u 
Pu,k · gm,u · 9u ,m m 
wu, k = _ - Pu, k  . rm,u (3 .8)  
being p:::,k the power applied by cell Mm to each of the subcarriers of subchannel k ,  
Om,u represents the  path loss between cell Mm and user u;: , �m,u denotes the shadowing 
between cell A1m and user u;:, g and l stand for the antenna gains and for the equipment 
losses,  respectively, and rm,u denotes the channel gain between cell Mm and user u;: . 
In order to successfully decode a D L signal at the receiver of user terminal u;: , 
its strength w:::,k has to be larger than the sensitivity Tu of the receiver at user u;: plus 
a margin ( added to consider the effects of signals close to the receiver sensitivity, i .e . , 
( 3 . 9) 
where, in this thesis, ( was tuned to 10  dB . 
3 .6 Interference Modelling 
Inter-cell interference in the DL takes place when the signals transmitted towards 
different users by different cells overlap in both the frequency and the time domain. 
The strength of the interference received by user u;: from its neighbouring cell Mn 
in subchannel k is modeled as: 
n 
Pw,k · 9n · 9un 
wu,k  = = P�1,k . rn,u (3 .o1 0)ln 8 � l· n,u · m,u · · u  
being p�,,k the power applied by cell l1lln to each of the subcarriers of subchannel k ,  
6n,u represents  the  path loss between cell Mn and user u;:, �n,u denotes the shadowing 
between cell A1n and user u;:, g and l stand for the antenna gains and for the equipment 
losses , respectively, and rn,u denotes the channel gain between cell Mn and user u;:. 
3 . 7 Signal Quality Modeling 
The signal quality in terms of SINR ry;k of user u;: in subchannel k is thus modeled as : 
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m r m m Pu,k · m,u Wu,k 
lu, k = "M n r 2 - "M n + 2 L..,n= l ,n#m Pu,,k · n,u + a L..,n=l ,n#m wu,k a Wu k + a2 , 
(3 . 1 1 ) 
where a is the background noise density, and Wu,k is the sum of the inter-cell interfer­
ence suffered by user u:;: in subchannel k .  
It i s  assumed that thermal noise i s  an additive white Gaussian noise and that inter­
3 .8  Bit Rate Modeling 
cell interference is a zero-mean Gaussian process ,  whose variance equals the sum of the 
powers received from all surrounding cells. 
3 .8  Bit Rate Modeling 
The bit rate BRu,k ,h of user u-;: in subchannel k when using MCS h is modeled as : 
BRu ,k ,h = 0 · ef fh = 
Rdata Tdata 
�
L · DL 
· ef fh (3 . 1 2)
subframe 
where 
respectively, ef fh 
0 denotes a fixed parameter that depends on the configuration of the network, 
Ri�a and Ti�a are the number of data  subcarriers and OFDM symbols per subchannel, 
represents the efficiency in bits per symbol of the selected MCS h, 
and Tsubframe is the DL subframe duration. 
3 .9  Throughput Modeling 
The throughput T Pu,k ,h of user u-;: in subchannel k when using MCS h is modeled as : 
TPu,k,h = BRu , k,h · ( 1 s- BLER(h,s,r;:,k ) )  (3. 1 3) 
where BRu ,k,h denotes the bit rate of user u-;: in subchannel k when utilizing MCS h, 
while BLER (r, 1;:\ ) is the BLock Error Rate (BLER) of user u-;: in subchannel k,  
which is function of MCS h and SINR ,;::k . 
respectively. 
Furthermore ,  it should be noted that these BLER values were obtained from [85) 
and that they are made available to SLSs through the use of Look Up Tables (LUTs) . 
Examples of these LUTs for LTE and WiMAX SLSs are shown in Figures 3 .4 and 3 .5 ,  
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3 . 10  Measurement Reports 
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Figure 3 . 3 :  user measurement report over neighbouring pilot signals . 
3 . 10  Measurement Reports 
Cell-specfic reference signals are comprised of known sequences of reference symbols , 
denote unique Physical Cell Identities (PC Is) , and are utilised for identifying different 
neighbouring cells during both cell selection and handover procedures (Section 1 .3 .3 ) . 
Cell-specfic reference signals are emitted over fixed resource elements at a fixed power , 
behaving as BS beacons for mobile terminals. In order to avoid confusion or collision , 
neighbouring cells should have different PCis .  
In order to assist the network in mentioned cell selection and handover procedures , 
user u;: feeds back regularly, every Tu,mr , a user Measurement Report (MR) , 
E Nm· 
lvf Ru , 
to its serving cell J'vlm (Figure 3 . 3 ) , which indicates the power wE:�t received by user u;: 
from the reference signals of its serving cell Mm and its neighbouring ones Mn 
3 . 1 1  Channel Quality Indicators 
User u;: feeds back regularly, every Tu, cqi , a Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) , CQiu , 
to its server lv1m to assess channel status. In this thesis, wideband CQis are utilised 
to report the power Wu,kV k E K of the interference suffered by user u;: in RB k [27]r, 
i .e . , a user reports K values (Section 1 . 3 . 3 ) . 
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3 . 1 1  Channel Quality Indicators 
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Chapter 4 
Centralised Interference Mitigation 
Architecture for Macrocells : 
enhanced Dynamic Frequency 
Planning 
In this chapter, we investigate the potential of improving network performance by 
achieving a reuse factor of one in every cell1 of all Base Stations (BSs) of a network. 
users may have different bit rate demands or suffer from different channel conditions .  
Motivation for the use of a reuse factor of one in all cells steams from the fact that 
Then, users requiring large powers due to  large bit rate demands or  adverse channels , 
e .g . , users at cell-edge, can coexist in the same frequency with neighbouring cell users 
using low powers due to low bit rate demands or good channels, e .g. , users at cell-centre . 
Our work is different from others in that we do not incur spatial reuse losses to provide 
inter-cell interference mitigation, i .e . , we do not sacrifice Resource Blocks (RBs) in 
one cell to reduce interference in neighbouring ones . Instead ,  we provide interference 
mitigation by sophisticatedly allocating both RBs and power to user terminals taking 
their Quality of Service (QoS) requirements and geographical positions into account . 
In order to fulfil this aim, we designed enhanced Dynamic Frequency Planning 
( eDFP) , a semi-distributed architecture for dynamic radio resource management , where 
1 The term cell and sector are synonyms here , e.g. , a macrocellular BS has three cells or sectors . 
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4. 1 Enhanced Dynamic Frequency Planning a central node assigns RBs to cells to minimise inter-cell interference to cell-edge users, while independently and more frequently cells assign transmit power and RBs to users so that their transmit power is minimised, while meeting their user QoS requirements. An advantage of this model is that it requires minimum feedback information between cells and the central node because the inputs of the centralised optimisation problem are gathered and post-processed by BSs based on their user Measurement Reports (MRs)i. It should be noted that in this chapter the nomenclature of Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks is used 1 and that without loss of generality with respect to our novel approach, this chapter focuses on the DownLink (DL) .  It should be noted that the idea of this approach was developed by David Lopez, while A. Ji.ittner and A. Ladanyi provided a close collaboration. 
4. 1 Enhanced Dynamic Frequency Planning eDFP decomposes the radio resource allocation problem in Orthogonal Frequency Di­vision Multiple Access (OFDMA)-based networks into two subproblems: 1 .  Dynamic Frequency Planning (DFP) The first subproblem is referred to as DFP . This subproblem is solved by a central resource broker , which has a network wide perspective, operates in large time scales, and intelligently distributes RBs among cells so that long-term inter­cell interference suffered by cell-edge users is minimised. 2 .  RB and Power Allocation Problem (RPAP) The second subproblem is named as RPAP. This subproblem is solved on a more frequent basis than DFP at the cell level, i .e. , it is solved independently by each cell, and allocates Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCSs) , RBs and power to users. For decision making, each cell uses the suggestions of the central resource broker and also user Channel Quality Indicators ( CQis) . Note that eDFP is the architecture resulting from using DFP and RPAP together. In the following two sections, both DFP and RPAP are presented. 50 
4.2 Dynamic Frequency Planning 
4.2  Dynamic Frequency Planning 
When running DFP and similarly to Fractional Frequency Reuse Schemes (FFRSs) , 
cells divide their sets of connected users into two groups :  inner-zone and outer-zone. 
Since cell-edge users are more prone to suffer from strong inter-cell interference and 
because they are typically assigned with larger powers that tend to inject instability, 
DFP is targeted to obtain RB assignments that minimise long-term time-averaged 
inter-cell interference suffered by cell-edge users. 
The main idea is that using a cooperative architecture, a central broker can receive 
information from all cells . Thereafter, the central broker will solve the DFP problem 
and indicate to every BS which RBs are permitted for their own outer-zone usage . 
This process is repeated on a regular basis , i . e . , every Tdfp time units ,  in order to adapt 
cell-edge RB assignments to the long-term fluctuations of network, traffic and channel. 
The central broker can be located in the Operating ,  Administering, and Maintaining 
(OAM) subsystem, or in a BS that acts as the master of a cluster of BSs in a region. 
Information between BSs can be exchanged either using the operator's back-haul that 
connects macro BSs to the OAM subsystem, or BS-to-BS interfaces ,  e . g. ,  LTE-X2 [92] . 
Because DFP operates in long time scales, for instance , tens of seconds or minutes, 
the time delay incurred by DFP processing and signalling should not be a problem. 
In the proposed eDFP architecture,  the fast fluctuations of the channel will be handled 
at cell level by RPAP, the low latency resource scheduler to be presented in Section 4 . 3 . 
In the following, first the inputs and later the formulation of the proposed DFP 
problem are introduced. 
4.2 . 1  DFP Inputs 
The DFP problem has two inputs :  
• The demand vector V of  size M, which indicates the number of  RBs Dm needed 
by each cell Mm to satisfy the throughput requirements of its outer-zone users . 
• The restriction matrix A of size M x M, which models long-term time-averaged 
inter-cell interference am,n between each pair of cells < Mm, Mn > ,  Vm, n E M .  
The restriction matrix will b e  used to identify for each cell which neighbouring 
5 1  
Hence , if user u;: 's pilot SINR 1t10
where 1Eilot can be derived from user NIRs ,  i . e . ,  4.2 Dynamic Frequency Planning ones pose a big threat in terms of inter-cell interference . This is particularly useful when BSs are not deployed according to an ideal and perfect regular grid. Every cell Mm will estimate Dm and am,n , \/Mn E Nm on a regular basis , and will feed back this information to the central broker every time it performs a DFP update. 4.2 . 1 . 1  Demand Vector The first question that needs to be addressed when estimating the number of RBs Dm required by each cell Mm to satisfy the throughput demands of its outer-zone users is :  who are the cell-edge users? A common approach is to classify users into inner-zone or outer-zone users upon their distances to their servers . Nevertheless, this approach does not fit well to sectored BSs, since users nearby BSs but in the boundary between sectors may suffer from large interference due to imperfect isolat ion between co-located sectors provided by sectored antennas patterns . Hence, we identify cell-edge users based on Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) measurements over reference signals , also referred to as pilot signals (Section 1 . 3 . 3 ) . Because pilot signals are transmitted over fixed resource elements at a fixed power , pilot signal measurements are relatively stable over t ime and can be used to provide a good indicat ion of the worst interfering conditions that users can possibly suffer from. User pilot SINR measurements may be averaged over time to mitigate fading effects . t is lower than an outer-zone SINR threshold 1ed. ge , then this user U:_:1 is considered as an outer-zone user , otherwise, as an inner-zone user, 
p�
lot . fm,u wt�
t pilot -
lu - "M pilot 2 = "M pilot 2 (4 . 1 )  
0n=l ,nlm Pn · fn ,u + 0- L .. m= l ,n#m Wu,n + 0-
where p�Iot is the power allocated by cell Mm to every subcarrier of its pilot signal , 
fm,u denotes the channel gain between cell Mm and user u;: , we;�t is the power received 
by user U::" from the pilot signal of its cell Mm, and o-2 denotes the power of the noise . 
Since DFP runs at regular time intervals , i .e . , every Tafi
p 
time units ,  it must be  
considered when estimating Dm that users may connect or  disconnect during the time 
period between two consecutive DFP updates. The cell-edge RB demands of cells may 
also vary due to mobility of associated users or time-varying interference conditions . 
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This model will allow us to estimate inter-cell interference utilising standardised MRs over cell-specific pilot signals , which are always emitted by all cells at a fixed power and do not vary with time-dependent scheduler decisions, simplifying the estimation 4.2 Dynamic Frequency Planning Hence, in order to estimate Dm , we propose that each cell lvfm measures the number of allocated RBs to its outer-zone users at a regular time interval Tea < < Tdfp , and Because DFP i s  designed to minimise long-term time-averaged inter-cell interference, we do not want to know Dm at every time , but how this demand Dm evolves with it . Nonetheless , if the size T� of the moving average window is very large , DFP may not be responsive enough to variations of traffic. On the contrary, if T� is very small, sporadic traffic peaks that do not represent cell loads may affect DFP performance. Then, when the central broker is ready to carry out a DFP update ,  each cell Mm computes the average of its moving average window values and forwards the result Dm to the central broker using the proper interface , e . g . , cell back-haul or X2-LTE . In order to avoid unfair RB assignments among cells , where some cells monopolise all resources while others starve , an upper bound nmax is set to the number of RBs Dm that a cell Mm can request to satisfy the throughput demands of its outer-zone users. Since Dm is calculated based on estimates of the own RB usage of each cell, this process could be implemented in BSs. 4 .2 . 1 . 2  Restriction Matrix Long-term time-averaged inter-cell interference between pairs of  cells is charac­terised in terms of percentage of time, i . e . , the percentage of time in which the users of a cell are ' interfered' by the pilot signals of a neighbouring one (Section 1 .3 .3 ) . keeps record of these estimations using a moving average window of size Tc� time units (Note that the allocation of RBs to users is done by RPAP at each cell (Sectione4 .3) ) .  Because DFP is designed to minimise long-term time-averaged inter-cell interference where shadowing and fast-fading effect are averaged out, its principal aim is to mitigate RB collisions between those neighbouring cells more prone to inter-cell interference. The idea here is hence to have cell-edge RB assignments as orthogonal as possible among those cells that suffer from larger long-term time-averaged inter-cell interference .  of the interference coupling between cells . 53 
+ (b..Q) 
4.2 Dynamic Frequency Planning 
,n occurs between two cells , e .g . , Interference Event : An interference event I Em
Mm and Mns, if the received power ( w�:�t )dB from the serving cell pilot signal is lower 
than the one (wt�t )dB from a neighbouring cell pilot signal plus margin (6.Q) dB ,  i .e . , 
(wpilot ) < (wpilot )u,m u,n ( 4 .2)dB dB dB 
where threshold 6.Q can be considered as a protection margin to fight both the aggre­
gated interference coming from neighbouring cells and the fading of the radio channel ,  
and it  should be set by the operator depending on planning targets .  
DFP Cell Counters : Every cell Mm has a measurement report counter MRCm
m . 
,n 
as well as an interference event counter I ECm ,n for each neighbouring cell Mn E Ns
Hence , when an MR arrives at cell Mm , it carries out two actions: 
• Each time an incoming user MR informs about neighbouring cell Mn , cell Mm 
increases its counter MRCm,n by 1 unit . 
• Each time an interference event occurs between itself Mm and cell Mn , cell Mm 
increases its counter J ECm,n by 1 unit . 
Restriction Matrix: When the central broker is ready to carry out a DFP update , 
cell Mm calculates the percentage of interference time am ,n between itself Mm and its 
neighbouring cells Nln E Nm . 
_ IECm,n 
am,n - (4 .3)MRC m ,n 
where am n are elements of the M x M restriction matrix A, and sends these values , ' 
i .e . , am,n , \:/ Mn E Nm , to the central broker . 
Note that if the number of interference event increases, i . e. , I ECm,n , the percentage 
of interference time increases , thus indicating that cell Mn represents a bigger threat . 
Similarly to the demand vector V computation, M RCm ,n and J ECm ,n use a moving 
average window of size T/1:, t ime units .  Nonetheless, since MRs depend on user locations , 
the more MRs collected from different geographical locations and from different users , 
the better characterisation of the interference coupling among cells in terms of time. 
Thus, it is worth collecting MRs for a large time to average out the correlation between 
the restriction matrix A and user locations . Therefore , T;� should be larger than T� . 
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k - l} = Ym,k + Xn, ,n,k 4 .2  Dynamic Frequency Planning Since users frequently feed back MRs to their serving cells in cellular networks, this process could be implemented in BSs. 4 .2 .2  DFP Optimisation Once both DFP inputs 'D and A are known, the DFP problem can be formulated as a Mixed Integer Program (MIP) problem, in which the objective is to obtain a solution that minimises a cost function representing the overall interference in the network, i . e . ,  K M M Dmin L L L ; · am.n · Ym,n,k ( 4 .4a) Ym, n , k k=l m=l  n=l subj ect to: LXm,k = Dm 'ilm ( 4 .4b) k=l max{0, Xm \/m, n, k (4.4c) 
Ym,n,k E {0, l }  \/m, n, k (4.4d) 
Xm,k E {0, l }  \/m, k ( 4 .4e) where 
• Xm,k is a binary variable that is equal to 1 if user Mm is using RB k, 0 otherwise . 
• Ym,n,k is a binary variable that indicates whether both cells Mm and Mn use RB k ,  0 otherwise. • Constraint ( 4 .4b) guarantees that each cell Mm is allocated to exactly Dm RBs .  Each element o f  summation ( 4.4a) indicates the percentage of interference time resulting from A1n if RB k is used in Mm . Obtaining lower values of cost function ( 4. 4a) is therefore proportional to decreased inter-cell interference throughout the network. Note that the percentage of interference time am,n was estimated under worst case scenario conditions , since am,n was computed with user measurements  over pilot signals , which are always transmitted over the channel and thus always ' interfere ' each other (Pilots signals act as BS beacon signals and are not affected by scheduler decisions) .  As a consequence , in order to correctly characterise the percentage of interference time 
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4.3 Distributed Resource Block and Power Allocation resulting from Mn if RB k is used in Mm, the percentage of interference time am ,n , computed over pilot signals, is thinned by the probability of interferer Mn using RB k.  Provided that cells choose RBs independently and a priori with an equal probability (since DFP targets to minimise long-term interference, and thus shadowing/fading effect can be averaged, it considers that all RBs can be used with equal probability) , the probability of cell Mn using RB k is 1ft.  This is the reason why in ( 4.4a) , the prob­ability 1ft of cell Mn allocating RB k multiplies the percentage of interference time am,n · Consequently, the larger the number of RBs Dn employed by interfering macrocell Mn , the larger the RB collision probability and the larger the percentage of interference time. 
4.3 
tion In a more regular basis and considering the cell-edge frequency planning given by DFP, every cell solves RPAP independently to assign MCSs, RBs and power to its users. RPAP is used as a low latency scheduler to deal with fast fluctuations of the channel . How this problem is solved is presented in Section 4.4. Distributed Resource Block and Power Alloca­Due to the good self-organising features of the radio resource management scheme presented in [68] in distributed architectures, in which cells independently minimise their total transmit powers while meeting the throughput requirements of their users, RPAP uses a similar approach but tailored to LTE and \i\TiMAX standard constraints. For instance , in [68]i, it is considered that the spectrum is divided in three sub-bands , and also that a random-based frequency hopping is implemented on a slot by slot basis by permuting the subcarrier indices independently across different sub-bands and cells. In our case, the spectrum is divided in RBs and all subcarriers within an used RB are modulated, i .e . , no frequency hopping is used1 . The reasons for minimising transmit power independently at each cell are as follows: 1. A cell that targets to minimise its transmit power reduces inter-cell interference towards neighbouring cells , because less power is applied to those RBs allocated 
1More details about the allocation scheme in [68] will be presented in the following chapter when 
analysing the performance of fully decentralised radio resource management architectures. 
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4.3 Distributed Resource Block and Power Allocation 
to users that are closer to their BSs and/ or have lower throughput requirements. 
Indeed, this is obvious from the Shannon-Hartley theorem [93] . 
2 .  A cell that targets to minimise its transmit power tends to use those RBs that 
are not being used by neighbouring cells , because less transmit power is required 
in less interfered or faded RBs to achieve an aimed user SINR. 
According to Shannon-Hartley theorem, 
Pr;)',k · rm,uCu,k = Bk · log2 ( 1 + ? ) (4 . 5)Wu , k + er 
where Cu
denotes the power of the noise , 
,k is the user u;: capacity (bps) in RB k, Bk is the bandwidth (Hz) of RB k ,  
pr;)',k is the power allocated by cell Mm t o  every subcarrier of RB k assigned t o  user u;: , 
rm ,u is the channel gain between Mm and user u;: , CJ2 
and Wu,k represents the power of the inter-cell interference suffered by user u;: in RB k ,  
we can prove the previous two statements: 
If users are closer to their BSs, i . e . , if rm,u increases , the required transmit power Pr;)',k 
to obtain a given capacity Cu,k decreases. If users have lower capacity requirements ,  
i .e . , if  Cu ,k decreases, the required transmit power p:::,k for a given gain rm,u decreases . 
Algebraic manipulations of (4 .5)  show that (note that wu ,k , Bk and CJ2 are kept fixed) : 
Cu.lo  
(4.6)rm,u 
Furthermore , it can also be demonstrated carrying out a simple transformation that 
inter-cell interference Wu ,k also decreases, if transmit power P7:,k is minimised: 
P:::,ki . fm,u 2 
Wu ,k = Cu , k  - CJ (4 . 7) 
2�i- 1  
Using this kind of power-controlled approach has clear advantages over uniform 
power distribution approaches. For example, let us assume a network comprised of 
2 cells Mm and Mn each one providing service to 2 distinct users with 2 RBs k and k' . 
In each cell, one user is close to the cell-centre, while the other one is at the cell-edge. 
Then, if 
m _ (wu ,k + o-
2 ) • (2� - 1 )
Pu,k -
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Figure 4. 1 :  Users coexisting in the same RB. 
According to statement 2)s, when cell Mm 
Therefore , cell Mm 
Case A) cells target to minimise their transmit powers : According to statement 1 ) ,  
users close t o  the cell-centre will b e  assigned less power than those at the cell-edge . 
decides how to assign k and k' to its users, 
it will see higher inter-cell interference in one RB, e .g. , k ,  than in the other, i .e . , k' , 
due to the different powers applied by neighbouring cell Mn in both RBs k and k1 • 
will assign its cell-edge user to RB k' and its cell-centre user to k 
(Figure 4. 1 ) .  Following this approach, users in the cell-edge are not much interfered 
due to the low power applied by neighbouring cells to the corresponding RBs .  
Case B) cells uniformly distribute transmit power among subcarriers :  In this case , 
both cells will assign the same power to their users independently of their positions, 
throughput requirements or channel conditions . As a result , users positioned at the 
cell-edge will suffer from larger inter-cell interference than in the previous case . 
Because macrocell deployments are designed to cater to large coverage areas and 
since user may be uniformly distributed within the coverage area of their servers [78] , 
the scenario given in Case A) is likely to occur. 
In the following, our model for the joint radio resource allocation in Mm is given, 
i .e . , RPAP, which is targeted to minimise transmit power independently at each cell. 
The transmit power p::):,k ,h that cell A1m should apply to each subcarrier of RB k 58 
u=l k==l ' 
4.3  Distributed Resource Block and Power Allocation allocated in the DL to user u-:;: to obtain the SINR threshold rh of assigned MCS h is 
Wu k + a 2 m 
fm, Pu,k,h = 'Yh . ( 4.8) u where Wu,k and rm,u are known by cell Mm because of its user CQis (Section 3 . 1 1 ) .  Similarly t o  [68] , user u;: i s  allocated to the MCS h that requires the least number of RBs and the least power to meet its throughput target T p�eq .  of RBs needed to  meet the throughput Clearly, MCS h determines the number Du target TP�eq of user u;:,, i . e . , 
1 l·-Dur.- TP�eq (4.9)G- . 'ffie h Note that, in this case, the BLock Error Rate (BLER) has not been considered since it is negligible when a user is provided with the SINR target of its aimed MCS. Moreover, we should also ensure that the RB allocation provided by DFP for cell­edge users is respected. Therefore, we should ensure that users with the lowest pilot SINR 1filot are allocated to the RBs reserved for them via DFP. Because DFP booked Dm RBs for outer-zone usage of cell Mm , we must identify the users with the lowest 1filot value and assign them to these RBs. Hence, let us define g ( u) as the sequence order of user u:;: according to its ascending order in terms of its estimated 1t10t , i . e . ,  
g :  { 1 , · · ·  , U} r+ { 1 , · · · , U} (4. 10) 
g(u) = g(u1) ⇒ u = ul 
"fu
pilot < ,yf}lotg(u) < g(u1) ⇒ - UI 
\:/u, ul E { 1 ,  · · · ,  U} where u;: and U;:J are users of cell Mm , while g (u) and g (u1) are their sequence orders . Then, in order to realise the outer-zone assignment suggested by DFP, let us define 
rou E {0, l} Vu E um as a binary variable that is equal to 1 if g (u)r::; Dm , 0 otherwise . Hence, the proposed RPAP to be  solved in each cell Mm can be formulated as the following integer linear problem: 
U K 
ii�L � Pr:,k,h · c/>u,k (4 . l l a) 
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4.4 Solving DFP subject to: 
L 1>u , ks::; 1 Vk (4. l lb) 
U=l L 1>u , k  = Du Vu ( 4. l lc) 
k=l <Pu ,k = K,u E& Xm,k Vu, k (4. l ld) <Pu , k  E {0 ,  1 } Vu, k (4. l le) where • <!>u ,k is a binary variable that is equal to 1 if user u;: is using RB k, 0 otherwise. • Constraint ( 4 . 1 1  b) ensures that RB k is only allocated to at most one user u;: . • • Constraint (4. l ld) makes sure that the Dm Constraint ( 4 . 1 lc) guarantees that each user u;: is allocated to exactly Du RBs.  users with lowest pilot SINR 1t10t are assigned to the RBs reserved by DFP (where EB represents an XNOR operation) . User feedback, CQis, has been used to determine the MCS h, number of RBs Du required for users to meet their throughput targets Tp�eq .and transmit power p::ik h, , In order to mitigate the effects of fast fading, user feedbacks are averaged over time, therefore avoiding fast variations of P::),k , h and rapid fluctuations of resource allocations in response to fast-fading, which may introduce ping-pong problems into the system. Hence, average channel quality estimations in the form of instantaneous Wu ,k averaged over tens of CQis are utilised to derive p;(),k , h ( over intervals of the order of 1 second)s. In order to avoid that several cells change their resource assignment simultaneously, RPAP runs in every cell at a random time uniformly distributed in [l , 2Trpap] time units .  How this problem is solved i s  presented i n  Section 4 .5 .  
4.4 Solving DFP This section presents techniques that can be  used to  solve the centralised DFP problem: Integer Linear Programming (ILP) solvers , metaheuristics and also greedy algorithms.  These techniques have a different tradeoff between solution quality and running time . 
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4.4 Solving DFP 
The formulation ( 4 .4) of the DFP problem can be solved directly using ILP solvers [94] . 
Applying standard ILP techniques readily available in both commercial [95] [96] and 
free [97] [98] software packages, the DFP problem can be solved up to optimality. 
Unfortunately, the running times of these ILP solvers are unpredictable in most cases 
4.4. 1 Integer Linear Programming 
(exponential in the worst case) , which renders them inappropriate for their usage in 
real base stations within acceptable times. 
For example , in practice , they can only solve DFP for networks with a few cells . 
\iVhen utilising ILP solvers for realistic network deployments, the required computing 
resources are out of a viable range. As a result , new solving strategies with good 
performances within reasonable running times are required for realistic deployments .  
4.4. 2 Metaheuristics 
Since using techniques designed to guarantee the optimality of the solution may be 
impossible for realistic network scenarios , the use of metahe'uristics is proposed here . 
Metaheuristics are general optimisation frameworks used to find good solutions in 
reasonable times to complex optimisation problems. These methods are based on 
a search within the solution space,  and although they do not guarantee optimality, 
they often achieve competitive solutions in practice . In the following, the principal 
features of the two metaheuristics proposed to solve the DFP problem are analysed. 
These metaheuristics are Simulated Annealing (SA) [99] and Tabu Search (TS) [1 00] . 
X := (xm,k )MxK I , 1 s; m � M, 1 s; k s; K (4. 1 2) (4 .4b) , (4 .4c), (4. 4d) , (4.4e) 
• The solution space n of the DFP problem is comprised of all feasible solutions x .  0 := {x E IRM x K l (4.4b) , (4 .4c) , (4 .4d) , (4 .4e) } (4. 1 3) Before describing these metaheuristics , let us note  that in our case: • A solution x consists of a cell-edge RB assignment to cells fulfilling all constraints .  
• Two solutions x E n and x' E n are called neighbours if and only if they differ 
at the assignment of a single RB of a single cell . 
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• The cost J(x) of a solution x E n corresponds to the overall system interference 
associated with such solution x, and it is computed by using equation (4.4a) . 
For an interference free allocation x ,  f ( x) is zero. 
4.4. 2 . 1  Simulated Annealing 
When applying SA to a minimisation problem such as DFP , SA moves in each iteration 
from the current solution x to a neighbouring one x' based on a probabilistic process .  
Let us note that neighbouring solutions are always randomly selected by choosing a 
random cell 1vf m and randomly changing one of its assigned RBs k for a different one k' . 
In more detail , movements are defined by a given acceptance probability function 
PsA U(x) , f(x1 ) , T) that depends on f(x) , f (x' ) and a factor T known as temperature . 
The fundamental properties of a good acceptance probability function are the following: 
• PsA must be larger than 1 if f (x) > f(x') ,  meaning that SA must move from the 
current solution x to a neighbouring one x' , when x' is of better quality than x. 
• PsA may be larger than O if f (x) ::; f (x' ) , meaning that SA might move from the 
current solution x to a neighbouring one x' , even if x' is of worse quality than x. 
This condition prevents the search within n from getting stuck in local minima. 
Nevertheless, the higher the difference between J (x) and f (x1 ) ,  the lower the 
probability of moving from x to x1 • 
• The temperature T is a parameter that decreases with the number of iterations in 
an exponential fashion dictated by the so called annealing factor parameter. The 
smaller the temperature, the more likely SA will rej ect worsening neighbours. 
Let us note that the initial temperature and the annealing factor must be tuned. 
In general, the slower the annealing factor, the better solution we may expect , 
but then the algorithm will require a longer time to converge to a stable solution. 
SA is thus expected to wander initially around a broad region of the solution space, 
thereafter drift towards better regions of the solution space having better solutions and 
finally move downhill towards a solution similarly to the steepest descent heuristic . 
SA stops iterating when a given ending condition is reached. This ending condition 
could be a given number of iterations , a final temperature or solution quality. 
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if f curr < !best then 4.4 Solving DFP { select a neighbor} { compute its cost } { compute its cost} { is this a valid movement?} {yes, save it} fcurr = fneig Xbest = x; fbest = fcurr {yes, save it} end if end if 
t = t · annealingFactor {lower the temperature} end while A general SA algorithm that can be directly used to solve the DFP problem is given in Algorithm 1 .  4 .4 . 2 . 2  Tabu Search \;vben applying TS to a minimisation problem as DFP , TS moves in each iteration from the current solution x to a neighbouring one x' based on a tabu selection process . Let us note that neighbouring solutions are always randomly selected by choosing a random cell Mm and randomly changing one of its assigned RBs k for a different one k' . Firstly, in each iteration, the neighbourhood Nx of current solution x must be found. In small problems, all neighbours of the current solution can be visited in each iteration. In large problems, the set of visited neighbours is generally reduced to a given subset . This fact decreases the quality of the search, but significantly reduces the running time. In our case , the number of visited neighbours per iteration is limited to a value of Nx . Then, TS always moves from current solution x to its best neighbouring one x' E Nxt, i . e ,  the one with the lowest cost within Nx. Note that the cost function value f(x' ) of the best neighbour x' does not need to improve the one .f (x) of the current solution x .  {is this the best solution so far?} Algorithm 1 Simulated Annealing for DFP X = Xrnd ; fcurr = f (x) Xbest = x; !bests= f (x)  t = tinit while t > tend do x' = neighbor (x) fneig = f (x' )  ( fcurr - fneig ) PsA = e t if PsA > random(O ,  1 )  then X = x' ; { initial solution (random) } {initialize best solution} {initialize temperature} 
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allow solutions that have certain attributes or that have been visited/ checked recently. 
In this case , the tabu list forbids those movements that have been performed recently 
for a number of iterations equal to the size Nx of the subset Nx of visited neighbours. 
In this case, a movement is described by the difference between both x and x' , that is : 
4.4 Solving DFP 
In TS, the search process may move from a current solution x to a neighbouring one x' 
even when worsening the cost function value to avoid getting stuck in a local minima. 
The action of moving from a solution x to its best neighbour x' is known as movement . 
In addition, TS introduces the concept of tabu list in order to prevent the problem of 
possible cycling and/or infinite loop [ 100] .  In its simplest form, the tabu list does not 
the cell Mm whose allocation was modified and how it was modified, i . e. , the old RB k 
that was randomly changed by a new one, k' . 
TS stops iterating when a given ending condition is reached. This ending condition 
could be a given number of iterations , a running time or solution quality. 
A general TS algorithm that can be  directly used to solve the DFP problem is given 
in Algorithm 2 .  
4.4.3 Greedy Algorithms 
In order to obtain good approximate solutions of the DFP problem (4.4) within a 
reduced amount of computing time , we have also devised greedy and reverse greedy 
procedures that construct a solution. 
The reason why we are interested in these greedy rules to solve the DFP problem 
is not only because they are faster than metaheuristics, but also because they are of 
lower complexity and therefore easier to implement in off-the-shelf base stations . 
In the following, the main features of the six greedy algorithms created in this 
research are presented: 4.4 .3 . 1  Insertion Algorithms 
Insertion schemes maintain a list of assigned RBs per cell . This list is initially empty, 
i .e . , no RBs are assigned to any cell. 
At each iteration, we first calculate the the best RB km to be added to each sector 
Mm , i .e . , the RB km which increases the cost function the least . Then, we choose a cell 
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Algorithm 2 Tabu search algorithm for DFP 
X = Xrnd ; fcurr = f (x ) {initial solution (random) }  
=Xbest = x ;  !best f (x ) {initialize best solution} 
tabu = [ ] ;  iter = 0 { initialize tabu list and iteration counter} 
while iter  < itermax do 
iter = iter + 1 
en = 0 { initialize checked neighbour counter} 
XbeSt = NULL· jbeSt = 999999 neig , neig {best neighbor} 
while en < N,,, do 
cn = cn +  l 
x' = neighbor(x ) { select a neighbor} 
= f (x' ) { compute its cost} 
{is this the best solution so far?} 
fneig 
Xbest = x' ; fbest = fneig {yes, save it} 
best _ 1 .  jbest _Xneig - X , neig - fneig { also the best neighbor} 
break { stop looking for neighbours} 
end if 
if movement(x  x') in tabu then {is this movement forbidden?} , 
continue {yes , skip it} 
end if  
if  fneig < f��f! then {is this the best neighbor?} 
best I. jbest _ fXneig = X , neig - neig {yes, save it} 
end if 
end while 
beSt )m = movement (x x, 
_ best . .f _ fbest
X - Xneig , J curr - neig 
tabu = t abu + [m] 
remove_old (tabu) 
end while 
if fn eig < !best 
neig 
{ move to best neighbor} 
{ add movement to tabu list} 
{remove too old entries} 
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Mm according to the rules RI, Min! or MaxI (see below) and assign the chosen RB km to its list. Random Insertion (RI) A random sector is selected at each iteration. Minimum Insertion (MinI) The sector increasing the cost function the least is selected. Maximum Insertion (MaxI) In contrast to .Min!, here the sector increasing the cost function the most is selected. Intuitively, we can say that l\1 in! tries to delay the difficulties by choosing first cells to which it is cheap to allocate new RBs. On the contrary, M axl faces the difficulties by choosing first cells to which it is costly to assign new RBs. With respect to the complexity of these greedy rules: RI has a complexity of O ( (Lm ) · K) , while both Minl and MaxI have a complexity of O((I:i Dm ) · (M ·Dm m 
K + M) . Lm Dm represents the number of insertions (RB assignments) to be done, while M and K are the number of cells and RBs, respectively. 4.4.3 .2  Removal Algorithms Removal schemes maintain a list of assigned RBs per cell. This list is initially full, i .e. ,  all RBs are allocated to all cells . At each iteration, we first derive the the best RB km to be deleted from each sector 1Vlm, i .e . ,  the RB km which decreases the cost function the most . Then, we select a cell 
Mm according to the rules RI, Min! or Max! (see below) and remove the chosen RB km from its list. Random Removal (RR) A random sector is selected at each iteration. Maximum Removal (MaxR) The sector decreasing the cost function the most is selected. 
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Minimum Removal (MinR) In contrast to M axR,  here the sector decreasing the 
cost function the least is selected. 
With respect to the complexity of these greedy rules :  RI has a complexity of 0( ( M · K - L Dm - Lm Dm ) ·m 
(M • K + M) . M · K - Lm Dm 
to be performed. 
In the insertion algorithms , the RB assignment is st arted from scratch, and then 
we allocate RBs to all cells until they have the number of RBs that they require . 
In the removal algorithms , we assume that all cells are utilising all RBs ,  and then 
we remove RBs from all cells until they have the number of RBs that they need. 
4.5  Solving RPAP 
RPAP can be solved efficiently up to optimality using the following observation. 
Claim 1 Let us define the following network flow problem F = (V, E) {1r01} with: 
• Vertex set 
A A
V := U  M U JC U {s , t} ,  (4 . 14a) 
) · K) ,  while both MinI and MaxI have a complexity of O ( (M • K
represents the number of removals (RB subtractions) beingrs ,  i E V the source and the sink of V, respectively. For the sake of simplicity a user u;: of the studied cell Mm is denoted as user u .  
• Edge set 
E : ={ (su) : '11, E U} u { (uk)r: u E U , k E JC I K:u = Xm,dU 
{ (kt) : k E JC} , (4. 14b) where edges with l'i,u -=/=- Xm,k are broken. This means that there is no flow between user u and RB k either if Xm,k = 1 and g (u) > Dm ,  or Xm,k = 0 and g(u) ::S: Dm . If any of these two conditions is met, then user u cannot make 'USe of RB k, respecting the advice provided by DFP. 
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4.6 Simulation and Numerical Results • Capacity function if a = s, b E Ucap( ab) :=  { Db , (4 . 1 4c) 
l otherwise, • Cost function cost ( k) := { P7:, k h ,  , if u E U, k E JC otherwise. ( 4 . 1 4d) u 0 Then, a minimal cost network flow with value min LouEU Du will provide an optimal so lution to RPAP. 
In order to solve this problem, the network simplex algorithm [102] implemented in 
the LEMON library [103] has been adopted in our simulations. 
In order to avoid frequent radio resource reassignments in cell Mm , new allocat ions 
are loaded into it , only if they result in significant enhancement over existing ones . 
Improvements are estimated over cost function (4. l l a) and must be at least of a 10%. 
4.6 Simulation and Numerical Results 
4.6 . 1  Scenario 
We considered a hexagonal LTE cellular network comprised of 19 tri-sectored eNodeBs. 
Different simulations with 3 ,  6 ,  9 or 12  static users connected per cell were performed, 
representing in this case a cell user load of 25%,  50%, 75% and 100%, receptively, 
since the studied network had 12  RBs per DL time slot in a bandwidth of 2 . 5 MHz. 
Users were uniformly distributed within the coverage area of each cell. A user held 
its connection for a time dictated by an exponential distribution of meanoµ and then 
disconnected. After its disconnection, a new user was generated at a random location. 
A full-buffer user-traffic model was used and the demand of each user was 250 kbps. 
Users suffered from outage if they could not transmit at a throughput no less than 
their requirements 1 for a time period Toutage • When a given user suffered from outage, 
its resources were freed and a new user was not generated till its holding time expired. 
1Applications based on real-time or streaming services are insensitive to bit rate slow downs if the 
expected QoS, i .e. , transmission rate, is achieved. 
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Table 4. 1 :  SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
Parameter 
eNodeB 
Simulation time 
Site-to-site distance 
Carrier Frequency 
Channel Bandwidth 
Frame Duration 
Subcarriers 
RB (K) 
DL OFDM data symbols 
BS Tx Power (P;::,t ) 
BS Ant . Base Gain 
BS Ant . Pattern 
BS Ant.  Height 
BS Ant . Tilt 
BS Noise Figure 
BS Cable Loss 
Thermal Noise Density 
UE Ant .  Gain 
UE Ant . Pattern 
UE Ant . Height 
UE Noise Figure 
Value 
19 
600rs 
500 , lOOOrm 
2 . 0rGHz 
2 .5rMHz 
l ms 
150 
12 
1 1  
43rdBm 
18rdBi 
Sectorized 
30rm 
10 
5 dB 
3 dB 
- 174 .0  dBm/Hz 
O dBi 
Omni 
1 .5 m 
9 dB 
Parameter Value 
UE Body Loss I O dB 
Path Loss Model Empirical 
Shadowing s .d .  8 dB 
Users per sector (U) 3 ,4 ,9 , 12 
l:ser distribution CniformI 
Min. dist . UE to eNodeB 35rm 
Mean Holding Time 90 s 
Type of Service Full buffer 
Min Service TP 250rkbps 
Toutage 9 s  
Tu ,mr 480rms 
Tu,cqi lOrms 
10 s Tdfp 
Trpap lOOrms 
Tea 500rms 
rwea 60rs 
I';� l h  
(f:i.Q)dB 12rdB 
Dmax 50% of K 
edge 2 dB 1 
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Tier  1 Figure 4 .2 :  System-level simulation scenario. The system model was implemented as a subframe-level simulator using the event­driven simulation presented in Chapter 3. 600 s of network operation were simulated. User performance in terms of throughput , outage , transmit power and other indicators was assessed on a regular basis, every 1 s . In order to avoid scenario border effects ,  statistics were collected from the central eNodeB and the first tier of interfering ones, but not from the second tier. Path losses and antenna patterns were modelled according to models in Chapter 3, and fading was modelled using a log-normal shadowing with standard deviation of 8dB. \iVhen solving the proposed RPAP, average channel quality estimations in the form of instantaneous Wu ,k averaged over a time window of 1 s were used to derive p'':,k,h [68] . Users were not located closer than 35 m to any eNodeB to avoid tower shadow effects .  Subframe errors were modelled based on BLER Look Up Tables (LUTs) from Link­Level Simulations (LLSs) [85] . Further details about the scenario and parameters used in our simulations are presented in Figure 4.2 ,  Table 4. 1 ,  respectively and Chapter 3. Network performance was assessed through 3 Key Performance Indicators (KPis) : 1 . User outages, which represents the absolute number of outages incurred to user 
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1 0' 
4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  
handsets during the entire simulation. 
2 .  Connected users, which denotes the average number of users simultaneously con­
cel l s  count 
Figure 4. 3 :  ILP, TS and SA running times 
nected to the network along the simulation. 
3 .  Network throughput , which indicates the average sum throughput carried by the 
network during the ent ire simulation. 
Because of the nature of user traffic, i . e . , constant throughput demand, reducing the 
number of outages, i .e . , user dissatisfaction, and hence increasing the average number 
of connected users , has a larger added-value here than enhancing user throughputs , 
because real-time user services will not benefit from lager bit rates than the demanded. 
4.6 . 2  Optimisation Performance 
4.6 .2 . 1  Solving DFP 
Figure 4 .3  illustrates the running time of the ILP solver, 
8 RBs and 3 to 1 1  network cells where 
SA and TS when solving DFP 
in scenarios with a different number of cells . The following parameters were used in 
the simulations performed to get this figure : 
their cell-edge RB demands , i . e . , Dm , were uniformly distributed within interval [ 1 ,  5] . 
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The restriction matrices of this numerical evaluation were obtained utilising subsets of 
cells of the scenario introduced in Figure 4 .2 .  SA and TS were tuned for the analysis, 
and curves were obtained by averaging of 20 realisations with different subsets of cells . 
Moreover , it should be noted that the computer utilised for these simulations contained 
an AMD Opteron 275 dual-core processor running at 2 .2  GHz with 16tGB of RAM.  
Figure 4 .3  illustrates that the running time of  the ILP solver increases rapidly with 
the number of cells in the network, while that of TS and SA increases much slower. 
Greedy rule running times are not shown, since they are in the order of milliseconds 
and because they are analysed afterwards. 
The ILP solver ran out of memory for 1 1  cells, being unable to obtain solutions . 
Indeed, the ILP solver running time increased exponentially with the number of cells . 
Hence, we may consider it useless for realistic scenarios with much more than 1 1  cells . 
For these small network scenarios, TS and SA were able to find very good solutions . 
SA was able to obtain the optimal solution in all studied cases, while TS was able to 
obtain it until 9 cells. For 10 cells , it was at most 3 . 10 % away from the optimal solution. 
TS running time depends on the number of neighbouring solutions visited per iteration, 
which is small when the number of cells is small . On the other hand, SA running time 
mostly depends on the initial fine tuning of the temperature and the annealing factor . 
In both cases , SA and TS, the running time increased in a much more slower fashion 
than that of the ILP solver, hence allowing the analysis of much larger cell deployments .  
Figure 4 .4 illustrates the performance of  both metaheuristics , SA and TS ,  in terms 
of cost function ( 4 .4a) versus iterations number. 
The numerical tests performed to obtain Figure 4 .4 used the following parameters: 
50 RBs,  57 cells where their cell-edge RB demand was uniformly distributed in [ 15 ,  20] 
and the restriction matrix was obtained according to the scenario given in Figure 4 .2 .  
Figure 4.4 illustrates that the solution qualities obtained by SA and TS are similar. 
However, their performances are sensitive to the fine tuning: 
• With regard to SA, Figure 4 .4  shows that SA obtains a worse solution when the 
annealing factor is decreased from 0 .99990 to 0 . 99950. If the annealing factor 
increases to 0 .99995 , SA (green line) does not converge within the expected time. 
• With regard to TS , a better solution is found when both the number of visited 
neighbours per iteration and the size of the tabu list increased from 25 to 75. 
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40 per cell ,  The entry 'random' indicates the value of cost 4.6 Simulation and Numerical Results -400 ,----. ----,----r---,--;:::==::c====:::i::====:;1TS (II size= 25) -- TS (tl size= 75) -- SA (a.f.=0.99950) 350 -- SA (a.f.=0.99990) -· SA (a.f.=0.99995) 300 gj 250 200 1 50 1 00 '--------'---_L_ 0 20 -'-------L...---'--------'----'- 60 80 1 00 1 20 1 40 iteration (/1 000) Figure 4 .4 :  TS versus SA In this case , further increasing these values did not provide a significant solution quality improvement with respect to the running time. Hence , for SA, the temperature and annealing factor were set to 1000 and 0.99990, respectively, while for TS, both the number of visited neighbours per iteration and the size of the tabu list were set to 75 . Table 4 .2 and 4 . 3  depict the performance of both metaheuristics , SA and TS, and greedy heuristic rules in terms of cost function ( 4 .4a) and running time , respectively. Eight different network scenarios were utilised in this case to test their performances . The first four scenarios had 7 BSs and 21  sectors , i .e . , one tier of interfering cells , whereas the second four had 21 BSs and 57 sectors , i .e. , two tiers of interfering cells . Four variants of both set-ups were studied with distinct RB demands Dm which were uniformly distributed within intervals [ 15 ,20] , [20,25] , [25 ,30) and [30, 35] . The total number of RBs was 50. function (4. 4a) averaged over 100 random RB allocations. Table 4 .2  shows that major improvements are obtained when using optimisation instead of random allocations . Depending on sector loads , the value of cost function ( 4. 4a) decreased up to 81 % .  73 
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Table 4.2: Solution quality of TS . SA, greedy rules 
Scenario 21 sectors 57 sectors 
min/max req. RBs I 1 5/20 20/25 25/30 30/35 1 5/20 20/25 I 25/30 30/35 
Methods 
random 
SA 
TS 
best metah. 
RI 
Min! 
Max! 
RR 
MaxR 
11inR 
best greedy 
Reduction (%) 
random vs. best metah. 
Reduction (%) 
rrandom vs. best greedy 
Reduction (%) 
best greedy vs. best metah. 
Table 4.3: 
Scenario 
min/max req. RBs 
Methods 
SA 
TS 
RI 
MinI 
Maxl 
RR 
MaxR 
MinR 
sum of greedy 
Reduction (%) 
sum of greedy vs. SA 
Reduction (%) 
sum of greedy vs. TS 
58.02 : 
10 .87 
12 . 1 0  
10 .87 
15 .23 
12 .35 
13 .01  
18 .31  
16 .82 
20.01 
12.35 
81 .27 
1 
78 . 71 
1 1 . 9  
15/20 I 
524 ms 
555 ms 
0 .32 ms 
0 . 48 ms 
0 . 56 ms 
0 .66 ms 
0 . 97  ms 
1 .0 1  ms 
4 .00 ms 
99 .24 
99 . 28 
Solution quality in terms of cost function ( 4.4a) 
133 .  77 234 .94 397. 73 I 
48 . 20  132.27 300.99 
44.90 133.02 302. 15 I 
44.90 132.27 300.99 
50 . 58 138.27 319 .  73 
57. 0 1  1 5 1 .22 
5 1 . 2 1  139 . 10  
49.97 139.07 
59 . 1 1  151 .02 
53 .41 158.02 
49 .97 138.27 
66 .37 43 .70 
62 . 64 41 . 15 
10 . 14  4.34 
322 . 10  
I 320 .20 
1 
I 317.10 
325 . 09 I 
333 .64 
3 17. 10 
24.32 
20.27 
5 .08 
351 . 1 4  
142.69 
140.93 
140.93 
210 .44 
187 .45 
182 .75 
223 .66 
202.47 
326.81 
182 . 75 
59 .87 
1587.41 
454.03 
457.33 
454.03 
497.46 
539.83 
534.63 
498.54 
536.83 
563.97 
497.46 
71 . 40 
2389.94 I 
101 7.78 
10 17. 78 
10 17.78 
1034.65 
1 1 43.84 
1 1 26 .27 
1074.26 
1 1 00.34 
1 167.34 
1034.65 
57 .41 
47.96 68.66 56 .71  
22 .88 8.73 1 .63 
Running time of TS , SA, greedy rules 
21 sectors 
120/25 I 25/30 
I 
30/35 I 15/20 I 
Running time 
2536 ms 
954 ms 
721 ms 
2964 ms 
0.71 ms 1 .36 ms 
0 .85 ms 2 . 1 7  ms 
0 .87 ms 2.33 ms 
0 .41  ms 3 . 1 7  ms 
0.82 ms 5 . 73 ms 
0.67 ms 5 . 29 ms 
4 .33 ms 20.05 ms 
99.4 99.2 1  
99.55 99.32 
3356.39 
1870.80 
1870.80 
1870 .80 
1948 .78 
2016 . 53 
1900 .72 
1934 
1953 .25 
2001 .45 
1900. 72 
44.26 
43.37 
1 . 5 7  
561 ms 
70 1 ms 
0.45 ms 
0 .52 ms 
0 .45 ms 
0 .65 ms 
0 .83 ms 
0 . 86 ms 
3. 76 ms 
99 .33 
99.47 
693 ms 
865 ms 
0 .59 ms 
0 .63 ms 
0 .81  ms 
0 .51  ms 
0 . 79 ms 
0 .70 ms 
4.03 ms 
99 .42 
99 .53 
57 sectors 
20/25 I 
2921 ms 
3401 ms 
1 .82 ms 
3 .01  ms 
3 .22 ms 
2.99 ms 
5.07 ms 
4.93 ms 
21 .04 ms 
99.28 
99.38 
25/30 I 
3544 ms 
4102 ms 
2 .29 ms 
3.95 ms 
3 .67  ms 
2 . 63 ms 
4 .45 ms 
4 . 5 1  ms 
2 1 . 50  ms 
99 .39 
99 . 48 
30/35 
4045 ms 
4899 ms 
2 . 71 ms 
4 . 50 ms 
4 .23 ms 
2 . 29 ms 
3 . 76 ms 
3 .81  ms 
21 .30 ms 
99 .47 
99.57 
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Also, as shown in Figure 4.4, Table 4 .2  indicates that SA and TS perform similarly. 
Indeed, there is no absolute winner among both of them. 
Comparing the performance of our greedy heuristic rules , we can see that there is 
no absolute winner among them either. Nonetheless , they run so quick that one can 
afford to execute all of them sequentially and thereafter selecting the best solution. 
The sum running time of all greedy rules was at most 0. 79 % and 0 .  72 % of the running 
time of SA and TS ,  respectively. 
Most importantly, Table 4 .2  indicates that the solution qualities provided by the 
best greedy heuristic rule in each scenario is not far from that given by metaheuristics . 
On average, the best greedy rule was only 8. 28% worse than the devised metaheuristics. 
As a conclusion , greedy rules are faster , easier to implement and provide solutions 
very similar to those of meta.heuristics , therefore in practice one may prefer these greedy 
rules to solve DFP. In the following simulations , the proposed greedy rules will be used. 
4 .6 .2 .2  Solving RPAP 
When using network simplex, the average running time of a RB and power allocation ,  
i . e . ,  RPAP, estimated over one million assignments in different cells was 0.3 1  ms . 
Thus, since RPAP can be solved faster than the minimum feedback frequency in LTE, 
i .e . , 2 ms [27] , it can be used as a low latency scheduler to cope with channel variations 
originated due to shadowing, fast fading or quick fluctuations of inter-cell interference . 
Regarding solution quality, lets us recall that network simplex ensures the optimallity. 
4.6 .3  Network Performance 
4.6 .3 .1  Techniques Used for Comparison 
The approaches described in the following were included for performance comparison . 
Let us note that some of these approaches were initially described in (Section 2 . 1 . 3 ) .  
Also, Reuse/Static/IM and Reuse/Dynamic/IM represent two different flavours of the 
reuse schemes presented in Section 2 . 1 . 1 ,  i .e . , reuse 1, reuse 3, FFRS3-A and FFRS3-B. 
Reuse/Static/IM When using reuse 3 ,  FFRS3-A, or FFR83-B, the total bandwidth 
is divided into 3 segments .  We make use of the SINR threshold �/ edge to divide users 
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Hussain's Approach [63] : Its exact implementation is presented in Appendix A.2 .  
It also uses a centralised architecture and an uniform power distribution among sub­
carriers. But , in our implementation, RBs instead of subcarriers are assigned to users . 
4 .6 Simulation and Numerical Results 
into inner- and outer-zones .  If the RBs reserved for the inner-zone are all occupied , 
RBs reserved for outer-zone users are not permitted for inner-zone use and vice versa. 
Cells uniformly distribute their total transmit power among subcarriers of each zone , 
but transmit powers applied to 
centre 
subcarriers of the inner- and outer-zones are different . 
In this case , these powers l::,k and p:,ked ge were tuned using the approach in [104] , 
3-p�t 
m,centre R
tDoLt m,edge = . � 
3 P;,ot 
Rtot 
(4 . 1 5)Pu, k Pu,k 8= 8 + 2 ,  8 + 2 
Reuse/Dynamic/IM This approach only differs from the previous one in that if 
the RBs reserved for the inner-zone are all occupied, RBs reserved for outer-zone users 
may be allocated to inner-zone users and vice versa. 
Note that Reuse/Static/IM and Reuse/Dynamic/IM behave the same in case of 
reuse 1 and reuse 3 because these two reuse schemes do not separate connected users 
in cell-centre and cell-edge zones . 
Ronald's Approach [53] : Its exact implementation is presented in Appendix A . l .  
However, let u s  note that this scheme i s  based on a centralised architecture and uni­
formly distributes power among subcarriers . 
Note that eDFP will also be compared to Stolyar's  approach [68] in the following 
chapter when analysing fully decentralised radio resource management architectures . 
where p�t is the total transmit power of cell Mm, s is the number of spectrum segments, 
and Rg1f is the number of total subcarriers . 
Each cell independently performs an Interference Minimisation (IM) process so that 
RBs are assigned to terminals while minimising the sum interference suffered by them. 
This assignment scheme is assisted by CQis , and is formally presented in Section 6 .3 . 2 .  
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4 .6  Simulation and Numerical Results Table 4 .4 :  Network Performance vs. ,edge 
,'edge [dB] o I o .s I 1 .0  i 1 .s I 2.0 2 5 3 0  
User outage 29 22 17 14 7 27 32 
Connected users 245 .23 246 .85 247 .99 248 .38 249.61 245 . 76 245 . 0 1  
Network throughput [Mbps] 56 .54 
I 
56 .76 57.89 58.61 59 .17 56.96 56.23 4.6 .3 .2  Cell-Centre and Cell-Edge Zones: ,edge 
eParameter ,'ed g plays a key role in system performance because it defines the cell-centre and cell-edge boundary. Recall that ,Eilot denotes the user SINR estimated over pilot signals that are transmitted by each cell over fixed resource elements at a fixed power. If "YEilot ::::; ,edge , user u;: is considered as a cell-edge user , otherwise, a cell-centre user. Because only cell-edge users are involved in the DFP resource allocat ion procedure presented in Section 4.2 ,  if 1ed g e is too small , few users will benefit from DFP planning. On the other hand, if 1edge is too large, the number of cell-edge RB requested per cell will be large , close to nmax , and the quality of the obtained DFP will be compromised. In order to fine tune 1edge , The set-up with 12  users per cell we run several simulations in the proposed scenario .  2 dB provides the best network-wide performance. and an inter-BS distance of 500 m was used here . Table 4 .4 illustrates that ,'edge = For instance, the number of user outages considerably decreased from 32 to 7 when 1ed ge was fine tuned from 3 . 0  dB to 2 . 0  dB . In the following simulations , the cell-centre and cell-edge boundary 1edge is set to 2 dB.  4.6 .3 .3  Transmit Power Figure 4 . 5  shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the power allocated to subcarriers along the simulation. When using reuse schemes the transmit power applied to RBs is fixed and does not vary according to interference or load fluctuations. On the contrary, when using eDFP not only the power applied to each RB changes depending on such conditions, but becomes much smaller. Like this, interference to neighbouring cells is mitigated. Moreover, it can be observed that according to [104] , FFRS3-A and FFRS3-B assign different constant powers to the inner and outer-zone. 
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4.6 Simulation and Numerical Results 
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Figure 4.6 corroborates what has been stated in the previous sections: minimising total 
transmit power in every cell mitigates inter-cell interference towards neighbouring cells. 
Figure 4.6 illustrates that the inter-cell interference suffered by subcarriers decreases 
when using the proposed allocation scheme with respect to the other approaches . This 
inter-cell interference reduction is significant with respect to reuse 1 and FFRS3-B, 
specifically a median reduction of 11 dB. Note that reuse 3 supplies the best inter-cell 
interference mitigation at the expense of thinning the cell bandwidth by a factor of 3.  
Because reuse 3 offers interference coordination, by avoiding a cell reusing RBs that 
can be used in neighboring cells, reuse 3 results in a significant network capacity loss. 
subcarrier radiated power (dBm) 
Figure 4. 5 : CDF of the radiated power per subcarrier during the simulation in the 12  
user/ sector scenario . 
4.6 .3 .4 Inter-Cell Interference 
This is shown in the following subsection. 
4.6 .3 .5  System-Level Performance 
Wh
T� 
en running eDFP, the following parameters were used: Tdfp =lO s, Tea 
2 dB and Trpap 
= 500ems, 
e= 60 s ,  �� = l h, (�Q) dB = 12edB, Dmax = -50% ,  "(edg = = lO0ems . 
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Figure 4 .6 :  CDF of the interference suffered per subcarrier during the simulation in 
the 12 user/ sector scenario .  
Tables 4 .5 ,  4 .6 ,  4. 7 and 4 .8  illustrate the network performance when using eDFP 
and the presented schemes in terms of outages, average number of network connected 
users and average network throughput . Note that 1 2  RBs were available and that 3, 6, 
9 or 12 users attempted to connect per cell , representing a 25 %, 50 %,  75 % and 100 % 
cell user load of its maximum, respectively. The distance among BSs was set to 500 m. 
In these tables, columns denote proposed approaches , e .g . , eDFP, Ronald's ,  Hussain's ,  
and rows denote its frequency reuse form, i .e . , reuse 1 ,  reuse 3 ,  FFRS3-A, FFRS3-B 
Note that DNA stands for Does N ot Apply and it means that a given approach cannot 
be utilised in a given frequency reuse form because it was not proposed/designed for it . 
We can see that all t ables follow exactly the same trend, being eDFP the method 
that provides the b est performance. Nonetheless , when the number of users increased, 
the number of user outages also increased because of the larger inter-cell interference .  
In the 12  users/cell case , i . e . , the most challenging scenario, eDFP resulted in a per­
formance improvement over the second best method, i .e . , FFRS3-B/Dynamic/IM , of 
50 .66 more average connected users and a 22. 18% higher average network throughput. 
eDFP outperforms all other approaches because it permits a better spatial reuse. 
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4.6 Simulation and Numerical Results It allows all cells to allocate all available RBs to their users in an intelligent manner: Cells minimise transmit power and hence assign less power to those RBs allocated to users having good geometries or with lower demands, therefore neighbouring cells will This kind of spatiai' see ' low interference in such RBs and will allocate them to their bad geometry users . l reuse is  not possible by making use of uniform power distributions when all network cells are highly loaded. Since Ronald's approach does not use any user feedback to assess channel conditions , spatial reuse loss is necessary to obtain inter-cell interference avoidance, which may be affordable when cell traffic loads are low compared to the total number of available radio resources , but not when traffic loads are large and homogeneously distributed. Since RBs allocated to cell-edge users in a cell cannot be reused in its 6 adj acent cells , Ronald's approach results therefore in a large spatial reuse and throughput loss .  For similar reasons, reuse 3 and FFRS 3-A perform poorly when the network is loaded .  For instance,  in  case o f  reuse 3 ,  since only one third o f  the RBs can be used in  a cell, at most 4 users can be connected to it . Therefore, resulting in a large throughput loss when a larger number of users attempt to connect per cell, i . e . , 6, 9 or 12 users/cell. In Hussain' s  approach, RBs allocated to a cell of a BS to satisfy the minimum throughput requirements of its users cannot be reused in other cells of the same BS .  Moreover , the RB assignment for all cells of  a BS is  replicated for all BSs in the network . Hence, this approach performs well when the number of available RBs is much larger than what requested by the users , but if some cells are loaded and necessitate all RBs, this algorithm may allocate all RBs to such specific cells , whereas other network cells ,  e. g. , cells with different antenna bearing than those ones that first hoard all resources ,may be left starving without no RBs at all . Table 4 .9 also illustrates the network performance of eDFP and the above ap­proaches in terms of outages, average number of network connected users and average network throughput . In this case ,  12 user terminals attempted to connect per cell and the distance between neighbouring BSs was set to 1000 m. The increase in cell ra­dius reduced inter-cell interference. Consequently, for almost all techniques considered, outages reduced and system capacity in terms of both average network connected users and average network throughout improved. For eDFP, because the number of outages was low in Table 4 .8 ,  increased user path losses had a larger impact in terms of outages at cell-edges than reduced inter-
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4.6 Simulation and Numerical Results 
Table 4 .5 :  System-level simulation results: 3 users per cell . 
Reuse Reuse 
Scheme KPI Static 
IM 
Dynamic 
IM 
Ronald 
Approach 
Hussain 
Approach 
eDFP 
Outage 0 (0 .00 %) 0 (0.00 %) 
Reuse 1 Users 63 63 DNA DKA DNA 
Mbps 15 . 73 15 .73 
Outage 0 (0 .00 %) 0 (0 .00 %) 
Reuse 3 Users 63 63 DNA DJ\'A DNA 
Mbps 15 .75 15 .75 
Outage 14 (3 . 18  %) 0 (0 .00 %) 10  (2 .27 %) 
FFR3A Users 61 .88 63 60 .54 D.['-;"A DNA 
Mbps 15 .43 15 .75 14.97 
Outage 0 (0 .00 %) 0 (0 . 00 %) 28 (6 .36 %) 0 (0 .00 %) 0 (0.00 %) 
FFR3B Users 63 63 57.47 63 63 
Mbps 15 .72 15 . 73 14 .02 15 .74 15 .74 
Table 4 .6 :  System-level simulation results :  6 users per cell. 
Reuse Reuse 
Scheme KPI 
Outage 
Reuse 1 Users 
Mbps 
Outage 
Reuse 3 Users 
Mbps 
Outage 
FFR3A Users 
Mbps 
Outage 
FFR3B Users 
Mbps 
Static 
IM 18  (2 . 16  %) 122 .92 30 .35 257 (30.82 %) 84 2 1 . 00 93 ( 1 1 . 1 5  %) 1 1 1 . 03 27.60 4 1  (4 .92  %) 1 19 . 97 29 . 73 Dynamic IM 18 (2.16 %) 122.92 30 .35 257  (30.82 %) 84 2 1 .00 19  (2.28 %) 122 .54 30.09 16 ( 1 . 92 %) 124.63 30 .84 Ronald Approach DNA DNA 81  (9 .71 %) 99 .58 24.49 132 ( 1 5 .83 %) 102.24 24.84 Hussain eDFPApproach DNA DNA DNA DNA DNA DNA 0 (0.00 %) 58 (6 .95 %) 1 26 1 16 .32 3 1 .46 28.36 
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Approach 
.A1bps 
4.6 Simulation and Numerical Results Table 4. 7: System-level simulation results: 9 users per cell . 
Scheme KPI 
Outage Reuse 1 Users 
A1bps 
Outage 
UsersReuse 3 
Mbps 
Outage 
UsersFFR3A 
Mbps 
Outage FFR3B Users 
Mbps 
Reuse Static IM 161  ( 13 .76 %) 16 1 . 1 9  39 . 74 640 (54 .70 %) 84 
21  324 (27. 69 %) 132 .73 32 .95 199 (17 .01  %) 158 .40 39 . 13  Reuse Dynamic IM 161  ( 13 .76 %) 16 1 . 1 9  39 .74 640 (54 .70 %) 84 21 206 ( 1 7 .6 1  %) 1 52 .87 37 .39 l l 7  ( 10 .00 %) 165 .91  40.89 Ronald Approach DNA DNA 379 (32.39 %) 98 .91 24. 36 302 (25. 81  %) 138 .34 33.55 Hussain Approach DKA DNA DNA 235 (20 .09 %) 149.77 36.29 eDFP DNA DNA DNA 0 (0 %) 189 46.50 Table 4.8: System-level simulation results :  12  users per cell. Reuse Reuse HussainRonald Scheme KPI Static Dynamic IM IM 412 (23.44 %)Outage 412  (23.44 %) eDFP Approach 
DNA DNADNAReuse 1 Users 1 94 .79 194.79 47.79Mbps 47.79 
Outage 1 1 95 (67.97 %) 1 195  (67.97 %) 
DNA DNA84 DNAReuse 3 84 Users 
Mbps 
Outage FFR3A users 
Mbps 
Outage FFR3B Users 21 749 (42 .61 %) 142. 16 35 .21 451 (25.65 %) 1 82 .08 21 514 (29 .24 %) 171 .82 773 ( 43.97 %) 99 .87 DNA DNA 42 .02 24.54 337 ( 19 . 17  %) 516 (29.35 %) 41 1 (23.38 %) 7 ( 0 .40 %) 198. 95 176. 81 194.56 249 .61 59. 1 7  42.88 47.00 44.88 48.43 
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4. 7 Conclusions 
Table 4 .9 :  System-level simulation results :  12 users per cell ( 1000m) . 
Reuse Reuse 
cell interference, hence increasing users outages very slightly from 7 to 13  occurrences. 
Nevertheless ,  because of the mentioned reduced inter-cell interference, in this case, 
the average network throughput increased with cell radius from 59. 17  to 6 1 . 85 Mbps. 
Finally, let us note that the impact on network performance of the centralised RB 
planning provided by DFP, it is analysed in the following Chapter in comparison with 
decentralised architectures where cells operate independently in a distributed manner. 
4.7 Conclusions 
This chapter has presented a new approach to the radio resource assignment for 
OFDMA networks called eDFP . On the one hand, DFP was proposed as a novel 
scheme for cell-edge inter-cell interference minimisation. On the other hand, RPAP 
has been proposed as a low latency scheme for allocating RBs and power to users . 
Tailored metaheuristics such as SA and TS , and greedy heuristics have been utilised 
to solve the DFP optimisation problem, whereas a network simplex based approach 
has been adopted to find optimal solutions to our RPAP. Simulations corroborate that 
eDFP enhances network performance compared to other schemes proposed in literature. 
The results of optimisation and system-level simulations have shown the following 
Scheme KPI 
Outage 
Reuse 1 Users 
Mbps 
Outage 
Reuse 3 Users 
J\1bps 
Outage 
FFR3A Users 
.Mbps 
Outage 
FFR3B Users 
Mbps 
Static 
IM 
329 ( 1 8.7 1  %) 
204 . 1 6  
50.27 
1 195 (67.97 %) 
84 
2 1  
74 1 (42 . 1 5 %) 
145 .92 
36. 1 1  
436 (24.80 %) 
189.47 
46.62 
Dynamic 
IM 
329 ( 18 .71 %) 
204 . 1 6  
50 .27 
1 195 (67.97 %) 
84 
2 1  
474 ( 26.96 %) 
173 .65 
42 .8 1  
242 ( 13 .77 %) 
215 .75 
52 .49 
Ronald Hussain 
eDFP
Approach Approach 
DNA DNA DNA 
DNA DNA DNA 
648 ( 36.86 %)  
109 .80 DNA DNA 
26.90 
399 (22 .69 %) 326 ( 18 .59 %) 13 (0 .74 %) 
1 92 .40 204.48 248 .78 
46.98 49. 13 61 .85 
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4. 7 Conclusions 
evidences about eDFP : 
Conclusion 1 :  The modelling of long-term time-averaged inter-cell interference be­
tween pairs of cells based on pilot signal measurements does not need extra signalling. 
Moreover, the cost function used for characterising the overall network interference 
based on this pilot signal model has been shown to be adequate for the purpose of 
interference minimisation_ 
Conclusion 2: The DFP optimisation becomes too complex and cannot be solved 
directly using integer linear programming approaches in realistic cellular deployments.  
Contrarily, the proposed SA, TS and greedy algorithms have been shown to be able 
to find well-performing network solutions of the DFP assignment problem within a 
reduced amount of time. 
Conclusion 3: The implementation of a power controlled resource allocation scheme 
that minimises transmit power at e ach cell is the key to allow a better spatial reuse. 
Minimising transmit power independently at each cell reduces interference in those 
RBs allocated to users with good channel conditions or low throughput requirements ,  
hence generating RB allocation opportunities that may be used by neighbouring cells 
for their cell-edge users. 
Conclusion 4: eDFP mitigates inter-cell interference and significantly improves net­
work capacity in terms of average number of network connected users and average 
network throughput (::�22 %) with respect to a variety of resource allocation methods 
in the OFDMA literature . 
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Chapter 5 
Decentralised Interference 
Mitigation Architecture for 
Macrocells : enhanced Resource 
Allocation Problem 
Different techniques with different degrees of complexity can b e  utilised t o  mitigate 
interference in Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) networks. 
These schemes fundamentally differ in how radio resource assignments are determined 
within cell neighbourhoods .  Centralised approaches may be more powerful from the 
optimisation point of view, providing a coordinated scheduling across multiple cells. 
However, they are based on low latency communications between cells and a central 
broker or among cells that incur signalling.  
In order to  decrease signalling overhead, and also prevent single points of failure ,  
decentralised schemes that need few or no coordination among cells are more practical . 
In this case, cells should take radio resource management decisions independently, i . e . ,  
l\fod ulation and Coding Schemes ( M  CSs) , Resource Blocks (RBs) as well as power, 
while targeting at the enhancement of system performance throughout the network . 
Due to the good inter-cell interference mitigation features shown by eDFP in Chapter 4, 
in this chapter, we investigate  the potential of improving network performance through 
a decentralised and j oint MCS , RB and power assignment based on power minimisation. 
Our work differs from other in that we devised a joint MCS, RB and power allocation 
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5 . 1  Fundamentals of Our Decentralised Allocation Schemes 
able to improve network performance under standardised assignment constraints ,  
e .g . , all RBs allocated to a user terminal have to have the same MCS (Section 1 .3) . 
Furthermore, two decentralised radio resource management architectures are proposed: 
• An autonomous Radio Resource Allocation Architecture (auRRAA) ,  where cells 
independently allocate resources to users based on local knowledge of subchannel 
usage in neighbouring cells fed back by their associated users . 
• A cooperative Radio Resource Allocation Architecture (coRRAA) , where cells 
additionally are able to exchange information via a message passing approach to 
coordinate assignments. 
It must be noted that in this chapter the nomenclature of Long Term Evolution 
(LTE) networks is used, and that without loss of generality with respect to our novel 
approach, this chapter focuses on the DownLink (D L) .  
It must be noted that the idea o f  this approach was developed by David Lopez, 
while A.  J-i.ittner and A. Ladanyi provided a close collaboration. 
5 . 1 Fundamentals of Our Decentralised Allocation 
Schemes 
5. 1 . 1  Transmit Power Minimisation 
In order to achieve a self-organised resource allocation pattern across the network 
through the independent and dynamic optimisation of resource assignments at cells , 
implying the least signalling overhead or no communication among Base Stations (BSs) , 
it is necessary that this optimisation is done according to an objective that presents 
a good self-organising behaviour. For example, in a skein of birds flying in V formation, 
a bird bases its behaviour on its own observations and very simple rules rather than on 
the commands given by a ' central leading bird' .  The self-organising rule for a bird is 
to line up on one side of the bird ahead, in this way a given bird can benefit from the 
upwash behind the wing tips of the bird ahead, therefore having better aerodynamics . 
In our case, an similarly to [68] and eDFP, we propose that each cell independently 
minimises its transmit power across all RBs, as self-organising rule . 
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5 . 1  Fundamentals of Our Decentralised Allocation Schemes Our cell optimisation objective is thus to allocate MCS, RBs and power to users ,  while minimising its own transmit power and meeting its user throughput demands. Let us note that the reasons for minimising transmit power independently at each cell were previously presented in Section 4 .3 ,  but let us briefly recall them in the following: 1 .  A cell that targets to minimise its transmit power reduces inter-cell interference However, towards neighbouring cells , because less power is applied to those RBs allocated to users that are closer to their BSs and/ or have lower throughput requirements .  Indeed, this is obvious from the Shannon-Hartley theorem [93] . 2 .  A cell that targets to minimise its transmit power tends to use those RBs that are not being used by neighbouring cells, because less transmit power is required in less interfered or faded RBs to achieve an aimed user Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) . because in our model we also consider the allocation of MCSs to users , the optimisation problem to be solved at each cell is more intricate than that of [68]i. It is hence expected that the self-organised MCS, RB and power assignment to users proposed in this chapter may tend to assign more RBs (increasing the cell RB usage) , each one of them modulated with a low-order MCS and using the least possible power (reducing inter-cell interference) . Due to the dynamics of the scheduling schemes that will be proposed in this chapter ,  cells can quickly react to the appearance of incoming users, avoiding overload issues related to high cell RB usage . Since some amount of bandwidth is set aside to ensure that users are not dropped during handovers ,  new users can also rely on this bandwidth until they are scheduled by the allocation schemes to be proposed in this chapter [1 05] . 
5 . 1 . 2  lnter-BS Cooperation In the following, we describe the message passing approach that will be used to coor­dinate inter-cell interference in coRRAA. This method will not be used in auRRAA. The message passing approach to be presented here is targeted at coordinating cell-edge inter-cell interference, similar to eD FF (Chapter 4) , because users at cell-edges are more prone to inter-cell interference and are usually assigned with larger powers that tend to inject instability in the network. 87 
5 . 1  Fundamentals of Our Decentralised Allocation Schemes 
In order to enhance system performance , we thus propose that neighbouring cells 
coordinate their allocations in terms of frequency and power to their cell-edge users , 
through a message passing approach via inter-BS interfaces , e .g. , LTE X2 interface [92]e, 
so that inter-cell interference suffered by cell-edge users is coordinated and mitigated . 
In this case , collaboration is only established among neighbouring cells instead of 
using a centralised resource broker. Only local information is exchanged, thus involving 
a few signalling and avoiding single points of failure . Since cells only communicate with 
their neighbours, this cooperative approach is more scalable than the proposed eDFP. 
It should be noted that signalling overhead is to be analysed in Section 5 .5 . 1 and 5 .6 . 3 .8 .  
Similarly to eDFP in  the  previous chapter, user u;: i s  considered as a cell-edge user , 
ed if its time-averaged pilot SINR ,t10t is smaller than cell-edge SINR threshold , ge . 
Otherwise, user u;:, is considered as an inner-zone user (Section 4 .2 . 1 ) .  
In the following, our message passing approach t o  coordinate inter-cell interference 
is introduced.  
\¥hen cell-edge user u;:, connects to cell Mm , it  is  allocated to a specific RB k and 
it is given a transmit power p::;,k h' which results from dividing the total cell power ' ' 
Based on this initial assignment , cell Mm computes the maximum interference w;ix 
that user u;:, can suffer in RB k so that its SINR is no less than the SINR threshold 
,h of its selected MCS h, i .e ,  
we estimate  the MCS h to be assigned to this user to meet its throughput requirement . 
Soon after, in the next scheduling procedure, the MCS,  RB and transmit power assign­
ment to this user is updated according to the approach to be presented in Section 5 .2 .  
among the number of subcarriers (uniform distribution) . Based on RB k interference, 
m . fmax ( Pu,k ,h m,u 2 ) + Awu,k = ----- - �  uw (5 . 1 )  
1h 
where rm,u is known by serving cell Mm due to Channel Quality Indicators (CQis ) , 
and l:lw represent s  an additional inter-cell interference protection margin set to 3 dB 
(K ote that the notation was presented in previous chapters) . 
Thereafter, 
c�ntr f 
this maximum interference 
u;:, 
w;kx is divided by the number of potential 
interferers of user 
Wmax 
C-max 
c:,trfe
u,kwu,k = -- (5 . 2 )' 
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5 . 2  Cooperative Resource Allocation Problem 
where T
cell Mm 
u E M 
is comprised of the 6 physically adj acent cells of the serving cell lvfm. 
E Yu , 
that interfering cell Mn E Yu 
is the set of interfering cells of u:;: and ctntrf denotes its cardinality. 
In this case,  Yu 
Then, based on user u;:'s channel gain to  each of  these interfering cells .Mn 
which can be derived using measurement reports over pilot signals fed back by user u;:, 
calculates the maximum transmit power p�,max 
can apply to RB k in order to prevent the outage of cell-edge user u:;: in cell lvim , i .e ,  
Pn,max = WC-max k u.k n,u (5 .3)  
and sends this information, i .e . , k and p�
,max 
, to all its potential interferers Mn E Yu . 
As mentioned earlier , in LTE, e�odeBs are connected to each other through a 
low-latency operator-deployed X2 interface. Also, in order to facilitate a dynamic 
interference coordination among e:t\odeBs, LTE has standardised control messages to 
indicate challenging interference conditions, e .g . , High Interference Indicator (HII) . 
A given cell will use HIIs to inform neighbouring ones that uplink transmission of one 
of its cell-edge users will be scheduled in the near future, and thus neighbouring cells 
should not assign their own cell-edge users or high powers to those specified RBs [106] . 
Similarly, in our approach, we propose using DL-HIIs to indicate to each cell Mn E Yu , 
that they should not allocate a power P�,k ,h greater than 
p�,max in a specified RB k. 
A given DL-HIIs will contain two values ,  i. e . ,  p�,max and k, in their simplest form, 
and will be sent to  a specific cell Mn E Tu · Cell Mm will indicate to each cell Mn E Yu 
when a power constraint expires through a DL-HII where p�·max is set to a null value. 
5 . 2  Cooperative Resource Allocation Problem 
This section defines our model for the joint MCS , RB and power allocation to users, 
Recall that the power p::),k, h that cell Mm 
Furthermore, when receiving several DL-HIIs for the same RB k,  cell l11n E Yu will 
always follow the lowest power constraint . 
i . e . ,  an optimisation problem called cooperative Resource Allocation Problem (coRAP) .  
The main idea of the model proposed in this chapter is that each cell Mm will indepen­
dently update from its neighbouring cells Nm the MCS , RB and power assignment to 
its users um according to the CQis of its users and DL HIIs of its neighbouring cells , 
while minimising its own transmit power and meeting its user throughput demands. 
should apply to each subcarrier of RB k 
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( 5 .4) 
5 .2  Cooperative Resource Allocation Problem 
allocated in the DL to user u;: to obtain the SINR threshold rh of assigned MCS h is 
Wu,k + a2 m
Pu, k,h = rh . [m ,u 
where Wu,k and rm,u are known by cell Mm because of its user CQis (Section 3 . 1 1 ) .  
Then, the optimisation problem of the joint MCS , RB and power assignment to users 
that runs independently in each cell l'vlm can be formulated as the following Integer 
Linear Programming (ILP) problem, i .e . , 
U K H 
min LL L P7:,k,h · Xu,k ,h (5 . 5a) 
Xu, k , h u=l k= l h= l 
subject to :  
U H 
L L Xu,k,h � l \/k (5 . 5b) 
u=l h=l 
H 
L Pu,h � l Vu ( 5 . 5c) 
h=l 
Xu,k,h � Pu,h \/u, k, h (5 . 5d) 
K H
L Le 
k=l h=l 
. effh �e. Xu,k ,h 2: Tp q Vu ( 5 . 5e) 
m 
Pu,k,h 
< m,max 
- Pk Vu, k, h ( 5 . 5f) 
Pu,h E {0 ,o1 }  \fu, h ( 5 . 5g)  
Xu,k,h E {O, 1 }  Vu , k, h (5 . 5h) 
where 
• Xu,k , h  is a binary variable (5 .5h) that is equal to 1 if user u;i uses MCS h in RB k ,  
or  O otherwise . 
• Pu,h is a binary variable (5. 5g) that is equal to 1 if user u;i makes use of MCS h, 
or O otherwise . 
• Constraint (5 .5b) ensures that RB k is only allocated to at most one user u;:. 
• Constraint (5.5c) and constraint (5 . 5d) b oth together make sure that each user 
u;: is allocated to at most one MCS h. 
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• Constraint (5 . 5e) ensures that user u;:i achieves its throughput demand TP;eq _ 
Note that , in this case, the BLock Error Rate (BLER) has not been considered 
since it is negligible when users are provided with the SINR targets of their MCSs. 
• Constraint (5 . 5f) guarantees that power constraints set by neighbouring cells 
through the DL-Hlls presented in Section 5 . 1 . 2  are respected. Remark 1: Note that if constraint (5. Sf) is omitted from the problem formulation, the presented cooperative assignment problem transforms into an autonomous one be­cause DL-HIIs are not taken into account, and hence every cell acts independently. This new problem is referred to as autonomous Resource Allocation Problem (auRAP) . 
In this case, this j oint radio resource assignment scheme tends to allocate users 
that are closer to their BSs or have lower data-rate demands (therefore requiring lower 
MSCs and transmit powers) to RBs occupied by cell-edge user in neighbouring cells . 
In order to avoid the effects of fast fading, user feedbacks may be averaged over time , 
thus avoiding fast variations of P1::,k ,h and rapid fluctuations of resource assignments 
in response to fast-fading, which may introduce ping-pong problems into the system. 
Hence, average channel quality estimations in the form of instantaneous Wu,k averaged 
over tens of CQis are used to derive p::)k h · I I 
Furthermore, in order to  inject stability in the network and avoid the exchange of 
a large number of DL-Hlls , the power assignment to a cell-edge user is only updated if 
p::),k h significantly varies with respect to its current value. Like this , we avoid sending , 
numerous DL-Hlls in response to the time-dependent fluctuations of the radio channel . 
In this case, a given cell updates pr::,k ,h and sents out a new DL-HII only if its new value 
varies 1 dB with respect to its current one. 
The formulation (5 .5 )  of coRAP can be solved directly making use of ILP solvers [94) . 
Applying standard ILP techniques readily available in both commercial [95) [96) and 
free [97) [98) software packages , the presented coRAP can be solved up to optimality. 
Unfortunately, the running times of these ILP solvers are unpredictable in most cases 
(exponential in the worst case) , which renders them inappropriate for their usage in 
real base stations within acceptable times . As a result , new solving strategies with 
good quality /running time performances are necessary for realistic network scenarios. 
Performance details of an ILP solver when solving coRAP are given in Section 5 .6 .2 .  
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5 .3  Cooperative RB and Power Allocation Problem 
This section discusses an important subproblem of coRAP referred to as cooperative 
RB and Power Allocation Problem (coRPAP) , that occurs when MCSs assigned to all 
users are known a priori as part of the input . 
An efficient solution to this subproblem has two important applications: 
• It can be used as a subroutine in order to solve the coRAP problem, as will be 
presented in Section 5 .4 .  
• It can be  utilised as a low latency RB and power allocation algorithm, as will be 
discussed in Section 5 .5 .  
Assuming that an M CS h has been selected for each user u;: and fixed a priori 
as part of the input , i .e . , Pu,h Vu \:/htis known, coRAP transforms into a simpler form. 
Clearly, the selected MCS h determines the number Du of RBs needed for satisfying 
the throughput demand Tp� e q of user u;: . Namely, 
l I8T l (5 .6) reqreq pI T p. 
where these parameters were defined in Chapter 3 .  
Furthermore, let us introduce the binary variable <!>u,k E [O , 1] , which indicates 
, k,h (5 .  7) 
u
h=l 
Substituting these 2t equations (5. 6)  and (5 . 7) into (5 .5a) - (5 . 5h) , we obtain the _ 
following RB and power allocation problem. 
U K 
Cs = min L L pr;:_k,h · cf>u,k (5 . 5a*)(/;u, k u=l k=l 
whether user u;: is using RB k or not , i .e . ,  
</>u,k := L X 
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subject to :  
L c/>u,k S 1 Vk (5 .5b*) 
u= l 
L c/>u,k = Du \:/u ( 5 . 5e*) 
pm < m,max 
u,k,h - Pk \:/u, k ,  r (5 . 5f*) 
c/>u,k E {0, 1 }  \:/u, k (5 . 5h*) 
where 
• Constraint (5 .5b*) ensures that RB k is only allocated to at most one user u;:. 
• Constraint (5 .5e*) guarantees that each user u;: is allocated to exactly Du RBs.  
• Constraint (5 . 5f*) makes sure that power constraints set by neighbouring cells 
through the DL-HIIs presented in Section 5 . 1 . 2 are respected. Remark 2: Note that if constraint (4 . 1 l e) is omitted from the problem formulation, the presented cooperative assignment problem transforms into an autonomous one be­cause DL-HIIs are not taken into account, and hence every cel l  acts independently. This new problem is named autonomous RB and Power Allocation Problem (auRPAP). 
Moreover and due to the totally unimodular property [ 107] of the constraint matrix, 
optimal solutions of coRPAP can always be  chosen to be integral . 
Therefore ,  the integrality constraint ( 5 . 5h*) can be replaced by 
ef>u,k 2: 0 Vu, k, (5 .5h** )  
As  a result , this formulation i s  now efficiently solvable by a general purpose Linear 
Programming (LP) solving tool. 
5 .3 . 1 Solving coRPAP optimally 
The following observation makes possible to solve coRPAP optimally more efficiently. 
k=l 
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P"::,k ,h :'S (kt) : k E X:}, 
1 
b ,  cap(ab) := 5 . 3  Cooperative RB and Power Allocation Problem Du/0 s Figure 5 . 1 :  Network flow diagram of coRPAP. Claim 2 Let us define the following network flow problem F = (V, E) {101} with: • Vertex set v :=  uM u x: u { s,ii}, ( 5 . 8a) being s, i E V the source and the sink of V, respectively. For the sake of simplicity a user u;: of the studied cell Nlm is denoted as user u .  • Edge set E :={ (su) : u E uM} u { (uk)i : u E U1"1 , k E X:  IP:k)iax } U { ( 5 . 8b) where if p:::,k ,h > p7:,max then the edge between user u and RB k is broken, , meaning that user u according to DL-HIIs cannot make use of RB k (Figure 5. 1) . • Capacity function { D if a = s ,  b E U (5 .8c) otherwise, 
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• Cost function 
u m k , if u  E U , k E K,  cost (uk) := { P ' , (5 . 8d)
0 otherwise. Then, a minimal cost network flow with value min Eo Du will provide an optimal solution to coRPAP. uEU 
In order to solve this problem, the network simplex algorithm [102] implemented in 
the LEMON library [1 03] has been adopted in our simulations . Remark 3: Similarly, we can also efficiently solve auRPAP, if we rep lace edge set E := { (su)o: u E UM } U { (uk)i : u E UM , k E K,  [ P�\,hi ::; p;,max } U { (kt) : k Ei K,} bythis new edge set E := { (su) :  u E UM } U { (uk)i : u E UM , k E K,} U { (ki)o: k EiK,} . 
5 .4 Solving coRAP 
In this section, a metaheuristic based approach is proposed in order to solve the joint 
MCS,  RB and p ower assignment problem, i .e . , coRAP, based on a subroutine able to 
optimally compute RB and power assignments given an MCS allocation, i .e . , coRPAP. 
The key idea behind this approach is that a metaheuristic can be used to search 
over the MCS assignment solution space. Meanwhile , for each MCS assignment , 
an optimal RB and p ower assignment can be obtained by solving coRPAP (Section 5.3) . 
Let us recall again that the target of co RAP is to find an M CS assignment together with 
its associated RB and power assignment so that cells ' transmit power is minimised. 
In the following, we sketch the Tabu Search (TS) [1 00] employed to solve coRAP. 
However, let us note that the main contribution of this chapter is not to provide a 
metaheuristic to solve the complex problem, but the transformation of this problem 
into one of reduced complexity by means of a two-level decomposition approach1 . 
Before describing this metaheuristic, let us note that in our case: 
• A solution p consists of an MCS assignment to every user fulfilling all constraints .  P := (Pu,h ) Um xH I , 1 ::; U ::;  Um, 1 ::; hi::; H (5 .9 )  ( 5 . 5b) , (5. 5c) , (5 . 5d) , (5 .5e) , (5 .5h) 
1Let us note that other metaheuristics can be applied to solve RAP, e.g. Simulated Annealing (SA) . 
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• The solution space 2 of our coRAP is therefore the set of all feasible solutions p. 
2 :=  {p E JR.UmxH l (5 . 5b) , (5 . 5c) , (5 . 5d) , (5 . 5e) , (5 . 5h) } (5 . 10) 
• Two solutions p E 2 and p' E 2 are called neighbours if and only if they differ at 
the assignment of a single MCS of a single user. 
• The cost f (p) of a solution p E 2 corresponds to the sum of the transmit power 
associated with all users connected to cell Mm over all the allocated RBs E K,  and 
it is computed utilising the cost function (5 . 5a*) of the subroutine, i . e . , coRPAP. 
In this approach, the MCS h of each user u;: of cell Mm is selected according to 
a TS heuristic rule, building a given MCS solution p. Thereafter, by solving coRPAP, 
the optimal RB and power assignment associated to this MCS allocation is obtained. 
Afterward, the quality of MCS allocation p is evaluated according to the cost value 
f (p) of this optimal RB and power assignment obtained by coRPAP, i .e . , (5 . 5a* ) .  
Following this procedure and employing TS , distinct MCS assignments can be tested 
in a sophisticated way to obtain a good solution p from the solution space 3 of coRAP. 
When applying TS to a minimisation problem such as coRAP, TS moves in each 
iteration from a solution p to a new neighbouring solution p' based on a tabu process . 
It must be  noted that neighbouring solutions are always randomly selected by choosing 
a random user u;: and randomly changing its assigned MCS h for a different one h'. 
l'\ote that 
> K) and/or power (f (p) 
the throughput demands T P!eq of all user terminals u;: E um 
Because the number of neighbours of solution p could be significant, 
a neighbouring solution is not feasible and cannot be 'visited' either if there 
are not sufficient RBs (��=l Du > p;::tal ) in order to satisfy 
associated to cell Mm . 
The action of moving from a current solution p to a neighbouring one p' is known 
as movement. 
TS may not visit all neighbours of a solution in an iteration due to time constraints. 
NP represents the set of neighbours of p visited per iteration and Np its cardinality. 
This fact reduces the quality of the search, but significantly decreases the running time. 
Thereafter, TS moves from current solution p to its best neighbouring one 
(p') 
p' E Np , 
i . e . , the one with the lowest cost within NP . Note that the cost function value fo
of the best neighbour may not improve the cost function value f (p) of the current one. 
TS may move from a current solution to a neighbouring one even when worsening the 
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Pneigh - P neigh -, 
5 .4 Solving coRAP if rnovement (p, p' ) in tabu then {is this movement {yes , skip it } forbidden?} continue end if if fneig { is this the best neighbour?} < J�:f!h then 
best _ fbest _ fneigh
1 .  {yes, save it } end if end while 
m = movement( bestP, Pneigh)
best
P = Pnei.gh ,  . fcurr _ { move to best neighbour} { add movement to tabu list} fbest neigh-tabu = tabu + [m] 
rcmove_old(  tabu) 
end while 
{remove too old entries} Algorithm 3 Tabu search algorithm P = Po ;  fcurr = f (p) Pbest = s; !best = fp tabu = [ ] ; iter = 0 while iter < itermax do iter = iter + l en = 0 p��i�h = NULL; p do J�:i;h = 999999 while en < N cn = cn + l  p' = neighbour (p) fneig = f (p' ) i f  needed_RBs (p' ) > K or fneig continue end if if fneig Pbest = < !best then p' ; !best = fneigbest _ ,. fbest _Pneigh - P , neigh - fneig break end if { initial solution} { initialise best solution} { initialize tabu list and iteration counter} { initialize checked neighbour counter} {best neighbour} {compute its { select a neighbour} cost (solve RPAP) }  > p;:;,tal then {is this a feasible solution?} {yes , skip it } {is this the best solution {yes , save it} so far?} { also the best neighbour} {stop looking for neighbours} 97 
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cost function value of the current solution to avoid getting stuck in a local minima. 
Furthermore, the tabu list forbids those movements that have been performed recently 
for a number of iterations equal to the size NP of the subset Np of visited neighbours. 
In this case , a movement is described by the difference between both p and p' , that is: 
the user u:;: whose allocation was modified and how it was changed, i .e . , the old MCS 
h that was randomly changed by a new one , h' . 
A general TS algorithm that can be directly utilised to solve coRAP is presented 
in Algorithm 3 .  
After executing TS,  a good MCS assignment p i s  found by macrocell A1m with its 
associated RB and power allocation. Thereafter, macrocell Mm allocates this good 
resource assignment to its connected users . Then, macrocell Mm continues gathering 
new CQis in order to learn interference conditions and perform the next optimisation. 
5 .5  Resource Management Architecture 
Because coRPAP can be solved very quickly, which will be shown in Section 5 .6 .2 ,  and 
much more frequently than coRAP, we suggest utilising the following architecture to 
implement the proposed self-organisation. 
• By solving coRAP, users' MCSs can be updated in a hundreds of frame basis 
in order to cope with the time-dependent traffic load fluctuations within the cell ,  
or the  slow path loss variations of users due to  mobility. 
If a new user wants to connect to a cell , this cell will raise the MCSs of its users 
to free some RBs to accommodate this new connection. 
• By solving coRPAP, the RB and power allocation to users can be updated inde­
pendently and in a much faster basis than the assignment of MCS in order to 
cope with the fast variations of the channel due to interference and/ or fading .  
In  this case, coRPAP will use the MCS assignment previously found by coRAP. 
This should not greatly affect capacity, because coRAP is updated frequently, 
a hundreds of frames basis . 
In order to enhance stability and avoid frequent reassignments in the network, 
a new assignment is loaded in macrocell Mm only if this new assignment provides a 
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significant improvement over the cost function value of the current one (in here , a 10%) . 
coRAP and coRPAP allocations occur in each cell after a random time uniformly 
distributed in [0. 5 ,Tcorap] srand [lr,Tco,pap] ms after the previous allocation , respectively. 
In this way, the probability of cells changing their allocations at the same time reduces. 
hence enhancing the network coordination. 
Moreover , when solving coRPAP, average channel quality estimations in the form 
of instantaneous Wu,k averaged over a time window of 1 s are used to derive P7:,k,h [68] . 
The same architecture will be used for auRRAA. 
5 . 5 . 1  Signalling Overhead 
The input data required for our architectures to work are two, DL-HIIs and user CQis. 
In case of coRRAA, both of them are needed, while auRRAA only requires user CQis . 
Because in standard cellular networks CQis are regularly fed back from users to cells 
to assist channel dependent scheduling (27]r, new signalling overhead incurred by our 
architectures comes from inter-BS DL-HIIs . Recall that a DL-HII contains 2 items, 
7:,maxthe p ower constraint p'r and RB index k. 
Assuming that we make use of 10 bits for encoding p7:,max , i .e . , 1024 discrete levels , 
and 7 bits for encoding k (up to 100 RBs) , the number of bits needed per DL-HHI 
is ( 1 0  + 7) • D r bits ,  being Dr the number of RBs of cell-edge user u;: (Section 5 .3 ) . u u 
5 .6 Simulation and Numerical Results 
5 . 6 .  1 Scenario 
In order to allow performance comparisons with the centralised radio resource manage­
ment scheme proposed in Chapter 4 .2 ,  i .e . , eDFP, the same system-level simulation, 
network scenario and parameter setting than those presented in Section 4. 6 . 1  are used. 
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5 . 6 . 2  Optimisation Performance 
5 .6 . 2 . 1  Solving coRPAP 
In order to analyse the performance of network simplex when solving coRPAP, we ex­
tracted one million problem instances from simulations of the scenario in Section 4 .6 . 1 .  
The running time 1 o f  one million coRPAP RB and power allocations in different cells 
was estimated to be 253 .45 s. Therefore, the average running time of network simplex 
for a single coRPAP RB and power allocation procedure in one cell is around 0 .25 ms . 
Let us conclude that since coRPAP can be solved faster than the maximum feedback 
frequency in LTE,  i . e .  2 ms (27] , it can be used as a way of 'fighting' fading fluctuations. 
Kote that very similar results were obtained with auRPAP. 
5 .6 . 2 . 2  Solving coRAP 
A way to get solutions of the j oint MCS, RB and power allocation problem, i . e ,  coRAP, 
is to solve formulation (5 .5)  directly using ILP solvers. Although this method ensures 
the optimality of the solution, it may take a considerable amount of t ime to solve this 
assignment problem in a realistic scenario, thus being unsuitable for online operation. 
that of an 
To compare the p erformance of our proposed two-level optimisation approach to 
ILP solver when solving coRAP, we have extracted 1 00 problem instances 
from the scenario described in Section 4 .6 . 1 .  The ILP solver utilised was CPLEX [95] 
version 9. 130 ,  while in case of our two-level optimisation approach the proposed TS 
and network simplex schemes were utilised. 
The average running time of the ILP solver was 456 .28 s ,  while that 
two-level optimisation approach was 0 . 5 1  s .  In addition, on average, the total power 
one of our 
requirement of the solution provided by our two-level optimisation approach was only 
5 .34 % higher/worse than the optimal one. 
These results show that our two-level optimisation approach provides a significant 
running time improvement over an ILP solver with only a slight loss in solution quality. 
Nevertheless ,  it must be noted that the running time of the entire procedure may change 
depending on the number of iterations and neighbouring solutions visited by the TS. 
1 It must be noted that the computer utilised for this simulation contained an AMD Opteron 275 
dual-core processor running at 2 .2 GHz with 16 GB of RAM. 100 
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Therefore , the performance of our two-level decomposition approach is subjected to a 
tradeoff between running time and solution quality that should be tuned by operators. 
Kote that very similar results were obtained with auRPAP. 
5 .6 . 3  Network Performance 
5 .6 .3 . 1  Techniques Used for Comparison 
Because the scenario and settings employed for this network performance evaluation are 
the same as the ones presented in the previous chapter in Section 4.6 .3 ,  results about 
coRRAA and auRRAA are comparable to all methods presented in Section 4 .6 .3 . 1 .  
I n  the following and for the shake of clarity, only the methods that provided the best 
performance, i .e . , FFRS3-B/Dyn/IM, Ronald's, Hussain 's and eDFP, will be displayed. 
Also , the decentralised approach proposed by Stolyar was included for comparison 
(Section 2 . 1 . 3 ) :  
Stolyar's Approach [68] : Its exact implementation i s  presented in  Appendix A.3 .  
However, let us  note that this scheme does not divide users into inner- and outer-zones , 
and is based on a distributed architecture and a dynamic allocation of power to users . 
Sub-bands1 in Stolyar 's  approach correspond to RBs in our implementation. RBs are 
assigned to users according to a cell power minimisation procedure similar to auRPAP. 
But ,  in contrast to our proposed approach, it does not tune the MCS allocated to users 
and uses frequency hopping within sub-bands, thus the least number of subcarriers in a 
RB are used to meet users ' aimed data rates and permit an efficient frequency hopping. 
edge5 .6 . 3 .2  Cell-Centre and Cell-Edge Zones : 'Y 
Since only cell-edge users are involved in the cooperative resource allocation procedure 
presented in Section 5 . 1 . 2 ,  if ,'edge is too small few users will benefit from cooperation. 
On the other hand, if ,ectge is too large the number of power constraints set in neigh­
bouring cells will be significant , therefore degrading the overall system performance . 
Similarly to the procedure introduced in Section 4 .6 .3 .2  of the previous chapter , 
1 In [68] , a sub-band was comprised of 16 subcarriers, while in our approach a RB is comprised of 
12 ,  so they are similar units in terms of subcarriers . 
1 01 
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in order to fine tune ,edge , we run a number of simulations in the proposed scenario. 
The set-up with 1 2  users per cell was used 
Table 5 . 1 illustrates that ,edge = 2 dB provides the best network-wide performance. 
For instance , the number of user outages considerably decreased from 81  to 23 when 
,edge was fine tuned from 3 .0 dB to 2. 0 dB.  (This result is inline with Section 4.6 .3 . 2 ) . 
In the following simulations, the cell-centre and cell-edge boundary ,ed ge is set to 
2 dB .  
,edgeTable 5 . 1 :  Network Performance vs. t'ectge [dB] 2 .5o I o. 5 I 1 .0 I I1 .5 2 . 0 3.o 1 
User outage 48 33 2360 32 81 
247.24Connected users 243 .85 246.26 246 .38 244.34 240 .62 243 .55  
54.66 54.13  Network throughput [Mbps] 54.71 54.94 ; 55.94 56 .47 58.29 
5 . 6 . 3 . 3  Subroutine Updating Frequency: Tcorpap and Taurpap 
In this section, we investigate the impact in network performance of the updating 
frequency of coRPAP and auRPAP, i .e. ,  the subroutine able to compute optimum RB 
and power allocations given an MCS assignment. 
using Tcorpap =500 ms already provided the best performance, while a more frequent 
update was necessary when using auRRAA to obtain the best result, Taurpap =100 ms. 
coRPAP requires less often updates because it provides a better system stability 
through DL HHI-based inter-BS coordination. On the contrary, auRPAP requires 
more often updates to find an efficient solution via a fully decentralised optimisation. 
Let us note that because no fast fading was simulated, network performance was 
Recall that co RP AP ( auRPAP) allocations occur in each cell after a random time 
uniformly distributed within [ 1 ,Tcorrpap] ms ( [l,Taurpap] ms) after the previous allocation. 
Tables 5 . 2  and 5 . 3  show that increasing Tcorpap (Taurpap ) degrades system performance, 
since the RB and power allocation to users is updated less often. When using coRRAA, 
not significantly affected by less frequent updates. In Chapter 7, it will be shown that 
fast RB and power updates are necessary to cope with fast-fading when user mobility 
is considered. 
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Table 5 . 2 :  coRPAP frequency (Inter-BS distance 500m) . 
According to these results , when running auRRAA, each cell independently solves 
auRPAP after a random time interval uniformly distributed in [ 1 , 1 00] ms after its 
previous auRPAP updating event. In addition, each cell solves auRAP after a random 
time interval uniformly distributed in [0. 5 , 1 ] s after its previous auRAP updating event . 
The same configuration will be utilised for coRRAA for a fair comparison. 
5 .6 . 3 .4 Transmit Power 
Figure 5 .2  shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the power allocated 
to subcarriers along the simulation . When using reuse schemes the transmit power 
applied to RBs is fixed and does not vary according to interference or load fluctuations. 
On the contrary, when using coRRAA not only the power applied to each RB changes 
depending on such conditions, but becomes much smaller . Like this , interference to 
neighbouring cells is mitigated. Note that the performances of coRRAA and auRRAA 
are similar to that of the centralised architecture presented in Chapter 4 .2 ,  i .e . , eDFP. 
Because eDFP results in less user outages and therefore in a larger cell user load, 
it uses slightly more power than coRRAA to deal with the larger inter-cell interference .  
The reason why coRRAA applies more transmit power than auRRAA is the same. 
Details on network performance in terms of user outages are given in Section 5 .6 .3 .  7. 
On the other hand, Stolyar 's approach uses more transmit power per subcarrier 
because its objective was to allocate as less subcarriers as possible within a given RB 
RPAP 
Cell load 
freq. 
Outage 
1 2  users/macro 
Users 
1 00 % load 
Afbps 
50 ms 100 ms 500 ms 750 ms No RPAP 23(1 .31  %) 23 ( 1 .3 1  %) 23( 1 .31 %) 29 ( 1 .31 %) 34( 1 .3 1  %) 247.24 247.24 247.24 245.67 243.98 58.29 58.29 58.29 57.02 55.92 
Table 5 .3 :  auRPAP frequency (Inter-BS distance 500m) . 
RPAP 
Cell load 50 ms 
freq. 
Outage 82 (4.66 %) 
12 users/ macro 
Users 241.07 
100 % load 
.Mbps 54.46 100 ms 82 (4.66 %) 241 .07 54.46 500 ms 750 ms 92 (5 . 23 %) 108 (6 . 14 %) 238.01 233.98 53.22 52 .21 No RPAP 1 1 8 (6.71 %) 230.75 5 1 .01 
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subcarrier radiated power (dBm) Figure 5 .2 :  CDF of the radiated power per subcarrier during the simulation in the 12  user/ sector scenario. in order to satisfy user throughput demands, hence allocating larger MCSs and power . 
5 . 6 . 3 . 5  Inter-Cell Interference Figure 5 . 3  corroborates what has been stated in the previous sections: minimising total transmit power in every cell mitigates inter-cell interference towards neighbouring cells . Figure 5 . 3  illustrates that the inter-cell interference suffered by subcarriers decreases when using the proposed coRRAA and auRRAA in comparison to the other approaches. This inter-cell interference reduction is specially significant with respect to FFRS3 ,specifically a median reduction of 10 dB. Contrarily, reuse 3 supplies the best inter­cell interference mitigation at the expense of thinning cell bandwidth by a factor of 3 .  Following subsections show that this has a negative impact on network performance. Since eDFP results in a larger traffic load because it results in less user outages, inter-cell interference is slightly larger in the eDFP case than in the coRRAA case. The reason why coRRAA suffers from more interference than auRRAA is the same. Details on network performance in terms of user outages are given in Section 5 .6 . 3 .  7. 
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subcarrier i nterietence (dBm) Figure 5 .3 :  CDF of the interference suffered per subcarrier during the simulation in the 12 user/ sector scenario . On the other hand, note that frequency hopping in Stolyar's approach does not effi­ciently deal with inter-cell interference .  This is because the throughput target and cell load are high and 1 2  subcarriers per RB does not provide enough 'space ' for hopping. 
5 .6 .3 .6  Resource Block Allocation In order to illustrate the resource allocation bases of coRRAA, Figures 5 . 4  and 5 . 5  depict the power applied by 3 neighbouring cells to  each RB at a given time instant. In Figure 5 .5 ,  1 2  users per cell were deployed, while in Figure 5 . 5 ,  only 6 users per cell. In both cases, inter-BS distances were 500 m. Note that inter-cell interference avoidance is not only provided by the reduction of transmit power applied to each RB, but also because when targeting at minimising transmit power in all base stations, the system settles into an RB allocation pattern that provides inter-cell interference avoidance. This result is in line with that of [68] . It can be observed from both figures that the proposed coRRAA obtains an efficient frequency planning, while achieving a frequency reuse of 1 in the 3 cells. In this case, 
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33.55 5 .6 Simulation and Numerical Results we can see that cells tend to allocate their cell-edge users with large powers in those RBs in which neighbouring cells allocate their cell-centre users with low transmit powers . In this way, users connected to different cells can coexist making use of the same RB, while meeting their throughput requirements .  Also, note that the average transmit power increases from Figures 5 . 4  to Figure 5 . 5 .  This i s  because the more users in  the network, the larger transmit power i s  required by cells to overcome the more challenging inter-cell interference conditions in the network. The same logic also applies to auRRAA. 5 .6 .3 .  7 System-Level Performance Table 5 .4: System-level simulation results (Inter-ES distance 500m) . 
12 users/cell, Users 40 .89 337 ( 1 9 . 1 7  %) 1 98.95 36.29 4 1 1  (23.38 %)  295  ( 1 6.78 % )  23(1 .Jl %)  1 94.5G 21 1 .69 82 (4.66 % )  241.0751G ( 29.35 %) l 7G .81 42.88 7 ( 0.40 % )  249 61  100% traffic 48.43 247.2458.29 59. 1 7  47.00 49.00 54.46load Mbps Table 5.4 illustrates the network performance when making use of coRRAA, au­RRAA and the presented schemes in terms of outages , average number of network connected users and average network throughput. Note that 1 2  RBs were available and that 3, 6, 9 or 1 2  users attempted to connect per cell, representing a 25 %, 50 %, 75 % and 100 % cell user load of its maximum, respectively. The distance among BSs I FFRS3-B Scheme KPI Dynamic IM 3 users/ cell , Outage 0 (0 .00 %)  25% traffic Users 63 load Afbps 1 5 .73 6 users/ cell , Outagr l G  ( 1 .92 %. )I 50% traffic URers 1 24 .63 I load Mbp., 30 .84 9 users/cell, Outage 1 1 7 (1 0 .00 %)1 75% traffic Users 1 65 .91 load Mbps, Outage Ronald Hussain Stolyar I Approach Approach Approach 28  (6.36 %) 0 (0 .00 %) 0 (0.00 %) 57.47 63 6314 .02 14 .74 14. 74 132 ( 1 5 .83 %) 58 (G.95 % )  1 ( 0 . 1 2  %) 102.24 1 16.32 125.8724.84 28.36 30.9G302 (25 .8 1  %)  235 (20.09 %) 34 (2 .91  %) 138.34 149 .77 182.74 4 1 . 77 auRRAA 0 (0 .00 %) 6314 .74 0 (0 %) 12631 . 1523 (2.05 %) 185.29 43 .47 coRRAA eDFP 0 (0 %) 0 ( 0 .00 %) G3 G314 .74 14 .74 0 (0 %) 0 ( 0 %) 12(i 12631 .35 31 .46 13 ( 1 . 1 1  %) 0 (0%) 189187.4645.30 46.50 107 was set to 500om. In these tables, columns denote proposed approaches, e .g . ,  coRRAA, auRRAA, eDFP, while rows represent the user load of cells. We can see that network performance follows the same trend for all cell user loads. being eDFP the best p erforming approach. But , when the number of users increased, the number of user outages also increased because of the larger inter-cell interference . 
5 .6  Simulation and Numerical Results Nevertheless , our decentralised schemes, i .e . , coRRAA and auRRAA, provided the age connected users and 4. 71 Mbps (8 .64 %) . second and third best performance, respectively, being not far from that of eDFP. Specifically, the performance improvement of eDFP over coRRAA was of 2 .37 aver­age connected users and 0 .88 Mbps ( 1 . 5 1  %) , whereas over auRRAA was of 8 . 54 aver­coRRAA provided a significant improvement in network performance over all meth­ods used for comparison. Specifically, coRRAA gave an average performance improve­ment over FFRS3-B of 48 . 29  connected users and 9 .86 Mbps (20 .36%) . The average performance improvement over Stolyar's approach was about 35 .55 connected users and 9 .28 Mbps ( 18 . 96%) . Enhancements were measured over the 12 user per cell case. auRRAA also provided a large improvement in network performance over The average all meth­ods used for comparison. Specifically, auRRAA gave an average performance improve­ment over FFRS3-B of 42. 12  connected users and 6.03 Mbps ( 12 .45%) . vided by our DL-HHI based approach introduces stability throughout the network. When new users with bad geometry appear in the network, they are allocated to RBs that suffer from low interference due to cell cooperation. This cooperation aids to converge to stable solutions . On the contrary, when using auRRAA, it may take some time to reach a new efficient radio resource assignment over decentralised optimisation. performance improvement over Stolyar ' s  approach was about 29.38 connected users and 5 .46 Mbps ( 1 1 . 14%) . Enhancements were measured over the 12 user per cell case . The reason why coRRAA outperformed auRRAA is because the cooperation pro­Because centralised architectures such as eDFP rely on a low latency communication Stolyar's ,  coRRAA, auRRAA and eDFP outperformed all other schemes because they allow all cells to allocate all available RBs to their users in an intelligent manner: Since eDFP provides a better coordination between cells due to its centralised nature , eDFP outperformed coRRAA and auRRAA. among all BSs and a central resource broker, and involve a larger signalling overhead they may be difficult to implement or deploy. On the contrary, decentralised schemes allow for plug-and-play roll-outs of eNodeBs and thus for reduced CAPEX and OPEX. Since coRAA and auRRAA result in a network performance not far form that of eDFP, our decentralised solutions may thus have a larger added-value than centralised ones . In particular, auRRAA may be  very useful in scenarios were inter-BS coordination is not feasible due to unreliable back-haul or inter-BS interfaces, e .g. , femtocell networks . 108 
5 . 6  Simulation and Numerical Results 
Table 5 . 5 :  System-level simulation results (Inter-BS distance 1000m) . 
Cells minimise transmit power and hence assign less power to those RBs allocated to 
users having good geometries or with lower demands, therefore neighbouring cells will 
' see ' low interference in such RBs and will allocate them to their bad geometry users . 
This kind of spatial reuse is not possible by making use of uniform power distributions 
when all network cells are highly loaded. 
Stolyar's  approach gave a good performance for the scenario with 9 users per cell, 
but the number of outages significantly increased when fully loading the network. 
Nevertheless, coRRA and auRRA were able to handle this traffic load gw th better 
due to its interference avoidance properties . The reasons why they performed better 
than Stolyar 's  approach are :  
• Due to the use of  the mentioned DL-HII based inter-BS cooperation. 
• They do not use frequency hopping. 
Assigning the least number of subcarriers within a RB , which involves assigning 
larger MCSs and hence power, to improve the efficiency of frequency hopping 
increases interference compared to solutions in which all subcarriers of a RB are 
modulated with the least possible MCS and power. 
Frequency hopping losses performance when network load and user throughput 
demands are large , i .e ,  when the number of subcarriers used in the serving and 
the interfering cells is large. 
Also , because when the least number of subcarriers is used to meet user demands, 
if one of them fails to provide its contribution to achieve the user throughput aim, 
users may suffer from service disruption. But ,  if all subcarriers of a RB are used, 
the communication is more robust because of the use of lower-order MCS and 
there may be a sort of bit rate  back up. 
Table 5 . 5  shows the network p erformance of coRRAA, auRRAA and above ap-
KPIScheme 
12 users/ cell, Out.age 
U,ers100% traffic Mbpsload FFRS3-B Dynamic IM 242 ( 13 77 %) 215 .75 52 .49 Ronald Approach 399 (22 .69 %) 192.40 46.98 Hussain Stolyar auRRAA coRRAA eDFP Approach Approach 326 ( 1 8 .59 % ) 1 36 (7.74 %) 69(3 .92 %) 38(1 . 3 1  %) 13 (0 .74 %) 204.48 229.27 57.03 59.63 248 .78 49.13 53.03 243 . 10  I 245.30 Gl .85 
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5 .  7 Conclusions proaches in terms of outages , average number of network connected users and average network throughput . In this case, 1 2  user terminals attempted to connect per cell and the distance between neighbouring BSs was set to 1000 m. The increase in cell radius decreased inter-cell interference .  Consequently, for almost all techniques considered, outages reduced and system capacity in terms of both average network connected users and average network throughout improved. For coRRAA, because the number of outages was low in Table 4.8, increased user path losses had a larger impact in terms of outages at cell-edges than reduced inter-cell interference , hence increasing users outages very slightly from 23 to 38 occurrences. Nevertheless , because of the mentioned reduced inter-cell interference, in this case , the average network throughput increased with cell radius from 58.29 to 59.63 Mbps . 
5 . 6 .3 .8  Signalling Overhead In this section , the signalling overhead incurred by coRRAA due to DL-HII is analysed. bits according to Let us recall that every DL-HII contains two items , transmit power constraint p7:,max and the index of its RB k. Assuming that 4 bits are utilised to encode k ( 12  RBs) , the number of bits needed per exchanged DL-HII is (4 + 10) -Du discussions in Section 5 . 5 . 1 .  Furthermore, let us note that according to our simulations , an average of 12 . 29 ,  18 . 18  and 24. 28 DL-Hlls per second where sent per cell for the 6 ,  9 and 12  users per cell cases ,  respectively. Therefore, for these three distinct scenarios, the X2 bit rate required was in average of 0 .4916 ,  0 . 7272 and 0 .9212 kbps, respectively. As a result , it can b e  concluded that a small fraction of the available X2 bandwidth is needed for coRRAA signalling overhead. 
5 . 7 Conclusions In OFDMA literature, dynamic subcarrier assignments with equal pO'wer per subcarrier are usually preferred to complex joint subcarrier and power assignments due to math­ematical tractability and easier implementation. Traditional wisdom assumes that capacity improvement due to the allocation of different powers to different subcarriers is low in scenarios with a wide range of users with diverse signal quality requirements .  In this chapter , we have shown that this i s  not the case in  realistic deployments with a limited user number, and that performance can be  improved by allocating different 
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5 .  7 Conclusions 
transmit powers to different RBs according to user throughput demands and positions . 
This chapter has reseaxched the joint allocation of MCS, RB and power to users in 
OFDMA networks .  A new resource allocation model subjected to LTE constraints has 
been presented where cells independently allocate resources to users so that their total 
transmit powers are minimised while meeting their users demands. Also, a reduced­
complexity approach has been devised to solve the intricate resource allocation problem. 
Based on the proposed assignment model, 2 network architectures have been proposed. 
In the first one, DL-HII are exchanged among cells to enhance interference coordination, 
whereas in the second one, cells operate based only on local knowledge of RB usage 
in neighbouring cells fed back by their users. 
Conclusion 1: The implementation of a power controlled resource allocation scheme 
that minimises transmit power at each cell is the key to allow a better spatial reuse . 
Minimising transmit power independently at each cell reduces interference in those 
RBs allocated to users with good channel conditions or low throughput requirements ,  
hence generating RB allocation opportunities that may be used by neighbouring cells 
for their cell-edge users .  
Conclusion 2: The use of inter-ES coordination via DL-HIIs (coRRAA) has been 
shown to 
reduction of the number of user 
improve inter-cell interference mitigation with respect to a fully distributed 
operation (auRRAA) . This inter-cell interference mitigation enhancement has been 
translated into an average network throughput improvement of 7 % and a significant 
outages . Also, the performances of the proposed 
decentralised architectures are not far from that of centralised ones such as eDFP, and 
even outperform some other proposed in literature, e .g. , Ronald's ,  Hussain' s  schemes . 
is required to carry signalling, i .e . ,  DL-HIIs. 
while also dealing with fully loaded networks. 
Moreover, only a very small fraction of available back-haul or X2 interface bandwidth 
Conclusion 3: Simulations have shown that the proposed algorithms significantly 
improve network capacity with respect to a variety of allocation schemes in literature. 
coRRAA and auRRAA provided a performance improvement of 19 % and 1 1  % in 
terms of network throughput over cutting-edge techniques such as Stolyar 's  approach, 
1 1 1  
5 .  7 Conclusions 
Conclusion 4:  In real cellular networks, the problem of the j oint allocation of MCS, 
RB and power to users becomes complex and cannot be solved using ILP solvers . 
On the contrary, the proposed two-level optimisation scheme based on TS and network 
simplex has been proved to be able to obtain well-performing solutions of this problem 
within affordable times . 
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Chapter 6 This problem is thus independent of the disruption caused by /to the macrocell tier. In the DownLink (DL) , co-tier interference occurs when a given femtocell user is located in an area where the signal coming from its own femtocell is not strong enough with respect to the sum of the interference coming from its neighbouring femtocells . Nevertheless , Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) femtocells2 can avoid co-tier interference by a proper allocation of frequency resources among users . For instance , two femtocell users could be located at the same geographical position and only one of them suffer from co-tier interference due to subchannel assignment . In order to depict this, Figure 6. 1 shows an example situation where there are two users Uf and UJ connected to femtocell F1 and one user Uf connected to femtocell A.  Femtocell F1 has allocated subchannel 1 and 5 t o  its users Uf and UJ , respectively. Meanwhile , user Ul has been unfortunately allocated to subchannel 1 by femtocell F2 . As a result , user Uf and Ur interfere with each other and their services are disrupted, 
1 An extensive introduction and literature review about the state-of-the-art with regard to inter­
ference mitigation in femtocell scenarios is given in Section 1 .4 and Section 2 .2 .  
2 In this chapter, when we refer to OFDMA femtocells , we refer to both Long Term Evolution 
(LTE) and Wireless Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) femtocells . 
Radio Resource Management for 
Femtocells : Co-Tier Interference Co-tier interference1 among femtocells is described as the unwanted signal received at a femtocell because of the simultaneous transmissions of other surrounding femtocells . The term co-tier refers to the fact that all femtocells belong to the same network tier . 
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Figure 6.r1 :  Co-layer downlink interference in an OFDMA femtocells network. 
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while user Ui enjroys a good signal quality because subchannel 5 is free of interference. 
Because the deployment of femtocells is user driven, it is very likely that several 
femtocells are installed in close locations. For instance , horizontally in terraces of 
adj acent houses or vertically in blocks of apartments ,  thus interfering one another. 
Furthermore, co-tier interference may also occur between immediate neighbouring 
femtocells due to low isolation of walls or windows between houses or apartments .  
Nevertheless, the most challenging case of co-tier interference takes place in enterprise 
and outdoor public femtocell deployments ,  e .g . , offices , airport halls or train stations . 
In this case, a femtocell deployment could be very dense and sometimes there could 
be no isolation at all between femtocells. 
Subchannel allocation is thus a key technology for successfully deploying femtocells . 
Nevertheless and due to the individualistic nature of Femtocell Access Points (FAPs) , 
good femtocell resource allocations highly depend on their self-organising capabilities . 
In this chapter, we research the potential of applying the decentralised radio resource 
management architectures proposed in the previous chapter, i .e . , cooperative Radio Re­
source Allocation Architecture (coRRAA) and autonomous Radio Resource Allocation 
Architecture (auRRAA)r, to femtocell scenarios in order to reduce co-tier interference. 
Motivation for the use of these two novel resource allocation architectures in FAPs 
steams from the fact that they involve a few or no signalling between base st ations , 
therefore providing a practical approach to femtocell inter-cell interference mitigation. 
In particular, auRRAA may be specially useful due to its fully distributed nature , 
which may allow femtocells to self-organise into efficient resource allocation patterns 
independently of delay issues that may arise in femtocell user-provided back-hauls [108] . 
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6 . 1  Radio Resource Management Issues in Femtocell Scenarios Let us note that in this chapter the nomenclature of WiMAX networks is utilised,and that without loss of generality with respect to our approach , we focus on the DL .  
6 . 1  Radio Resource Management Issues in Femto­
cell Scenarios Due to their user-deployed nature and user-provided Internet Protocol (IP) back-haul ,femtocells can not rely on traditional Ftactional Ftequency Reuse Schemes (FFRSs)or centralised architectures to provide inter-cell interference mitigation (Section 1 .4) , but they still need to be aware of the presence of neighbouring cells and their spectrum and power allocations to perform optimal or at least good resource assignments that minimise to achieve this cognitive radio stage, in which each femtocell is able to learn by itself about the structure and behaviour of the network, traffic and channel conditions [37] . In this section , the main advantages and disadvantages of the most representative channel monitoring methods proposed in femtocell literature are summarised [ 16] [18] . Methods proposed in the following section for performance comparison with auRRAA and coRRAA will be based on such bases . cross- and co-tier interference. Thus , other schemes have been proposed 
6 . 1 . 1  Network Listening Mode A sensing or monitoring capability may be implemented in the femtocell device itself. In this way, a femtocell will be able to scan the air interface, detect neighbouring cells and tune its network and Radio Ftequency (RF) parameters accordingly to this data. The implementation of a network listening mode or sniffer is essential for autom­atising the tasks of network planning and optimisation within a femtocell network . Using this functionality, femtocells will periodically switch on their sniffers to check network settings ,  synchronisation and interference conditions [109] . Similarlyi, the information collected through sniffing can also be used in order to discover surrounding Base Stations (BSs)i, identify the operator to which they belong, learn if they are macro BSs or femto BSs and also estimate their path losses to them. Moreover , femtocells can also use their statistics (failed handover ratio, dropped 
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6 . 1  Radio Resource Management Issues in Femtocell Scenarios 
call ratio , uplink interference) in order to assess their own and other cell performances 
and trigger different configuration and/ or optimisation procedures. 
6 . 1 . 2  Message Passing 
Femtocells could broadcast information messages that will be received by their neigh­
bouring femtocells containing some interference measurements, e. g. ,  interference power, 
or information related to the power and/or subchannel allocation of the broadcaster. 
In this way, a femtocell will be aware of the present actions and future intentions of its 
neighbouring femtocells , and thus they could act in a cooperative manner (Figure 6 . 2 ) . 
These messages can be exchanged over existing interfaces or over new ones : 
• Femtocells may exchange these messages through the femtocell gateway [1 10) .  
The source femtocell would send its message to the femtocell gateway, and the 
femtocell gateway would forward this message to the target femtocell/ferntocells . 
• Another solution is to establish a new link/interface between femtocells [1 10) .  
This alternative has similarities t o  the X2 interface defined in LT E  t o  allow 
communication between eN odeBs, but is not extended yet to femtocells [1 1 1) .  
Nevertheless, these two techniques , network listening mode and message passing, 
are limited by the coverage areas of femtocells . For example, if two femtocells are not 
in the range of one another , they will not be able to notice the presence of each other 
or exchange messages between them. As a result, these femtocells will not be able to 
coordinate their subchannel/power resource assignments, and users located in between 
6 . 1 . 3  User Measurements 
cell-edges of these two overlapping cells will suffer from a large inter-cell interference . 
This special scenario is shown in Figure 6 .3 ,  and is known as hidden femtocell problem. 
In  order to  solve the problem of hidden femtocells , measurements performed by user 
terminals and reported to femtocells can be  utilised. In this way, a user in between two 
overlapping femtocells can indicate to its server the presence of neighbouring femtocells , 
and also their actions with regard to frequency and power assignments (Figure 6 .4) . 
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Figure 6 .2 :  Message exchange. 
Figure 6 .3 :  Hidden femtocell problem. 
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6 .2  coRRAA and auRRAA 
Figure 6.4: Measurement report . 
These measurements are very useful because they provide information collected at 
user environments .  Contrarily to the information collected by network listening mode 
or message passing, the information provided by user measurements help to assess the 
varying channel conditions at user locations , the ones who suffer from DL interference. 
Figure 6 . 5  illustrates how the interference conditions of two subscribers of the same 
femtocell can vary according to their locations and surroundings . Users close to the 
femtocell will enjoy good signal qualities , while users located in opposite rooms far from 
their femtocells and close to neighbouring ones will suffer from a large interference. 
6 .2  coRRAA and auRRAA 
As it was indicated earlier, in this chapter, we investigate the potential of apply­
ing the decentralised radio resource management architectures proposed in Chapter 5 ,  
i . e . , auRRAA and coRRAA, to femtocell deployments to  mitigate co-tier interference . 
Let us briefly recall that :  
• When using auRRAA, cells independently allocate resources to users based on 
Channel Quality Indicators ( CQis) fed back by its users. 
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6 . 2  coRRAA and auRRAA 
Carrier Signal 
Interference Figure 6 . 5 :  Users with different channel conditions within the same femtocell coverage . 
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• If an MCS hmax 
hundreds of frame basis by solving Resource Allocation Problem (xxRAP) 1 (Section 5 .4) , 
whereas subchannels and power are allocated to users in a much more frequent basis , 
milliseconds basis, by solving RB and Power Allocation Problem (xxRPAP)e(Section 5 .3 ) . 
Note that xx:RP AP was solved making use of a minimum cost network flow approach, 
while xxRAP was solved using a combination of both Tabu Search (TS) and xxRPAP. 
In this chapter, exactly the same implementation of auRRAA and coRRAA is used, 
of user Uf by using 1 subchannel, no higher-order MCSs are allocated to user Uf 
6 .2  coRRAA and auRRAA 
• \Vhen using coRRAA, cells additionally are able to exchange information through 
a message passing technique to coordinate assignments .  
In both cases , Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCSs) are assigned to users in a 
In coRRAA, control information is only exchanged among neighbouring femtocells , 
hence involving a few signalling overhead and also avoiding single points of failure. 
In this way, this decentralised architecture is more scalable than a centralised one , 
in which all network cells communicate periodically with a centralised resource broker. 
so refer to Chapter 5 for more information, but TS has been replaced for an heuristic 
able to obtain optimal solutions of xxRAP. 
Let us recall that the target of xxRAP is to obtain an MCS assignment with its 
associated optimal subchannel and power allocation that minimises transmit power, 
and that a solution p consists of an MCS assignment to every user of femtocell F1 . 
allocations from the search to accelerate it: 
In this approach, the MCS h of every user Uf of cell 
safely excluding some MCS 
F1 is selected according to 
a new heuristic rule, building a given MCS solution p. Thereafter, by solving xxRPAP, 
the optimal subchannel and power allocation related to this MCS assignment is found. 
Afterward, the quality of MCS assignment p is evaluated according to the cost value 
f (p) of this optimal subchannel and power allocation obtained by xxRPAP, i . e . , (5 .5a* ) . 
Using this method, an exhaustive search can be used to find the MCS allocation that 
yields the lowest transmit power, i . e . ,  minimum f (p) , 
can be obtained, which can satisfy the throughput demand T P:eq 
since allocating higher-order MCSs would unnecessarily increase transmit power. 
• If an MCS allocation p is found, which requires more subchannels than there are 
available to satisfy the throughput demand of users , no other MCS allocation pi 
1 For the sake of simplicity, xx stands for autonomous in auRRAA or for cooperative in coRRAA. 
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This update event occurs in  each femtocell after a time interval uniformly dis­
tributed in [ le, T/4LM ,up] time units after its last update. In this way, th
e probability 
that can be derived from p by lowering the selected MCS of a single user is tried. 
This is because pt would also require more subchannels than there are available. 
This heuristic solves xx.RAP optimally and sufficiently fast due to the low number 
of connected users per femtocell and the speed of network simplex for solving xxRPAP. 
6 . 3  Femtocell Radio Resource Management Techniques Proposed for 
Performance Comparison 
6 .3  Femtocell Radio Resource Management Tech­
niques Proposed for Performance Comparison 
In this  section, two different approaches to the radio resource management of femtocells 
are presented, which will be used in the following section for performance comparison. 
Let us note that these methods were presented by the author of this thesis in [ 1 12] .  
The first one i s  based o n  a central sensing performed at the femtocell and referred t o  as 
Network Listening Mode-based method, whereas the second one is based on user CQis 
and an Interference Minimisation (IM) process, and referred to as IM-based method. 
Since both methods uniformly distribute femtocell transmit power among subcarriers, 
and because the interference conditions in each subchannel may be  assessed via CQis, 
user M CSs are selected according to its Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) . 
Furthermore , the number of subchannels Du required to meet user U£ ' s  throughput 
demand r:eq can be  calculated using (5 .6) . 
6 .3 . 1  Network Listening Mode-Based Method 
In this approach,  femtocells regularly switch on its network listening mode in order 
to check their inter-cell interference conditions and tune their resource assignments .  
In more detail , femtocell F1 frequently switches on its  network listening mode and 
of the inter-cell interference in every subchannel k E IC. 
reassigns its set of connected users Uf to those subchannels 
estimates the power Wt,k 
Thereafter, femtocell F1 
having the lowest inter-cell interference w f,k ·  
of several femtocells changing their subchannel allocations at the same time is reduced. 
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6 .3 .2  IM-Based Method In this approach, user Uf sends regularly Tcqi a CQI; CQlu , to its serving femtocell Ff . CQlu depicts the power Wu,k of the interference suffered by user Uf in all subchannels K,.  Meanwhile, femtocell F1 frequently updates its subchannel assignment according to CQis received from its users using the optimisation method presented in the following. Figure 6 .6 depicts the idea of this approach and the structure of a CQI (Section 3 . 1 1 ) .  In order to avoid frequent changes in the radio resource allocations of femtocells , they do not update their subchannel assignments every time they receive a CQI. However , they perform it on a regular basis . The time between consecutive updates of the resource allocation of a femtocell is uniformly distributed in [1 ,T/M,upl time units .  This is done in order to prevent oscillation, i. e . ,  several femtocell making changes in their resource allocations at the same time . When an optimisation of the resource allocation is triggered in a femtocell , e .g . ,  Ff , first of all, femtocell F1 gathers and processes the information fed back by its x K, where U1 users via CQis and builds interference matrix \Ji f (6. 1 ) ,  where each element Wu,k of W f indicates the power of the inter-cell interference suffered by user Uf in every subchannel k E K,. The dimensions of W f are U1 is the number of users of femtocell F1 and K is the total number of subchannels . 
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W1,K 
W2,K 
wu1 ,K 
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W1,1  
W2,1 
Wu1 , 1  
W1,2  
W2,2 
Wuf ,2 
(6 . 1 )  
Once the interference matrix W f is built , F1 computes is new subchannel allocation 
using the following optimisation procedure , whose target is to minimise the sum of the 
inter-cell interference suffered by all its connected users in a non-cooperative manner. 
A cell targeted to minimise the inter-cell interference suffered by its users tends to 
choosing subchannels for transmission that are not being utilised by neighbouring cells . 
Ut K 
min � L Wu,k · cf>u,k (6 . 2a) 
</>u,  k 
u=l k=l  
subject to: 
u= l 
Vk (6 .2b) 
K 
L cf;u,k = Du 
k=l 
cf;u,k E {0 ,  1 }  
Vu 
Vu, k 
(6 .2c) 
(6. 2d) 
where 
• cf;u,k is a binary variable (6 .2d) that is equal to 1 if user Uf is using subchannel 
k ,  or O otherwise . 
This problem is solved using the network simplex scheme proposed in Section 5 .3 . 1 .  
However, instead o f  minimising transmit power, we minimise inter-cell interference. 
The edge set in Remark 3 should be  utilised, because femtocells operate independently. 
• Constraint (6 . 2b )  ensures that subchannel k is allocated to at most one user Uf . 
• Constraint (6 . 2c)  guarantees that each user Uf is allocated to exactly Du RBs. 
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6.4 Simulation and Numerical Results 
6 .4. 1 Scenario We considered an enterprise WiMAX cellular network comprised of 9 femtocells . Figures 6 .7 and 6 .8  depict coverage and best server areas of this network, respectively. Different simulations with 4, 6 or 8 static users connected per cell were performed, representing in this case a femtocell user load of 50%, 75% and 100%, receptively, since the network had 8 subchannels per DL time slot in a bandwidth of 2 . 5  MHz. Users were uniformly distributed within the coverage area of each cell. A user held its connection for a time dictated by an exponential distribution of mean µ and then disconnected. After its disconnection, a new user was generated at a random location. A full buffer user traffic model was used and the demand of each user was 250 kbps. Users suffered from outage if they could not transmit at a throughput no less than their requirements 1 for a time period Toutage ·  When a given user suffered from outage, its resources were freed and a new user was not generated till its holding time expired. 1Applications based on real-time or streaming services are insensitive to bit rate slow downs if the expected Quality of Service (QoS ) ,  i .e . , transmission rate, is achieved. 124 
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Table 6 . 1 :  SIMULATION PARAMETERS 
Parameter 
Femtocells 
Simulation time 
Scenario Size 
Carrier Frequency 
Channel Bandwidth 
Frame Duration 
Data subcarriers 
Subchannels (K) 
DL OFDM data symbols 
FAP Tx Power (P;;t) 
Value 
g 
600rs 
72 m x 39 m 
2 .0rGHz 
2 .5rMHz 
5 ms 
192 
8 
39 
20rdBm 
Parameter 
UE Ant. Height 
UE Noise Figure 
I UE Body Loss 
Path Loss Model 
Shadowing 
Users per sector (l') 
User distribution 
Min. dist . UE to FAP 
' Mean Holding Time 
Type of Service 
Value 
1 .5 m 
9 dB 
0 dB 
FDTD-based model 
Predicted by FDTD 
4,6,8 
Uniform 
l m  
45rs 
Full buffer 
Min Service TP FAP Ant . Base Gain 0 dBi 
FAP Ant .  Pattern Omni Toutage 
250rkbps 
FAP Ant .  Height 1 . 5 m Tu,mr 480rms 
FAP Ant. Tilt -
F AP Noise Figure 5 dB 
FAP Body Loss 0 dB 
Thermal Noise Density - 1 74 .0  dBm/Hz 
UE Ant . Gain 0 dBi 
UE Ant . Pattern Omni 
Tu,cqi lOrms 
NLMr- rtLM up l00 ms 
IM - TJ'M,up l 0O ms 
Taurap/Tcorap l s  
Taurpap/Tcorpap l 00 ms 
I 
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Tautage has been set to 4 s in this case rather than t he 9 s utilised in the macrocell case. 
Mean holding time µ has been changed from 90 s to 45 s to have a more dynamic load . 
The system model was implemented as a subframe-level simulator using the event.­
driven simulation presented in Chapter 3. 600 s of network operation were simulated. 
User performance in terms of throughput , outage , transmit power and other indicators 
was assessed on a regular basis , every 1 s. Statistics were collected from all femtocells . 
Path losses were modelled according to the Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD)­
based model presented in [89] .  Subframe errors were modelled based on BLER Look 
Up Tables (LUTs) from Link-Level Simulations (LLSs) [85] . Further details about the 
models and parameters used in our simulations are presented in Chapter 3 and Table 6 . 1 .  
6 .4 .2 Optimisation Performance 
6 .4.2 . 1  Solving auRPAP 
Similarly to Chapter 5 ,  to analyse the performance of network simplex when solving 
auRPAP, we also extracted one million problem instances from our simulation scenario . 
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The running time1 of one million auRPAP subchannel and power allocations in different 
cells was estimated to be 203 .33 s .  Thus , the average running time of network simplex 
for a single auRPAP subchannel and power assignment in one cell is around 0 .20ems. 
In this case, the running time of network simplex is lower than in Chapter 5 because 
there are 8 instead of 12 subchannels and users connected per cell . Because auRPAP 
can be solved in less that one millisecond, it can be used to fight fast channel variations . 
Note that very similar results were obtained with coRPAP. 
6 .4 .2 .2  Solving auRAP 
Our two-level exhaustive search approach found the optimal solution for all instances. 
In this case, the running t ime of our approach is much lower than in Chapter 5 
because there are 6 MCSs and 8 subchannels and users connected per cell instead of 
15  MCSs and 1 2  subchannels and users . 
Note that very similar results were obtained with coRPAP. 
6 .4 .3  Network Performance 
To compare the running time of our proposed two-level exhaustive search approach 
to that of an Integer Linear Programming (ILP ) solver when solving auRAP, we have 
also extracted 1 00 problem instances from the scenario introduced in Section 6 .4 . 1 .  
The ILP solver utilised was CPLEX [95] , while in case of our two-level optimisation 
the proposed smart exhaustive search and network simplex algorithm were employed. 
In this femtocell scenario , the average running time of the ILP solver was 23.43 s, 
while that one of our two-level exhaustive search approach was much less, i .e . , 0 .39 s .  
6 .4 .3 . 1  Techniques Used fo r  Comparison 
In order to evaluate the performance of auRRAA and coRRAA, the following decen­
tralised radio resource management t echniques were used for comparison : 
Random assignment In this case, subchannels are randomly allocated to users and 
transmit power is uniformly distributed among subcarriers . 
1 It must be noted that the computer utilised for this simulation contained an AMD Opteron 275 
dual-core processor running at 2.2 GHz with 16  GB of RAM. 
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Stolyar's approach This method was presented in Section 5 .6 .3 .  
Network listening mode-based method This method was presented in Section 
6 .3 . 1 .  
IM-based method This method was presented in Section 6 .3 .2 .  
edge6 .4 .3 .2  Cell-Centre and Cell-Edge Zones : , 
Similarly to the tuning procedure presented in Section 5 .6 . 3 . 2  of the previous chapter, 
in order to derive an appropriate cell-edge and cell-centre boundary 1ed g e for coRRAA, 
we run a number of simulations in the proposed scenario with 8 users per femtocell. 
=Table 6 .2  illustrates that ,edge 3 dB provides the best network-wide performance. 
For instance, the number of user outages considerably decreased from 48 to 16 when 
,ect ge was fine tuned from 12 .0  dB to 3 .0 dB . (This results are inline with Section 5 . 1 . 2) .  
edgeIn the following simulations , the cell-centre and cell-edge boundary , is set to 
3 dB .  
Table 6 . 2 : Network Performance vs . ,ectge 
ledge [dB] I -3 I o 3 6 9 12 I 
User outage 25 19 16 34 38 48 
Connected users 70 .02 70 .64 71.00 69 .74 69 . 15  68 .37 
Network throughput [Mbps] 17 .55 17.67 17.84 17.32 17.22 17 . 0 1  
6.4 .3 .3  Transmit Power 
Figure 6 .9  shows 
is adaptive and also becomes much smaller. 
the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the power allocated 
to subcarriers along the simulation. \\Then making use of uniform power distributions , 
transmit power applied to subchannels does not vary according to the environment . 
On the contrary, when using auRRAA or coRRAA, the power applied to subchannels 
Because coRRAA results in less user outages and thus in a larger cell user load, 
it uses slightly more power than auRRAA to deal with the larger inter-cell interference. 
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Figure 6 . 9: CDF of the radiated power per subcarrier during the simulation in the 12  
user/ s ector scenario .  
Details on net.work performance in terms of  user 
more transmit power per subcarrier 
outages are given in Section 6 .4 .3 .6 .  
On the other hand, Stolyar's  approach uses 
because its objective was to allocate as less subcaniers as possible within a subchannel 
in order to satisfy user throughput demands, hence allocating larger MCSs and power. 
6 .4 .3 .4  Inter-Cell Interference 
Figure 6 . 1 0  illustrates that the inter-cell interference suffered by subcarriers decreases 
when using the proposed coRRAA and auRRAA in comparison to the other approaches. 
This inter-cell interference reduction is significant with respect to techniques based on 
a uniform power distribution such as network listening mode and IM-based methods. 
Since coRRAA results in a larger traffic load because it results in less user outages , 
inter-cell interference is slightly larger in the coRRAA case than in the auRRAA case. 
Details on network performance in terms of user outages are given in Section 6 .4 .3 .6 .  
On the other hand, since in this case there are 24 subcarriers per subchannel, 
frequency hopping in Stolyar 's  approach becomes JJ?.Ore effective than in Chapter 5 .  
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Figure 6 .  10 :  CDF of the interference suffered per subcarrier during the simulation in 
the 12 user/ sector scenario. 
However , some subcarriers still suffer from larger interference than in auRRAA and 
coRRAA. 6.4 .3 .5 Resource Block Allocation 
Similarly to Section 5 .6 . 3 . 6 ,  Figure 6 . 1 1  shows the quantity of transmit power allocated 
by three neighbouring femtocells in each of the 8 subchannels at a given time instant . 
It can be observed that when using auRRAA, femtocells tend to allocate high powers 
in those subchannels in which the neighbouring cells assign low powers and vice versa. 
Even though cells operate independently, there is an implicit coordination among them 
in terms of radio resource allocations to their cell-edge and cell-centre users. 
The same logic also applies to coRRAA. 6 .4 .3 .6 System-Level Performance 
Table 6 .3  illustrates the network performance when making use of coRRAA, auRRAA 
and the presented schemes in terms of outages, average number of network connected 
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JCell load 
4 users/cell 
50 % load 
6 users/cell 
75 % load 
- -· . 
8 users/ cell 
100 % load 
Subchannel 
RB allocation of three neighbouring sectors with 8 users each . 
Table 6 . 3 :  System-level simulation results. 
I i Scheme ] 1  Random ! MNL I IM ] Stolyar ' auRRAA ] coRRAA ] 
Outage 70 ( 1 5 .09 %) 40 (8 .62 %) 12  (2 .59 %) 25 (5.39 %) 4 (0 .86 %) 1 (0 .22 %) 
Users 3 1 . 1 3  33. 1 1  35.20 34.44 35 .75 35 .87 
Mbps- 7. 65 8.24 8 .77 8 .56 8 . 83 8 . 9 1  
Outag<' 14 1  (20 .06 %) 1 14 (16 .22 %) 55 (7.82 %) 47 (6 .69 %) 15  ( 1 .99 %) 14 (2 . 13  %) 
USC!TS 43.65 45 . 15 49 64 49.92 52 .71 52 .79 
Mbps lD .73 1 1 . 1 8  12 .35 12 .33 1 2.87 13.02 
Outage 187 ( 19 .87 % ) 186 ( 1 9 . 77 %) 146 ( 1 5 .52 %) 77 (8. 18 %) 30 (3 . 1 9  %) 16 ( 170 %) 
US(\l'S 58.36 58.59 60.47 65.93 69 .63 71 . 00 
Mbps 14.40 14 .48 14.98 16 . 23 16 .78 1 7.45 
users and average network throughput . Note that 8 subchannels were available and 
that 4 ,  6 or 8 users attempted to connect per cell, representing a 50 % ,  75 % and 100 % 
cell user load of its maximum, respectively. 
In these tables , columns denote proposed approaches , e .g. , coRRAA, auRRAA, 
whereas rows represent the user load of cells. 
An important fact that we can see in this table is that for all cell user loads , 
schemes based on a power controlled scheduling, i .e . , Stolyar 's ,  auRRAA and coRRAA, 
outperform those based on uniform power distributions , e .g . , NLM, IM-based methods , 
For exarnple, our auRRAA provided a performance improvement of 9 . 16  and 12 . 0 1  % 
13 1  
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in terms of average connected users and average network throughput , respectively, 
compared to IM-based method .  
Within the power controlled schemes, coRRAA resulted in the best performance 
since it allows inter-ES communication and therefore a better inter-cell interference 
mitigation through DL-HIIs. But,  we can see that for the most challenging case , 
i . e . , scenario with 8 users per cell, auRRAA performance is close to that of coRRAA, 
1 . 37  and 3 .99 % worse in terms of average connected users and network throughput . 
Because auRRAA does not require any signalling between FAPs ,  this technique may 
be more appealing for femtocell roll-outs where backhaul QoS may not be guaranteed . 
auRRAA also outperformed Stolyar's  approach. As explained in Section 5 .6 . 3 . 7 , 
this is mainly because Stolyar ' s  approach allocates less subcarriers but with more power 
because of its frequency hopping, creating strong components of inter-cell interference. 
In our architectures , the optimisation problem considers the allocation of MCSs, 
when minimising transmit power independently at cells , which implies modulating as 
many subcarriers as possible applying the least possible power to each one of them. 
This approach provides better results in terms of user outages in studied scenarios. 
Note that the performance of Stolyar ' s  approach was now closer to that of auRRAA 
than in Chapter 5 ,  because there are 24 rather than 12  subcarriers per subchannel, 
thus having a user transmission more free subcarriers for hopping within a subchannel. 
6.4 .3 .  7 Signalling Overhead 
In this section , the signalling overhead incurred by coRRAA due to DL-HII is analysed. 
Let us recall that every DL-HII contains two items, transmit power constraint p7:,max 
and subchannel index k. Assuming that 3 bits are utilised to encode k (8 subchannels) ,  
the number of bits needed per exchanged DL-HII is ( 3  + 10) -Du bits according to 
discussions in Section 5 . 5 . 1 .  Furthermore , let us note that according to our simulations , 
an average of 9 . 32 ,  14 .07 and 1 8.91  DL-HIIs per second where sent per cell for the 4, 
6 and 8 users per cell cases , respectively. Therefore, for these three distinct scenarios, 
the back-haul bit rate required was in average of 0 .28 0.42 and 0 .57 kbps, respectively. 
A small fraction of the available back-haul bandwidth is needed for coRRAA signalling. 
But , since femto-to-femto interfaces may be handled via user-provided IP back-hauls, 
delay issues may arise during DL-HII exchange that could affect coRRAA performance. 
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6 . 5  Conclusions 
This chapter has investigated the potential of applying the decentralised radio resource 
management architectures proposed in the Chapter 5, i .e . , coRRAA and auRRAA, 
to femtocell scenarios in order to mitigate co-tier interference. Also , a new heuristic 
based on a smart search over the MCS solution space of xxRAP has been proposed,  
which is able to deliver optimum solution within reasonable times due to the reduced 
number of users per cell. Dynamic system-level simulations of a realistic femtocell 
enterprise deployment confirm that these two novel architectures are able to enhance 
network performance in comparison with advanced approaches proposed in literature. 
Conclusion 1 :  Again, the adoption of a power controlled resource allocation scheme 
that minimises transmit power at each cell is the key to allow a better spatial reuse .  
Minimising transmit power independently at each cell reduces interference in those 
RBs allocated to users with good channel conditions or low throughput requirements, 
hence generating RB allocation opportunities that may be used by neighbouring cells 
for their cell-edge users .  
Conclusion 2 :  The use of inter-BS coordination via DL-HIIs (coRRAA) has been 
shown to improve overall network performance with respect to a fully distributed 
operation (auRRAA) . However, because this improvement is not really significant , 
i .e . , coRRAA is 1 . 37 and 3 .99 % better than auRRAA in terms of average connected 
users and network throughput , respectively, we may prefer auRRAA to coRRAA for 
femtocell deployments where QoS on the user-provided IP back-haul cannot be guar­
anteed for the exchange of control messages . 
Conclusion 3 :  Simulations have shown that the proposed algorithms significantly 
improve network capacity with respect to a variety of allocation schemes in literature. 
coRRAA and auRRAA provided a considerable performance improvement of more than 
50 % in terms of user outages over cutting-edge techniques such as Stolyar 's approach, 
while also dealing with fully loaded networks. 
Conclusion 4: In real femtocell networks, the problem of the joint allocation of 
MCS , RB and power to users becomes complex and cannot be solved using ILP solvers . 
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6 . 5  Conclusions However, the proposed two-level optimisation scheme based on an heuristic search and network simplex has been proved to be able to obtain optimum solutions of this problem within affordable times . 
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Chapter 7 
Radio Resource Management for 
Femtocells : Cross-Tier Interference 
Cross-tier interference 1 
because of the simultaneous transmissions of surrounding macrocells and vice versa. 
The term cross-tier indicates that macrocells and ferntocells belong to a different tier. 
Note that this problem differs from that of co-tier interference presented in Chapter 6. 
7. 1 Introduction 
is described as the unwanted signal received at a femtocell 
In the DownLink (DL) , cross-tier interference occurs when a given rnacrocell user is 
located in an area where the signal coming from its own macrocell is not large enough 
with respect to the sum of the interference coming from its neighbouring femtocells. 
Cross-tier interference may b e  specially significant in Closed Subscriber Group (CSG) 
femtocell deployments ,  because macrocell users may not be allowed to connect to 
nearby femtocells at shorter path losses than their macrocells due to connectivity rights. 
Nevertheless, Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) femtocells2 
may avoid cross-tier interference by a proper allocation of frequency resources to users. 
For example , in Figure 7. 1 ,  user Uf is at home receiving data from its CSG femtocell F1 . 
In order to allow this downlink connection, F1 allocates subchannels 1 to 4 to user Uf . 
1 An extensive introduction and literature review about the state-of-the-art with regard to inter­
ference mitigation in femtocell scenarios is given in Section 1 .4 and Section 2 . 2 .  
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2 In this chapter, when we refer to  OFDMA femtocells, we refer to  both Long Term Evolution 
(LTE) and Wireless Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) femtocells . 
7.1 Introduction 
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OFDMA subchannels Meanwhile , which is not interfered because femtocell F1 has not allocated sub channel 8 to any user . Nevertheless, this is not always the case. For example, Figure 7. 1 also shows a case, in which macrocell user UJ is allocated a subchannel, which is being simultaneously an outdoor user Uf connected to macrocell M5 is walking down the street and it passes by the front door of user Ul , therefore falling inside the coverage of F1 . In this case, macrocell M5 had already assigned subchannel 8 to this mobile user Uf , Figure 7. 1 :  Cross-layer downlink interference in an OFDMA two-tier network . used by nearby femtocell F2 , and thus it is heavily interfered and its service disrupted. Indeed, it is also known that HOs are not always successful and user connections might be dropped because of their failures [1 14] .  In addition, the large signalling that em­anates from an open access femtocell t ier increases the complexity of the access network, thus introducing the necessity for large and powerful femtocell gateways (FemtoGW) . proposed in previous chapters, Due to the above presented drawbacks and because of the sharing concerns of users, CSG femtocells still seem to be more appealing to most of mobile network operators. Thus, new solutions to the interference problem created by CSG femtocells are needed. In this chapter, we research the potential of applying the decentralised and cooperative Radio Resource Management Architecture (coRRAA)to hybrid macrocell-femtocell deployments in order to mitigate cross-tier interference. Through inter-Base Station (BS) cooperation is expected that both macrocells and femtocells can coordinate their radio resource allocations , so that cross-tier interference Open access femtocells have been regarded as a feasible solution to mitigate cross­tier interference in two-tier networks [ 1 1 3] .  However, open access femtocell roll-outs are hardly practical due to the large number of Handovers (HOs) associated to them. In fact , when outdoor users are permitted to connect to any macrocell or femtocell, it is likely that because of their mobile nature, their connections would be continuously transferred among adjacent femtocells , or among them and the umbrella macrocell . 
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tory chapter (Section 1 .3 .3)  
The aim of an HO is to transfer a mobile user from its serving cell to a target one 
(Figure 7 .2) . 
In macrocellular networks , an HO is triggered every time the received signal strength 
wf;�t of the pilot signal of the serving macrocell Mm at user u-;: is lower than that 
7.2 Overview on Handover and Cross-Tier Interference Coordination in 
Femtocell Deployments 
towards higher priority macrocell users i s  mitigated and its service disruption i s  avoided. 
Let us note that in this chapter the nomenclature of vViMAX networks is utilised, 
and that without loss of generality with respect to our approach, we focus on the DL. 
7.2 Overview on Handover and Cross-Tier Interfer­
ence Coordination in Femtocell Deployments 
This section introduces the concepts of HO and cross-tier interference coordination, 
which are both fundamental in this chapter. 
7.2 . 1  Handover 
wE;�t of a neighbouring macrocell N'f:' E Nm. Serving cells indicate to connected users , 
which pilot signals should be measured through their Neighbouring Cell Lists (NCLs) 
and users report this informat ion to serving cells via Measurement Reports (MRs) 1 . 
These pilot signal strength measurements are averaged over time by serving cells 
before triggering an HO in order to cope with time-dependent fast fading conditions. 
Furthermore, when a mobile user is located in between cells , it could occur that its 
transmission is ping-ponged from cell to cell . In order to avoid these ping-pong issues, 
averaged signal strengths relative to a hysteresis margin are utilised for HO decision. 
Furthermore, an umbrella cell system is normally deployed to reduce the large number 
of HOs incurred by high speed users [ 1 15] .  If the HO condition is met (Figure 7 .2) , 
the serving cell then establish communication with the target one to initiate an HO.  
However , in  two-tier networks , performing an HO is not always the best solution 
or a possible option at all because : 
• In closed access ,  it is not allowed that a nonsubscriber hands over from its serving 
1 The concepts of neighbouring cell list and measurement report were introduced in the introduc­
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S ignal  
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S ignal  
Figure 7 .2 :  Diagram of a handover. 
cell to a CSG femtocell . 
• In open access, it is preferred to  keep a mobile user connected to a macrocell 
rather than hand it over continuously between adjacent open access femtocells . 
In this case , the mobile user speed must be considered. 
7. 2 . 2  Cross-Tier Interference Coordination 
In order to mitigate cross-tier interference, it is essential that users are able to sense, 
detect , and report information to their servers concerning potential interfering cells , 
being present in their vicinity. Serving cells in collaboration with potential interferers 
will then coordinate their resource allocat ions in terms of power, frequency, and time 
to enhance network capacity and mitigate user outages . In order to allow coordination, 
control information messages need to be exchanged between neighbouring cells , e .g. ,  
neighbouring macro BSs are interconnected via inter-BS interfaces for this reason [106] . 
While such message exchanged over inter-BS interfaces can help alleviating dom­
inant interference scenarios for macrocells , they are not standardised for femtocells , 
therefore necessitating new approaches to provide inter-cell interference coordination. 
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7.3 Cooperative Radio Resource Allocation Architecture for Two-Tier 
Networks One possible solution for enabling macrocell-femtocell coordination is the exchange of information messages via the backhaul. However , delay problems may appear because the wireline backhaul of femtocells may not be owned by femtocell network operators. To overcome this issue , the exchange of messages between macro BSs and femto BSs through the wireless broadcast channels or the use of users for relaying data between neighbouring cells are being investigated [ 116] .  For instance, victim macrocell users can be determined by macrocells by utilising their user Channel Quality Indicators ( CQis) , and their identity may be signalled by macrocells to femtocells via backhaul connection. Making use of inter-ES coordination, transmissions of victim DL macrocell users may be scheduled in time-domain resources , e .g. ,  subframe, or OFDM symbol , where interference from femtocells is mitigated [1 17] .  For instance , when macro BS and femto BS no control or data signals , but pilot signals are emitted (Figure 7 .3) subframes are aligned as in Figure 7 . 3 (a) ,  their control and data channels overlap. Hence, in order to avoid DL cross-tier interference from femto BSs to macrocell users, some form of inter-cell interference coordination should be implemented at femtocells . One way to reach this is to utilise the so called Almost Blank Subframes (ABSF) . In these ABSFs, In order to fully avoid cross-tier interference, DL macrocell users in the vicinity of femtocells can be scheduled within the subframes overlapping with femtocell ABSFs. This ASBF approach completely avoids femtocell to macrocell inter-cell interference at the expense of regularly ' switching off' femtocells and thus reduce their throughput. Similar approaches with the same drawback may also be used in the frequency domain. In the following, we propose a power controlled inter-BS cooperation targeted to provide victim macrocell users with a given signal quality target in terms of Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) , while allowing femtocell transmissions too. Like this, spatial spectrum reuse is enhanced. 
7.3 Cooperative Radio Resource Allocation Archi­
tecture for Two-Tier Networks 
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As it was indicated earlier, in this chapter, we investigate the potential of applying the cooperative radio resource management architecture proposed in previous chapters, i .e . , coRRAA, to hybrid macrocell-femtocell roll-outs to mitigate cross-tier interference. 
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Ii Reference Subcarrier □ Data Subcarrier ■ Control Subcarri er D Empty Subcarri er Figure 7. 3 :  Illustration of ABSFs for time-domain: ( a) Macrocell and femtocell sub­frames without any inter-cell interference coordination. (b) Macrocell and femtocell subframes with inter-cell interference coordination. This can address the interference problem, where the macrocell users close to the femtocell can be scheduled in the even subframes of femtocell . 
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I Figure 7 .4 :  Operation of coRRAA in the presence of a low load femtocell. Let us note that in the following, macrocell users are considered to have a higher service priority than femtocell users , thus mitigating their outages has priority with respect to maximise femtocell performance. First of all , let us describe how the proposed coRRAA in Chapter 5 would operate in the following two scenarios : Low loaded femtocell When a given nonsubscriber u:;: connected to macrocell lvlm suffers from cross-tier interference in subchannel k because of a nearby femtocell F1 , macrocell user u;: will report a large interference in subchannel k to macrocell .Mm through a CQis. Thereafter and because there are some subchannels in femtocell F1 that are unused, when macrocell Mm runs coRAP or coRPAP, it will automatically assign macrocell user u;: to a new less-interfered subchannel kt, in which it needs less transmit power to achieve the macrocell user SINR target ru· (Figure 7.4) . The proposed coRRAA will deal with this scenario with no problem, as long as it 'sees ' some subchannels free of interference . 141  
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mUu � 7.3  Cooperative Radio Resource Allocation Architecture for Two-Tier Networks Figure 7 .5 :  Operation of coRRAA in the presence of a high load femtocell. (Figure 7 .5) . In the following, we describe our proposed inter-BS coordination procedure that allows coRRAA to cope with this scenario. If the SINR r�k of user u-;: connected to macrocell Mm in subchannel k is smaller than the SINR threshold rh of its targeted Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) h, and if an increase of transmit power P"::,k ,h is not feasible1 to reach SINR threshold ,h , serving macrocell Mm will then request a specific measurement report from user u-;:. MR 'Triggering Condition � r;;\ < "/h (7 . 1 ) This measurement report indicates the power of the signal received by user U;1' in subchannel k ,  
to serve user u;;: 
because it is being assigned to other users um ;u;;:. 
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High loaded femtocell On the contrary, if interfering femtocell F1 is fully loaded and therefore there is no subchannel k' where user U;1' reports low inter-cell interference , coRRAA cannot deal with this scenario without using a form of inter-BS coordination. 11!1 Used subcha n n e l  Femtocel l  Subchan nel There i s  no low i nterfered s u bcha n n e l ,  s i nce t h e  femtoce l l  uses a l l  o f  them from its serving macrocell Mm and its neighbouring cells Nr" E Nm i .e . , w:i k and wub k Y Nr" E Nm -' ' 
1For example, if there is no more available transmit power at macrocell lYim 
7 .3 Cooperative Radio Resource Allocation Architecture for Two-Tier 
Networks For the sake of simplicity, in the sequel, inter-macrocell interference is disregarded. Then, femtocells Tu = { A1 , . . .  , Ac, . . .  , A0tntrfi} producing an interference wt,k largerthan the noise o-2 minus 1 0 dB 1 are considered as interferers. and it  will be used for performance comparison under the name. : subchannel forbidding. Instead of disconnecting all subscribers U� of all interfering femtocells Ac E Tu from subchannel k ,  we propose to reduce the power applied by all these femtocells to this subchannel for a p eriod of time .6..Tpc The objective of this power control is to avoid cross-tier interference to nonsubscriber u;: in subchannel k , while also enhancing the throughput of femtocell subscriber ui assigned by femtocell Ac to subchannel k. In this way, the reduction of user throughput in all interfering femtocells Ac E i u is mitigated compared to that of the above presented subchannel forbidding approach. The target of this distributed power control is to set the power P�,k applied by each interfering femtocell Ac E Tu in subchannel k to a value P�,k that guarantees a given signal quality in terms of SINR 'Yfc to nonsubscriber U;:' . In order to guarantee SINR target ,Ee , the maximum inter-cell interference w:kx that nonsubscriber u;: can suffer from is 
Wm Wmax = (_.!!.!::_ _ /J2 ) + .6.w (7 .2)u,k 
Yuewhere 1J is the background noise density, ,Ee is the aimed user MCS SINR threshold, nw�ik is the power of the carrier signal received by user U;:' from its serving cell 111m ,,and .6.w represents an additional inter-cell interference protectation margin set to 3 dB. Thereafter , macrocell Mm requests all interfering femtocells Ac E Yu to decrease their transmit power in subchannel k from P�,k to P�,k so that interference w:,k is respected for nonsubscriber u;:. 
1 This is a margin added to consider the effect of aggregated signals close to the noise power level. 
Thereafter , in order to mitigate the cross-tier interference suffered by user u;:, , serving macrocell A1m will establish communication with all interfering cells Ac E Tu (Section 7 .3 . 1 )  and commence coopetation. One solution in order to mitigate cross-tier interference towards nonsubscriber u;:is to disconnect subscriber ui of femtocell Ac from subchannel k for a period of time. Nevertheless , this could significantly reduce the throughput of interfering femtocell Ac . This scheme has similarities with the ABSF-based method introduced in Section 7 .2 .2 ,  
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Figure 7. 6 :  Macrocell-ferntocell cooperation . 
Furthermore and in order to avoid unfair power decrease requests among femtocells , 
this power decrease is weighted by macrocell Mm according to the following equation : 
pcweie _ 
W
max __ u_, k_ . � 
Pu,k - u, k · (7.3 )
cL wuc ,k wu,k ..___,,,
Ve Oc,u 
WC- max 
u , k  
where w�,k i s  the received signal strength measured by nonsubscriber u;: from each 
interfering femtocell Ac E 'Yu in subchannel k, which was fed back in the measurement 
report used to trigger this power control, w�-;;max represents the maximum inter-cell 
interference that each femtocell Ac E 'Yu is allowed to generate to nonsubscriber u;: , 
E Yu and nonsubscriber u;: . 
Furthermore, equation (7 .3)  simplifies to: 
(7.4) 
where 
and c5c,u is the path loss between interfering femtocell Ac 
(7 . 5 )  
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Networks 
being (llpk ) dB the power reduction in decibels in subchannel k asked by macrocell A1m 
to each of its interfering femtocells Ac E 1' u -
Figure 7 .6 illustrates the idea and parameters used in this power control approach. 
\Vhen decreasing the power P�,k of femtocell Ac in subchannel k, let it be noted that :  
• If  femtocell Ac is already transmitt ing at low power in subchannel k ,  or 
• If the targeted signal quality in terms of SINR '°Y�c is too demanding, 
power reduction llpk may have exactly the same effect as switching off subchannel k. 
In this case , subchannel k is forbidden in femtocell Ac for a period of time llTp0 . 
Nevertheless, it must be noted that subscriber ui is only disconnected from subchannel 
k if and only if it can afford it , i . e . , subscriber ui has assigned some more subchannels, 
or it carries a service where delay is tolerated such as non-real time or best effort . 
Moreover , let us note that the decrease in the femtocell throughput when forbidding 
a subchannel is statistically small , because this power control is performed only from 
time to time when the femtocell is fully loaded and a nonsubscriber passes close to it . 
In addition, because a femtocell can only be accessed simultaneously by a few users 
and because subchannel forbidding is only triggered when the femtocell is fully loaded 
(in order to fully use all available subchannels of a femtocell, it is likely that the 
femtocell subscribers are not only using VoIP ( 12 . 2 kbps) or video (256 kbps) but also 
intensive best effort peer-to-peer services) , femtocells can generally afford to liberate 
a subchannel during a short period of time to prevent the outage of a nonsubscriber. 
In more detail ,  macrocells will send control messages to all interfering femtocell 1'u 
7.3 . 1  Macrocell and Femtocell Communication 
To permit macrocell-femtocell cooperation, communication among them is necessary. 
in order to indicate the reduction of power llpk that has to be applied to subchannel k 
and for how long llTpc it has to be  applied. 
These control messages may be  sent from macrocells to femtocells as follows: 
• Macrocells and femtocells can communicate through the femtocell gateway [ 1 10] .  
The serving macrocell would send its message to the femtocell gateway, and the 
femtocell gateway would forward this message to the target femtocell/femtocells . 
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• Another solution is to establish a new link among macrocells and femtocells [ 1 1 0] .  
This alternative has similarities to the X2 interface defined in LTE to allow 
communication between eN odeBs, but it is not extended yet to femtocells [ 1 1 1] .  
• The user could relay information from a macrocell to a femtocell and vice versa. 
This option has been suggested in [40]n. 
Once a given femtocell receives a control message , it will then set a power constraint 
m the specified subchannel, and it will allocate resources to its users accordingly. 
Since 
can be  calculated as the current power P�,k applied by the 
to subchannel k minus the reduction of power l:::.pk that this 
both macrocells and femtocells make use of the proposed coRRAA (Section 5 .2 ) , 
and because power constraints are considered in the formulation of coRPAP (5 .3 ) , i . e . ,  
the  subroutine used to derive optimum subchannel and power assignments to  users ,  
femtocells only need to compute its power constraint after receiving a control message 
and continue running coRRAA as in Section 5 .5 .  
Power constraint p�
,max 
interfering femtocell Ac 
femtocell should apply to this subchannel. 
7.4 S imulation and Numerical Results 
7.4. 1 Scenario 
The scenario under scrutiny is a residential area within the town of Luton (U .K. ) , 
containing 438 premises of which 400 are dwelling houses within an area of 300 x 300 m. 
In this case, 64 of these houses were selected to potentially host an indoor femtocell . 
Assuming that 3 operators with equal customer share provide services in this area, 
these 64 femtocells represent an approximate femtocell penetration of by around 50%. 
Moreover, besides these 64 femtocells, the scenario also contains one outdoor macrocell. 
This macrocell was 
64 femtocells) , 25%(= 32 femtocells) and 12 .5% (=16 femtocells) .  
located out of the scenario of Figure 7. 7 at position (400, - 1 00 ) m. 
It must be noted that simulations were carried out with different femtocell pene­
trations : 50% (= 
The WiMAX network had 8 subchannels per D L  time slot in a bandwidth of 5 MHz. 
The scenario and the simulation parameters are shown in Figure 7. 7 and Table 7. 1 ,  
respectively. 
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Table 7. 1 :  System-level simulation parameters . 
Parameter 
Macro cells 
Femtocells 
Simulation time 
Scenario size 
Carrier frequency 
Bandwidth 
Frame duration 
Sub carriers 
Value Parameter 
1 FAP Body Loss 
16 ,32,64 Thermal Koise Density 
300 s DE Ant . Gain 
300 mx  300m UE Ant. Pattern 
3 ,500 MHz UE Ant. Height 
5 MHz UE Noise Figure 
5 ms UE Body Loss 
512 Macro path loss 
Value 
0 dB 
-174.0 dBm/Hz 
0 dBi 
Omni 
1 .5  m 
9 dB 
0 dB 
Empirical 
Data subcarriers Femto path loss FDTD 
Subchannels (K) 8 Nonsubscribers per macro BS 8 
DL OFDM data symbols Subscribers per FAP 4,8 
Macro BS Tx Power (P;::t ) 
Macro BS Ant . Base Gain 
Macro BS Ant. Pattern 
Macro BS Ant. Height 
Macro BS Ant . Tilt 
Macro BS Noise Figure 
Macro BS Cable Loss 
FAP Tx Power (P;::1 ) 
FAP Ant. Base Gain 
FAP Ant. Pattern 
FAP Ant .  Height 
FAP Ant . Tilt 
FAP Noise Figure 
43 dBm 
0 dBi 
Omni 
30 m 
0 
5 dB 
3 dB 
20 dBm 
0 dBi 
Omni 
1 .5 m 
-
5 dB 
N onsubscribers distribution 
Subscribers distribution 
UE average speed 
Min. <list. UE to Macro BS 
Min. <list. UE to FAP 
Type of Service 
Min Nonsubscribers Service TP 
Min Subscribers Service TP 
Toutage 
Tu,mr 
Tu,cqi 
f:::.Tpc 
-
Predefined paths 
Uniform 
1 . l  m/s 
35 m 
1 rn 
Full buffer 
250 kbps 
750 kbps 
200 ms 
480 ms 
lO  ms 
1 5 s 
-
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• Figure 7. 7: Performance evaluation scenario with 1 macrocell and 64 femtocells. In these system-level simulations, two different propagation models were utilised: • The macrocell coverage prediction was performed using the model given in [87] . This is an empirical model based on macrocell measurements taken at an urban environment at a frequency of 3 . 5  GHz. • The femtocell coverage predictions were performed using a Finite-Difference Time­Domain (FDTD) based model [ 1 1 8] calibrated with indoor-to-outdoor measure­ments taken at a frequency of 3 . 5  GHz. In these system-level simulations , users follow two different well-defined behaviours: • Subscribers are located inside households with femtocell and do not move at all . • N onsubscribers are located outdoors and move along predefined paths according to the pedestrian model proposed in (1 19] (User paths are depicted in Figure 7. 7) . . In this case , ,while the requirements of femtocell users were set to a higher value , i . e . ,  750 kbps. Both femtocell and macrocell users were created at the beginning of the simulation and we kept them until the simulation ended. A full buffer traffic model was used to simulate mobile and static user demandsthe throughput demands T P!eq of macrocell users were set to 250 kbps
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This is because femtocell users are indoors and protected by their household walls. 
Furthermore , larger demands create more challenging cross-tier interference conditions. 
Macrocell users incurred outage if they could not transmit at a throughput no less 
than their demands for a t ime period Tautage · In this case, Toutage was fixed to 200 ms ,  
a typical value for real t ime applications [88] . When macrocell users incurred outage, 
hence we did not consider their user outages. 
The system model was implemented as a subframe-level simulator using the event­
driven simulation presented in Chapter 3. 300 s of network operation were simulated. 
User performance in terms of throughput , outage , transmit power and other indicators 
was assessed on a regular basis , every 1 s. Statistics were taken from all network cells. 
Subframe errors were modelled based on BLER Look Up Tables (LUTs) from Link­
Level Simulations (LLSs) [85] . Further details about the models and parameters used 
in our simulations are presented in Chapter 3 and Table 7. 1 .  This dynamic simulation 
also considers the Adaptive Modulation and Coding (A�C) nature of the network and 
its different MCSs are shown in Table 1 . 2 . 
7.4 .2 Network Performance 
7.4 . 2 . 1  Techniques Used fo r  Comparison 
In order to evaluate the performance of our enhanced coRRAA, the following tech­
niques were used for comparison: 
Closed-Access IM-based method In the closed access simulations , nonsubscribers 
are always connected to the macrocell, while subscribers are connected to femtocells. 
they attempted to reconnect after a random time uniformly distributed within [5 , 10] s 
On the contrary, indoor femtocell users were assumed to carry best effort services and 
Nonsubscribers are likely to suffer from outage when they pass close to a femtocell that 
is making use of the same subchannel. 
Open-Access IM-based method In the open access simulations , nonsubscribers, 
on the contrary, are allowed to connect to any serving cell, i .e . , macrocells or femtocells. 
In this case ,  user terminals feed back measurement reports to their serving cells on a 
regular basis , i .e . , every Tmr time units. A hard HO is performed if the received signal 
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7.4 Simulation and Numerical Results strength of the strongest neighbouring cell is larger than that of the current server , and it cannot meet the user demands. In addition, it is assumed that there is a 2% probability of that an HO process fails ,  thus resulting this HO in a dropped call . depending on the macrocell signal level received where the femtocell was deployed [75] . In both methods , macrocells and femtocells independently assign resources to users according to the Interference Minimisation (IM) procedure presented in Section 6 .3 . 2 .  Let us recall that when using IM, power i s  uniformly distributed among subcarriers , each r.ell is targeted to minimise the sum interference suffered by its connected users , aud CQis assist this channel-dependent scheduling. The proposed coRRAA with forbidding subchannel or power controlled macrocell­femtocell coopetation will also be compared. Moreover, in all simulated schemes , the transmit power of femtocells is fine tuned 7 .4. 2 .2  coRRAA Basis In order to analyse the functioning of the proposed macrocell-femtocell cooperation, Figure 7 .8  illustrates the scenario used to study the performance of a nonsubscriber Low loaded femtocell The macrocell is fully loaded (8 users) ,  while the femtocells are half loaded ( 4 users) . In more detail, each femtocell sets  its maximum femtocell transmit power per subcarrier to a value that is equal to the maximum power received from the closest macrocell at a targeted femtocell radius , here , 15  m. when it moves/walks across the scenario . Note that there are 2 femtocells , Fi and F2 , and that they can be half or fully loaded according to the cases depicted in Section 7 .3 .  Since pedestrians walk at an average speed of 1 . 1  m/s and because the femtocell radius is estimated to be 15  m [89] , !::,.Tpc has been tuned to 1 5  s ,  which is sufficient for a user to move a.cross of a femtocell coverage . Figure 7.9 shows that the SINR of a user connected to the macrocell is not affected by cross-tier interference from half-loaded femtocells. When this user moves close to fomtocclls Fi and F2 , the macro cell can always find subchannels free of interference since femtoeells are half loaded. Therefore, all schemes can solve potential cross-tier interference issues by subchannel allocation. Moreover , note that when using coRRAA, 150 
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X start cooperation 
0 femtoce l l  Figure 7 .8 :  Route of a nonsubscriber within the performance evaluation scenario . the user SINR adjusts to the aimed MCS, while methods based on uniform power High loaded femtocell The macrocell and the femtocells are fully loaded (8 users) . Figure 7. 1 0 ,  on the contrary, shows that the SINR of a macrocell user is affected by cross-tier interference from fully-loaded femtocells. When this user moves close to femtocells Fi and F2 ,  the macrocell cannot find now subchannels free of interference since femtocells are fully loaded. Thus, when using the closed-access IM-based method, distributions result in a much larger SINR, of which this user will not benefit from 1 . this nonsubscriber falls into outage because its SINR has been significantly decreased and it is now smaller than the targeted one for a period of time longer than 200 ms. When using the open-access IM-based method, this user is handed over the femtocell , and cross-tier interference disappears at the expense of a HO procedure that may fail and reducing the subscribers ' throughput to absorb the higher priority macrocell user. \Vhen our coRRAA is applied making use of subchannel forbidding, i . e . , the interfer­ing femtocells are not allowed to use those subchannels utilised by the nonsubscriber, the SINR of the nonsubscriber does not suffer from femtocell cross-tier interference . 
1 A user will not benefit from a throughput larger than its demand. 1 5 1  
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time (mm:ss) Figure 7 .9 :  S INR of the nonsubscriber of Figure 7.8 versus time when it passes close to femtocells F1 and F2 , and they are not fully loaded. However , this is at the expense of reducing the throughput of the interfering femtocells , s ince they have to liberate for a given period of time a subchannel that was being used. 0_2-'-:2_fomtocel ls F1 This fomtocell throughput reduction is depicted in Figure 7. 1 1  and Figure 7 . 12 for a.nd H,  respectively. However, when our coRRAA is applied making use of power control, i .e .  the interfer­ing femtocells reduce the power applied to those subchannels used by the nonsubscriber , the outage of the macrocell user is avoided and the femtocell throughput is enhanced .  Unfortunately, power control cannot fully recover the femtocell throughput capacity compared to the CSG case , but it provides a gain compared to the forbidding case. This femtocell throughput enhancement is shown in Figure 7. 1 1  and Figure 7 . 1 2  for femtocells F1 and H,  respectively. 
7.4.2 . :l Subroutine Updating Frequency: Tear-pap In t.his section , we investigate the impact in network performance of the updating frequency of coRPAP (Section 5 .3 ) , i .e . , the subroutine able to compute optimum RB -2 0 0 _ __]02 :40- 152 
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Figure 7. 1 2 :  Throughput of femtocell F2 versus time when the nonsubscriber of passes 
close to it .  
and power allocations given a MCS assignment . 
Recall that coRPAP updates are triggered in each network cell after a random time 
uniformly distributed within [l , Tcorpap] ms after the previous allocation (Section 5 .5 ) . 
Figures 7. 1 3 ,  7. 1 4  and 7. 1 5  show that increasing T corpap degrades system performance, 
since the H,B and power allocation to users is updated less often. When using coRRAA, 
because the coverage provided by cells is not continuous due to multi-path (Figure 7 .8) , 
often updates of coRPAP are required in order to provide a constant user SINR and 
cope with user mobility. Figure 7. 1 5  indicates that if Tcorpap is too large, i .e . , 500 ms, 
coRPAP cannot track the fast fluctuations of the radio channel because of multi-path, 
and it cannot 
as ofe
guarantee that the user SINR will always be larger than the aimed one, 
thus making likely that users incur outage. On the contrary, Figure 7. 1 3  indicates that , 
in this case, Tcorpap = l 0  ms is sufficient to provide constant SINRs and deal with fading. 
Figure 7. 1 4  shows that Tcorpap =50 ms is not fast enough to track channel changes either. 
Tlrnse results show that it is crucial to update the radio resource allocation to users 
t n an possible according to the user mobility and time-variant fading conditions. 
However, this is possible due to the speed of the proposed network simplex algorithm 
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Figure 7 . 1 3 : SINR of the nonsubscriber of Figure 7 . 8 versus time when the updating 
frequency of coRPAP is at most lO  rns. 
(Sect ion 5 .3 . 1 ) , which can solve coRPAP in less than 1 ms (Section 5 . 6 . 2  and 6 .4 . 2) . 
According to these results ,  when running coRRAA, each cell independently solves 
coRPAP after a random t ime interval uniformly distributed in [1 , 1 0) ms after its pre­
vious coRPAP updating event . In addition , each cell solves coRAP after a random 
t ime interval uniformly distributed in [0 . 5 ,  l] s after its previous coRAP updating event . 
7.4 .2 .4 System-Level Performance 
Iu this section ,  the performance of coRRAA with respect to that of closed and open 
I l\'1-bascd methods is analysed. This is done under distinct femto penetration densities , 
i .e . , 1 2 . 5  % ,  25 % and 50 % ,  which correspond to 1 6 ,  32 and 64 femtocells , respectively, 
as well as ferntocell traffic loads , i . e . , presented low and high loaded femtocell scenarios . 
Note that results for low and high loaded ferntocell scenarios are in Tables 7 .2  and 7 . 3 ,  
respectively. 
The performance analysis with regard to different performance metrics follows next : 
Number of Handovers or Control Messages 
First of all ,  it must be noted that in closed femtocells , HOs are not permitted. 
rl'hnrefore ,  these values are neglected  in the tables of results ,  i . e . ,  Tables 7.2 and 7 .3 .  
In all setups , when using open access , the number of HOs increases when the 
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Figure 7 . 14 :  SINR of the nonsubscriber of Figure 7 .8 versus time when the updating 
frequency of coRPAP is at most 50 ms. 
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Figure 7. 15 :  SINR of the nonsubscriber of Figure 7 .8 versus time when the updating 
frequency of coRPAP is at most is 500 ms . 
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7.4 Simulation and Numerical Results 
Table 7 .2 :  Performance comparison for scenario with low loaded ferntocells 
In this case, femtocells are not fully loaded. Hence, coRRAA approach can cope with 
interference without macrocell-femtocell cooperation. 
femtocell penetration increases . The more femtocells a nonsubscriber finds in its route, 
the more hand-ins and hand-outs the network must perform to maintain its connection. 
Note that when femtocells are not fully loaded and the femtocell penetration is low, 
the macrocell can deal with cross-tier interference through radio resource management , 
and there is no need to hand users over from the macrocell to the femtocells (Table 7.2) . 
The number of control messages in coRRAA also increases with femtocell penetration. 
Note that more messages are needed when using coRRAA with power control than with 
subchannel forbidding. This is because power constraint pf'max has to be recalculated 
when a user is moving from the femtocell edge and getting closer to the FAP location. 
't(b..w was set to 3 dB for avoiding a continuous recalculation of power constraint P%
max ) .  
However, this transmit power reduction tailored according to user mobility will provide 
a large gain in femtocell throughput compared to the subchannel forbidding approach, 
to be shown in this section. 
Outages due to Cross-Tier Interference 
In all setups, CSG deployments are significantly affected by cross-tier interference, 
thus resulting in a large number of outages .  As soon as a nonsubscriber walks near by a 
CSG femtocell using the same subchannel ,  it is severely jammed and falls into outage. 
I IIFemtocell penetration 
Access 
method 
HO attempts 
Average HO 
attempts into femtos 
HO attempts 
into macrocell 
Outages due to 
HO failure 
Outages due to 
interference 
A vrg. nonsubscribers 
t ier throughput [kbps] 
Closed 
+ IM 
-
-
-
-
0 
2000 
12.5% 25%II 
Open 
+ IM 
coRRAA 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2000 2000 
Closed Open 
+ IM + IM 
- 0 
- 0 
- 0 
- 0 
0 0 
2000 2000 
II 50% 
Closed Open 
coRRAA coRRAA
+ IM + IM 
0 - 70 0 
0 - 2 . 19  0 
0 - 35 0 
0 - 1 0 
-
0 45 0 0 
18 1 12000 1 720 2000 
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- -+n..r (fb.)  74 Table 7 .3 :  Performance comparison for scenario with high loaded femt.ocells I Femtocell penetration II 12 . 5% II 25% II 50% Access Closed Open coRRAA coRRAA Closed Open coRRAA coRRAA Closed Open coHRAA coRRAA +IMmethod +IM +IM (fb . )  (PC) (PC) +Il\1 +IM (fb . )  (PC) HO attempts - 270 64 - 628 169 233 - 1267 148 639 Average HO - 8.38 4 .00 4.63 - 9 .72 5 .28 7 . 28 9.84 7 9 . 98 attempts into femtos HO attempts - 134 0 0 - 3 1 1  0 0 - 630 0 into macrocell Outages due to 2 0 0 1 2  0 0 24 0 0 HO failure Outages due to interference 1 10  0 0 0 210 3 0 0 273 10 0 A vrg. nonsubscriber tier throughput (kbps) 1307 1977 1999 1999 687 1860 1999 1999 279 1390 1998 1998 In this case , femtocells are now fully loaded. Hence, coRRAA uses the forbidding or power control approach to cope with interference . 0 
i . . 7.4 Simulation and Numerical Results �ms the need for new interference avoidance techniques in CSG deployments. open access case, the number of outages due to cross-tier interference are ly reduced compared to that of the closed access case. This is because non­s are allowed to connect to the strongest cells , turning strong interferers into .ng cells . Nonetheless ,  when the femtocell penetration grows, some cases of lle to co-tier interference appear . This is because even if a nonsubscriber is to the strongest femtocell , the aggregate of co-tier interference from neigh­cmtocells can disrupt its  service , thus creating new outages in the network. :; noted that the signal strength of a femtocell outdoors is of the same order of ion of the proposed macrocell-femtocell collaboration . .ges due to Handover Failure of all , it must be noted that in CSG femtocells , HOs are not permitted. �, these values are neglected in the tables of results, i .e . , Tables 7 .2 and 7. 3. e open access case, the number of HO failures increases with the femtocell lOn and the number of subscribers. It must be noted that according to [1 14] ,  :1 2 % probability that an H O  attempt results in a dropped call, i . e . , outage. e, the more HOs ,  the more outages. Nevertheless , the number of outages due due to HO failure are avoided when utilising coRRAA. subscribers' Throughput e as the signal strengths of neighbouring femtocells located few meters away. the femtocell penetration is large, co-tier interference becomes a problem too. rer , when using coRRAA, the number of outages due to interference is zero . .se , the number of outages does not depend on femtocell penetration density, .RAA via message passing is able to ' switch off' multiple interferers at a time ently of their number or position. This user outage avoidance is the main '.ilure in open access is much smaller than those due to interference in CSG. )s are not triggered when using the proposed macrocell-femtocell collaboration, CSG deployments produce the largest number of nonsubscriber outages due to r interference ,  they result in the worse average sum nonsubscriber throughput:'.ontrary and because it is able to completely avoid all nonsubscriber outages ,  � gives the best performance i n terms o f average sum nonsubscriber throughputspect to the open a.ccess case, because there were some user outages due to 159 
7.4 Simulation and Numerical Results 
Table 7 .4 :  Average Throughput gain at the femtocells (PC vs . forbidding) 
16 femtocells 32 femtocells 64 femtocells 
Average TP gain 
PC vs. forbidding 655 .97 610 .68 483 .60 
[kbps] 
Average TP gain 
PC vs. Closed Access -273 . 03 -311 .31 -75 1 .38 
[kbps] 
Average throughput gain at a femtocell when applying coRRAA with power control 
with respect to coRRAA with subchannel forbidding. 
HO failure , it obtains a performance worse than coRRAA but better than closed-access . 
Subscribers' Throughput and Power Control Performance 
Table 7.4 indicates the average throughput gain at a given femtocell when utilising 
coRRAA with power control with respect to coRRAA with subchannel forbidding. 
These results were obtained from the scenario where all femtocells were fully loaded. 
This table shows, in agreement with the results of Figure 7. 1 1 ,  that when power 
control is used, femtocell throughput is enhanced compared to the forbidding approach . 
The throughput gain in the interfering femtocell when applying the power control 
approach compared to the subchannel forbidding one is in average at least 483 .60 kbps , 
which is enough to hold real time services ,  e .g . , VoIP ( 12 . 2  kbps) , streaming at 256 kbps .  
This table also shows that using power control in the interfering femtocells for 
avoiding nonsubscribers outages comes at the expense of reduced femtocell throughput . 
In this case, the average femtocell throughput reduction was at most of 75 1 . 38 kbps, 
which is a 12 . 52  % of the maximum throughput carried per femtocell in closed access . 
However , since macrocells users have a higher service priority than femtocell ones ,  
trading a 12 . 52  % femtocell throughput for the avoidance of 273 outages in 300 s is a 
good business (data in Tables 7. 3 and 7.4) . 
7.4.3 Signalling Overhead 
Our macrocell-femtocell cooperation implies the following signalling: 
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7 .4 Simulation and Numerical Results • In the UL, a measurement report in order to indicate to serving macrocell Mm the power of the signals received by nonsubscriber u:;i from serving macrocell Mm and its neighbouring cells N'f:' E Nm in subchannel k ,  i . e . , w:,k & wt,kVN'f:' E Nm. The size in bits of a measurement report is : Overhead{ff0 = C�ntrf · (drn + dw)  (7.6) the reduction of power 6.pk that has to be applied to the specified subchannel k and for how long 6.Tpc it has to be applied. The size in bits of a cooperation message is: (7 .7) where dk , dL:,.p and db.Tpc represent the number of bits required to encode the identifier of subchannel k, and the values of both 6.pk and 6.Tpc , respectively. Also, let us assume that 3 bits are used to encode the identifier of a subchannel dk (8 subchannels) ,  whereas 10 bits ( 1 024 levels) are utilised for drn ,  dw , dL:,.p and db..Tpc · Thus , the number of bits needed per measurement report and cooperative message are : = ctntrf ·OverheaduL (d1v + dw ) = 32 · ( 10  + 10)  = 640 bit (7.8 )  OverheadvL = dk + dL:,.p + dL:,.Tpc = 3 + 10  + 1 0  = 23 bit (7.9 ) Note that a large number of interfering femtocells ctntrf is considered in (7 .8) , i .e . , 32 , which is the maximum number of cells that the NCL in UMTS can support . The UL measurement report is triggered when the SINR ,:,k of a nonsubscriber 
u:;i connected to macrocell A1m in subchannel k is lower than that of its targeted MCS. In the worst case scenario of our system-level simulations , i . e . , high loaded femtocells , an average of 9 . 98 cooperation were triggered per femtocell ( simulation time = 300 s) . As a result : where C;ntrf denotes the number of interfering femtocells ( IYu I ) ,  and d 1D and dw indicate the number of bits required to encode the identifier of subchannel k and the received signal strength in subchannel k of a neighbouring cell , respectively. • In the DL, a control message in order to indicate to all interfering femtocell Yu Overhead��r= dk + de:,p + de:,Tpc 161  
7 .5  Conclusions It must also be noted that the signaling needed in coRRAA is lower than in an HO.  When performing an HO,  all packets stored in the source cell, which belong to the user that is to be handed over, have to be transferred from the source cell to the target cell. When utilising coRRAA, the macrocell only needs to indicate the reduction of power that has to be applied to a subchannel and for how long to all interfering femtocells Yu . • The average UL bandwidth required to carry 9 . 98 measurement reports of 640 bits each per femtocell in 300 s is 2 1 . 29 bps . • The average DL bandwidth required to to carry 9 .98 DL-HIIs of 23 bits each per femtocell in 300 s is 0. 77 bps. Thus , a small bandwidth is needed to carry signaling overhead when using coRRAA. 
7 . 5  Conclusions This chapter has presented a novel approach for the avoidance of cross-tier interference in OFDMA two-tier networks .  In this approach, macrocells and femtocells make use of a combination of coRRAA and power control techniques .  Dynamic system-level simulations confirm that this approach reduce cross-tier interference and user outages in comparison with open and closed access . The implementation details of this novel approach has also been discussed in detail. The results of the system-level simulations presented above indicate the following facts with regard to our proposed approach: Conclusion 1 :  Compared to CSG deployments, DL cross-tier interference towards nonsubscribers is significantly decreased through macrocell-femtocell cooperation. Conclusion 2 :  With respect to the open access , since coRRAA does not use HOs, HO attempts , signalling, and thus the risk of outage due to HO failure disappear. Conclusion 3 :  In order to  reduce the impact o f  femtocells in  existing macrocells , femtocells must be flexible when limiting the throughput of their own subscribers. The interference reduction of nonsubscribers must thus have greater priority than the throughput enhancement of their subscribers . Power control aids to handle interference, 
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7 .5  Conclusions 
while decreasing the impact to subscribers. The proposed scheme was able to avoid 
a large number of outages (273 in 300 s) compared to closed access, while reducing the 
average femtocell throughput only by 1 2. 5  %.  
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are based on the same principle, i .e . , minimising total transmit power independently 
at each cell leads the network to self-organise into efficient resource allocation patterns . 
­
Chapter 8 
Discussion 
These 3 different architectures , which we 
8 . 1 Trade-offs 
This thesis has proposed 3 different architectures for the allocation of radio resources 
to users in Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)-based networks . 
will briefly summarise in the following, 
Also, spatial spectrum reuse is enhanced because users of neighbouring cells with dif 
ferent throughput demands and channel conditions can coexist in the same subchannel. 
• In Chapter 4, we proposed a semi-distributed architecture , named enhanced Dy­
namic Frequency Planning (eDFP) , in which subchannels for cell-edge use are 
allocated in a centralised manner to cells , and cells independently allocate ra­
dio resources to users, taking the commands of the central broker into account . 
The principle of minimising cell transmit power is only applied at the cell-level . 
• In Chapter 5, we proposed an autonomous Radio Resource Allocation Architecture 
(auRRAA) , where cells independently allocate resources to users based on local 
knowledge of subchannel usage in neighbouring cells fed back by associated users. 
In Chapter 5 ,  the performance of auRRAA was analysed for macrocell roll-outs, 
while in Chapter 6 for femtocell deployments .  
• In Chapter 5 ,  we proposed a cooperative Radio Resource Allocation Architecture 
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(coRRAA) , where cells are also able to exchange information through a message 
passing approach in order to coordinate their cell-edge radio resource assignments .  
In Chapter 5 ,  the performance of coRRAA was analysed for macrocell roll-outs,  
while in Chapter 6 for femtocell deployments .  
In  Chapter 7, this cooperative approach was extended to deal with cross-tier 
interference in macrocell-femtocell scenarios . 
Because these 3 different approaches are based on different network architectures , 
from a centralised architecture (eDFP) to a fully distributed one (auRRAA) passing 
by a cooperative one that involves message exchange only between neighbouring cells 
( coRRAA) , the proposed approaches have a different performance-cost trade-off and 
they may be used for distinct roll-out types .  
In macrocell scenarios and according to Table 5 .4 ,  the performance improvement 
of eDFP over coRRAA was of 2 . 37 average connected users and 0 . 88 Mbps ( 1 . 5 1  %) , 
whereas over auRRAA was of 8 .54 average connected users and 4. 71 Mbps (8 .64 %) . 
coRRAA provided a significant improvement in network performance over all meth­
ods used for comparison. Specifically, coRRAA gave an average performance improve­
ment over FFRS3-B of 48 .29 connected users and 9 . 86 Mbps (20 .36%) . Also, the av­
erage performance improvement over Stolyar's approach was about 35 . 55  connected 
users and 9 . 28 Mbps ( 1 8 . 96%) . 
auRRAA also provided a large improvement in network performance over all meth­
ods used for comparison. Specifically, auRRAA gave an average performance improve­
ment over FFRS3-B of 42 . 1 2  connected users and 6 . 03 Mbps ( 1 2 .45%) . Also , the 
average performance improvement over Stolyar 's  approach was about 29 .38 connected 
users and 5 .46 Mbps ( 1 1 . 14%) . 
However, although eDFP provided the best performance, coRRAA and auRRAA 
may be more practical for network roll-outs because they require a few or no signalling 
among cells , respectively. Moreover, they do not require a centralised resource broker, 
avoiding threatening single points of failure and bottle necks . This fact may facilitate 
the network planning and deployment to Radio Frequency (RF) engineers and may also 
reduce both CAPital EXpenditure (CAPEX) and OPerational EXpenditure (OPEX) . 
More information on the overhead incurred by coRRAA and auRRAA can be found in 
Section 5 .6 . 3 . 8 .  
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8.2 Limitations In femtocell scenarios and according to Table 6.3, coRRAA also resulted in a best performance than auRRAA since it allows inter-cell communication and therefore a better inter-cell interference mitigation through High Interference Indicators (HIIs). (Note that the signalling overhead incurred by coRRAA is small (Section 6 .4 .3. 7)) . But, the performance of auRRAA was close to that of coRRAA, i.e . ,  it was 1 . 37  and 3. 99 % worse in terms of average connected users and network throughput, respectively. coRRAA and auRRAA significantly outperformed other method proposed in litera­ture, e.g. , network listening mode and Interference Minimisation (IM)-based methods, For example, our auRRAA provided a performance improvement of 9 .16 and 12.01 % in terms of average connected users and average network throughput, respectively, compared to IM-based method. Since auRRAA does not require any signalling between For instance, victim macrocell users femtocells , this technique may be more appealing for pure femtocell roll-outs where back-haul capacity may not be guaranteed. However , Chapter 7 has shown that macrocell-femtocell cooperation via message exchange may help to significantly reduce cross-tier interference and outages. Hence, it may be better to use an inter-cell cooperative approach whenever is possible. Indeed, providing a reliable cooperation among macrocells and femtocells is currently a hot research topic in Long Term Evolution (LTE)-Advanced standardisation [116] .  For example, the exchange of control messages between macro BSs and femto BSs through the wireless broadcast channels or the use of users for relaying data between neighbouring cells are being investigated [116] . can be determined by macrocells by utilising their user Channel Quality Indicators (CQis) , and their identity may be signalled by macrocells to femtocells via back-haul connection. This method is inline with the proposed cooperative approach in this thesis (Chapter 7). Figure 8. l summarises the performance-signalling trade-offs described above, while Figure 8. 2 indicates our recommendation for the use of eDFP, coRRAA and auRRAA. 
8 .2  Limitations The proposed architectures here, as mentioned earlier , are based on the same objective , i .e . ,  minimising transmit power independently at each cell while meeting user demands . 166 
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Figure 8 . 1 :  Performance-Signalling trade-off of the proposed schemes. Note that in this 
case a larger signalling also involves a more complex and costly network architect ur<' .  
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8 . 2  Limitations In the following, we discuss the limitations of this optimisation approaches. User distribution If users are not uniformly distributed within cells, but they are pushed towards their cell-edges , users will require high powers to deal with increased path losses, and therefore, neighbouring cells will not identify scheduling opportunities, i .e . , subchannel with low interference , for their own cell edge-users . In this situation, under high load conditions, users will be dropped because they cannot co-exist in the same subchannel. Let us note that in our experiments, users were uniformly distributed within cell coverage areas , which seems to be more realistic than having all user at the cell-edge. Also, note that operators tend to deploy their macro ES as close as possible to hot spots to provide better user experience . Our resource allocation approach could be enhanced with a time domain scheduler that ensures that all users simultaneously scheduled do not have bad channel conditions. User throughput If a large percentage of users requires a large throughput, e.g . , due to peer to peer applications, users will require high powers to achieve high-order modulations, and hence, neighbouring cells will not identify scheduling opportunities, i .e . , subchannel with low interference, for their own cell edge-users. In this situation, under high load conditions, users will be dropped because they cannot co-exist in the same subchannel. Let us note that in our experiments, all users had a throughput demand of 250 kbps. or real-time radio streaming (64 kbps). Updating time of Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCSs) Let us recall subchannels and power are assigned to users in a much more regular basis (milliseconds) This user throughput is adequate to carry standard video and streaming applications and is larger than the demanded by common Voice over IP (VoIP) services ( 12.2 kbps) Our resource allocation approach could be enhanced with a time domain scheduler that ensures that all users simultaneously scheduled do not require large throughputs. that coRAP and auRAP, when solved using Tabu Search (TS) in macrocell scenarios or using a smart exhaustive search in femtocell scenarios, could be solved in about 0 . 5  s. Therefore, the updating time of user MCSs is no less than 0.5 s. On the other hand, 
168 
8 .2  Limitations to deal with the fast channel fluctuations. It may occur that updating user I'v1CSs every 0 . 5  s might be not responsive enough for vehicular users moving at high speds, e .g . , 60 km/h. Therefore and as future work, we will attempt to solve coRAP and auRAP utilising faster optimisation approaches, which will allow the updating of user MCSs in a much more frequent basis . 
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presented. 
Chapter 9 
Conclusions and Future Work 
9 . 1  Conclusions 
This thesis has shed new light on the development of novel self-organising techniques for 
the fourth generation of mobile networks, in particular for the avoidance of inter-cell 
interference in Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) networks. 
This thesis has presented new practical approaches to the inter-cell interference problem 
for both macrocell and femtocell systems and for the deployment of two-tier networks by 
means of the design of novel frameworks and the usage of mathematical optimisation. 
Our contributions are structured in three blocks that deal with different types of 
inter-cell interference problems that arise in both macrocell and femtocell deployments 
and their combination in two-tier networks . First of all , the fundamental concepts of 
self-organisation , OFDMA-based networks and femtocell deployments were introduced. 
Thereafter, an overview of the different approaches existing in literature for the avoid­
ance of inter-cell interference in macrocell and femtocell deployments was 
Moreover, our discussion concluded that the available resource allocation schemes can­
not reasonably satisfy user requirements for the fourth generation of mobile networks .  
Thus , in order to overcome the shortcomings of the available approaches in literature, 
different models , architectures and optimisation schemes were proposed in this thesis. 
In literature , dynamic subchannel assignments with equal power per subcarrier are 
usually preferred to complex joint subchannel and power assignments due to mathema­
tical tractability and easier implementation. Traditional wisdom also assumes that the 
1 70 
9 .1  Conclusions capacity improvement due to the allocation of different powers to different subchannels is low in scenarios with a wide range of users with diverse signal quality requirements .  In  this thesis , we have shown that this i s  not the case in  realistic deployments with a limited user number, and that performance can be improved by allocating different transmit powers to different subchannels according to user requirements and positions. (MCSs) , subchannels and transmit power to users in macrocell and femtocell networks ,and has shown that minimising transmit power independently in each network cell leads the entire system to self-organise into an efficient radio resource assignment pattern. Following this principle, three different architectures have been proposed: • A semi-distributed architecture, named enhanced Dynamic Frequency Planning (eDFP) , where subchannels for cell-edge use are allocated in a centralised manner This thesis has researched the j oint allocation of Modulation and Coding Schemes to cells, and then cells independently allocate radio resources to users . • An autonomous Radio Resource Allocation Architecture (auRRAA)i, where cells independently allocate resources to users based on local knowledge of subchannel usage in neighbouring cells fed back by their associated users . • A cooperative Radio Resource Allocation Architecture (coRRAA) , where cells additionally are able to exchange information via a message passing approach to coordinate assignments .  eD FP has been shown more powerful from an optimisation viewpoint due to its cen­ltralised nature, providing a better inter-celi interference avoidance across the network. However, decentralised architectures that involve much less signalling and simpler net­work roll-outs ,  i .e . , coRRAA and auRRAA, gave a performance not far from eDFP. coRRAA outperformed auRRAA due to its better inter-cell interference coordination provided by message exchange among cells. However, auRRAA may be more practical in scenarios where cells cannot rely on back-haul or inter-BS interfaces , e .g. ,  femtocells . Moreover , in two-tier networks ,  the need of inter-ES cooperation has been shown im­portant to mitigate cross-tier interference. Utilising a form of inter-BS coordination, the transmissions of higher priority macrocell users are scheduled in resources where cross-tier interference from femtocells is mitigated through power control commands. According to system-level simulations, the proposed self-organising architectures provide a high degree of inter-cell interference mitigation in OFDMA-based networks. 171 
9 . 2  Future Work 
They outperformed random assignments as well as traditional frequency reuse schemes .  
They also significantly outperformed cutting-edge approaches such as [53] , [63] and [68] 
in macrocell and femtocell environments where the loads of cells were high and dynamic .  
These results in conjunction with the reduced amount of time incurred by the proposed 
optimisation methods when computing the solutions of intricate optimisation problems, 
make these approaches an efficient option for the self-organisation of cellular networks . 
9 .2  Future Work 
Although much time was spent on developing these models and self-organising ap­
proaches further possible improvements and applications remain to be investigated. 
Future research directions are introduced in the following: 
Convergency /stability With regard to coRRAA and auRRAA, distributed resource 
allocation algorithms may lead to unstable decisions among interfering entities [120] , 
e .g. , cells may continuously change their resource allocations as response to changes 
in resource allocations of neighbouring cells , hence leading to unstable assignments. 
Future work will attempt to analyse the convergence of the proposed decentralised 
transmit power optimisation towards efficient solutions , and derive under which con­
ditions stability can be guaranteed .  Power control theory could be useful in this task. 
Optimisation methods With regard to coRRAA and auRRAA, future work will 
attempt to find even faster solutions for the joint MCS , subchannel and transmit power 
allocation problem that allow proposed architectures to work on the basis of feedback, 
i .e . , milliseconds . Thus , we are interested in replacing metaheuristics by faster methods 
and studying possible enhancements based on basic principles of optimisation theory 
such as the duality and convexity properties. 
Fundamental limits Stochastic geometry is a powerful modelling tool that has been 
used in literature to derive fundamental limits of femtocell deployments [12 1] [122] , e .g . , 
minimum macro BS-to-femto BS distance in co-channel roll-outs to ensure a given out­
age probability to macrocell and femtocell users, maximum femtocell transmit power, 
impact of sectorised antennas , etc .  However , due to the nature of stochastic geometry 
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9.2  Future Work 
only simple allocation schemes can be considered, e.g., random, aloha, time hopping. 
We are interested in quantifying the improvements that sophisticated algorithms such 
as coRRAA or auRRAA can have in fundamental limits derived by stochastic geometry. 
Coordinated Multi-Point transmission/reception (CoMP) Future work will 
attempt to enhance the proposed inter-BS coordination adding CoMP into our model. 
Making use of CoMP, several cells may coordinate their data transmissions to serve 
those users located in between cells and therefore suffering from low signal qualities. 
Utilising this approach, cell-edge inter-cell interference could be significantly mitigated, 
because neighbouring cells are turned from being interferers to becoming serving cells. 
In a similar way, macrocells and femtocells may also coordinate resource assignments 
utilising CoMP principles to enhance network performance and mitigate user outages. 
However, because the same information should be transmitted and/or received at the 
same time in the same subchannel in neighbouring cells, CoMP represents a challenge 
from the coordination view point. Thus, CoMP schemes involving both macrocells and 
femtocells are an interesting research topic. 
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Appendix A 
Techniques Used for Comparison 
A. 1 Ronald's Approach 
In this section, we describe the algorithm presented in [53] referred to as Ronald' s  
approach. For further details refer to [53] . 
In this case , the channel assignment problem has been studied in the context of 
graph multi-colouring. 
The first step in this graph-based approach is to construct an interference graph, 
which is comprised of nodes representing users and edges representing the interference 
between two users . Whether two nodes are connected by an edge is determined by the 
topology of users and the used fractional frequency reuse scheme. For instance, since 
FFRS-A and FFRS-B (Section 2 . 1 . 2) have different resource assignment strategies , 
they also have different interference graphs. 
The graph construction rule for FFRS-A and FFRS-B is described in Figure A. 1 
and Figure A. 2 ,  respectively. 
Thereafter, the second step in this graph-based approach is to colour the nodes in 
the interference graph. A colour corresponds to a subchannel, and the colouring of 
nodes is equivalent to the assignment of subchannels to users . A colouring is proper 
if the colouring constrain is met : any two neighbouring nodes, i .e . , nodes connected by 
an edge in the graph have different colours .  
The graph colouring rule for both FFRS-A and FFRS-B is described in Figure A.3 .  
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A.l Ronald's Approach 
THE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION RULE FOR FFR-A 
Node a and node b in the interference graph are connected by an edge if: 
Ale. MS a and MS b are users of the same cell; or 
A2. MS a is a cell-edge user of cell i and MS b is a cell-edge user of cell 
j ,  where cell i and cell j are neighbors'e; or 
A3 . MS a is a cell-center user of cell i and MS b is a cell-edge user of 
cell j ,  or, MS a is a cell-edge user of cell i and MS b is a cell-center 
user of cell j ,  where cell i and cell j are neighbors . 
Otherwise , node a and node beare not connected by an edge. 
a1\vo cells are neighbors if they are physically adjacent to each other. In a 
typical hexagonal deployment , a cell has six neighbors . Figure A.1: Graph construction rule for FFRS-A [53] . 
THE GRAPH CONSTRUCTION RULE FOR FFR-B 
Node a and node b in the interference graph are connected by an edge if: 
B 1 .  MS a and MS b are users of the same cell; or 
B2. MS a is a cell-edge user of cell i and MS b is a cell-edge user of cell 
j ,  where cell i and cell j are neighbors . 
Otherwise , node a and node b are not connected by an edge. Figure A.2: Graph construction rule for FFRS-B [53] . 
THE MODIFIED BR.ELAZ ' S ALGORITHM FOR CO LORING GRAPHS 
1. Select from the unexamined subgraph (or initially, the entire graph) a 
node x whose available color set, a(x) , is of minimum size . The a(x) 
is defined as the set of colors that may be used to color node x such 
that the coloring constraint is respected. 
2. If there are ties,  break ties by selecting one whose degree! is maximum 
in the unexamined subgraph. If there are still ties, break ties arbitrarily. 
3 .  Color the selected node x with color randomly selected from a(x) . If 
a(x) is empty, leave the node uncolored. 
4. Repeat 1-3 until all nodes are examined. 
aThe degree of a node is the number of edges incident to the nodee. Figure A.3: Graph colouring rule for both FFRS-A and FFRS-B [53] . 175 
A.2  Hussain's Approach 
A.2 Hussain's Approach In this section, we describe the algorithm presented in [63] referred to as Hussain 's  Approach. For further details refer to [63] . Unlike the static Fractional Frequency Reuse Schemes (FFRSs ) , where users and Among users , there are no rigid boundaries between the super and the regular group . Therefore, all users of a Base Station (BS) are virtual members of both user groups . The super group covers the whole BS coverage area and the subcarriers allocated to it can be assigned to any user in the BS coverage area. The regular group also covers the whole BS coverage area ,  however it is further partitioned into 3 sectors (Figure A.4) . The subcarriers assigned to a sector are available for scheduling to the inner and the cell edge users falling within the boundaries of the sector . Subcarriers are distributed between the groups and the sectors belonging to the regular group by Hussain 's  centralised algorithm. Subcarriers assigned to the super and the sectors within the regular groups are orthogonal. Note that in our implementation , the minimum resource scheduling unit is the subchannel rather than the subcarrier. The distribution of subchannels to geographical regions is replicated for all the BSs in the grid. The scheme uses a greedy approach where i ,  j ,  l and k are iterators for users , subchannels , sectors and cells , respectively. In the following discussion, reference to step number is to line numbers in Figure A.5 .  The scheme requires , as input , average achievable rates for all users on all subchannels in the super and regular group settings , that is , Rt�P ,R;,? , and the minimum data rate subcarriers are partitioned into two groups ,  in [63] , known as super and regular groups , Hussain ' s  dynamic FFRS only partitions subcarriers into two different physical groups. that performs assignments so that system throughput for the whole grid is increased. Furthermore, the algorithm considers the minimum data rate requirements of users so that the allocated subchannels are able to satisfy the load in their respective regions. The pseudo-code of the proposed centralised algorithm is presented in Figure A .5 ,  demands Ci for each user i in the network. The scheme initialisation phase declares variables and computes utility values of the subchannels. Note that variable gz is the assigned rate of a sector . Its value is updated after assigning each subchannel in the main loop , exactly, in steps 5 and 7 .  
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A.2 Hussain's Approach 
yeThe utility parameters, w;uP and vv  g ,  measure the utility o f  a generic subchannel 
j assigned to either the super group or lth sector of the regular group, respectively. 
These values are computed assuming that subchannels are time multiplexed between 
users and summed for all BSs in the grid. 
Variable uyeg is the fractional utility gain if subchannel j is removed from the super 
group and allocated to sector l of the regular group. Thus, a negative value of uyeg 
for all l means that the allocation of the subchannel to any sector of the regular group 
lowers the system data rate .  Then, the scheme assigns it to the super group (step 5 ) .  
Because o f  the overlap of  users, the assigned subchannel i s  available to the 
The scheme incorporates this 
users of all 
sectors in the regular group. As a result , the assignment to the super group increases 
the allocated data rates of the regular group sectors. 
fact in step 5 when it updates g1 by a fraction of VVtP assuming time multiplexing 
of the subchannel by the respective users . 
The main part of the algorithm consists of a loop that iterates on the subchannels . 
During the initialisation phase,  the scheme assigns all subchannels to the super group. 
In the main loop , it iterates on subchannels ,  according to descending order of uyeg , 
and attempts to assign the subchannel that increases the system data rate the most 
to a sector in the regular group. If this sector exits ,  it assigns the subchannel to it , 
reincreases the rate  for the sector and updates output variable x�, g (steps 6 and 7) . 
Otherwise ,  the algorithm leaves the subchannel to the super group (step 5) . 
The fairness measure is added in step 2 and 3 by a simple condition. During every 
iteration , the algorithm first looks for the sectors which are lacking in radio resources 
such that their allocated data  rates are less than their required demand. If such sectors 
are found, then it considers only them in the next allocation steps during the iteration. 
However , if all sectors have sufficient radio resources to satisfy their required load, 
then it behaves as greedy scheme and considers all sectors in the next allocation steps. 
Therefore ,  when all sectors are considered , then the one that increases the most system 
data rate will be assigned the subchannel. 
Finally, the central algorithm forwards the subchannel assignments to every BS , 
where a copy of RB and Power Allocation Problem (RPAP) (Section 4.3) operates , 
in order to allow a fair comparison with enhanced Dynamic Frequency Planning (eDFP) . 
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cz = I:f=1 :E1nt cir, vz //rate requirements per sector 
Z = { l ,r- - ·  , N}, £ =  { 1 , - - ·  , L} //sets of subcarriers and sectors. respectively
1 . FOR j=l : N do //channel iteration 
2. Find set of sectors, .c' , that satisfy c1 - g 1 > 0, l E t:,
3. IF £
1 == {} THEN t:,' = .C ENDIF 
' Find sector subcarrier pair (l" , j* ) that satisfies max (Uj 
I f ,reg ) ,  l E .C , J E Z4. 
1 '  ,J 
ELSE 
5. 
//assign j* subcarrier to l* sector 
//update assigned rate for l* sector 
6. 
7 .  
8. ENDIF 
x�.'reg = 1 
g1 · = g1• + wj: ,reg 
9. Remove j* from Z 
10. End FOR 
1 1 . x;up = V (x�•reg)r, j = 1 . . · N, V l 
Figure A. 5 : Pseudocode for centralised dynamic subchannel allocation algorithm [63] . 
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A.3 Stolyar's Approach 
A.3 Stolyar's  Approach 
In this section , we describe the algorithm presented m [68] referred to as Stolyar's  
approach. For further details refer to [68]s. 
In this scheme and similarly to our proposed schemes coRRAA and auRRAA, cells 
target at minimising their transmit powers, whereas meeting the rate demands of their 
users . However , the authors use a different system model and also frequency hopping. 
for a given transmission is restricted to be across subcarriers within the RB to which 
it is assigned to. Moreover,  users are assigned only to subcarriers in a single sub-band. 
In a given cell, for each user , the cell ' s  BS can choose which RB to assign it to. 
Thus, given the inter-cell interference levels , currently 'observed' by user terminal u:;, , 
the BS knows , i . e . , it can estimate from user feedback, that it would need to allocate 
mu,k subcarriers and average power Pu,k , if this user u:;, is to be assigned to RB k. 
Note that the same power P
and transmit power Pu,
u,k is allocated to every subcarrier assigned to user u:;,. 
User Channel Quality Indicators (CQis) are utilised to derive the transmission MCSs, 
number of subcarriers mu,k , 
In more details , among the various combinations of mu,k and Pu, 
user rate demand, the one that requires the least number of subcarriers is used [68] . 
Note that less subcarriers implies using more power per subcarrier and higher MCSs. 
k required in RB k to satisfy a user . 
k that can satisfy the 
A good user-to-RB assignment , from the overall system performance point of view, 
would be one producing user-to-RB assignments in the cells , allowing the system to 
support as many users as possible. Hence , since mu,k and Pu,k can be pre-computed, 
the optimisation problem assigns users to RBs so that the sum transmit power of the 
cell for all users/RBs is minimised, while meeting the throughput demands of its users. 
Any user-to-RB assignment should be such that the RB capacities are not exceeded, 
and the total power used in all sub-bands is below the maximum cell available power. 
Because Stolyar 's  approach was devised for a general OFDMA framework in which 
subcarriers are grouped into sub-bands , adaptation to LTE constraints was needed. 
In our implementation of Stolyar 's approach, we considered a sub-band to be an RB , 
i . e . , instead of 1 6  subcarriers per sub-band, in our case we used 1 2  subcarriers per RB . 
Random frequency hopping was implemented by permuting in every subframe the sub­
carrier indices independently across the distinct RBs and sectors . Frequency hopping 
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